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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introd·uces the reseatch quest·ions investigated in this thesis and
outlines the str·uctwie of the book.

1.1 Machine Learning

In this thesis we describe several hybrid iliachille learning algorithnis. We detail the
construction and motivation of the hybrid algorithms. we measure their classification
performance, and perform error analyses to investigate their functional classification
behavior. Before we outlitie the researcli questions investigated and tlie structure of the
thesis. we start with a short introduction 011 machine learning.

When a coniputer needs to perform a certain task, a programmer's soltitioii is to write a
computer program that perfornis the task.  A computer program is a piece of code that
instructs the computer which actions to take iii order to perform the task. A problem
arises with tasks for which the seqzieiice of actiotis is not well defined or unkilown.
Ati example of such a task is face recognition.  Humans have 110 problem recognizing
faces of people. However, the task of writing clown a unique description of a face is
a difficzilt task.  A description of a particzilar face will often also apply to hundreds
of other faces. This implies that we can not simply write a sequence of instructions
for the computer to perform this task.  One solution to this problem is to make a
special computer prograni that has the capacity to learn a task from examples or past
experience. Such a program is given a large set of pictrires of faces labeled with names
and its task is to learn the mapping between the pictures and the nanies. We call such a
program that learns sonic function with an input and output a machine learning algorithm.

1
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Figure  1.1:   A  iriacliine  learning  algorithm  consists of three parts:   a  learning  module.  a
moclel and a classification module.

 Iachine learning is part of the research field of Artificial Intelligence aiid lias stroiig
relat ions  with  the  field  of statistics. 1   Alachine  leariiing  algorithrns  can  be  divicled  in  two
111aill categories: supervised and unsupervised machine leaniing algorithms. In stipervised
learning. tlie iiiput of tlie leariiing algorithiti consists of examples (in the form of feature
vectors) with a label assigned to them. The objective of supervised learning is to learn to
assign corr('ct labels to new unseen exa.mples of the same task. Unsupervised algorithins
learn from zinlal,eled exanil)les. The objective of uiisupervised learning may be to chister
exaniples together 011 the 1,asis of tlieir similarity.  Iii this thesis we concelitrate 011
supervised learning algorithms.

Iii Figure 1.1  a scheillatic visiialization of a supervised machine: learning algorithiii is shown.
The algoritlim consists of three parts: a leariking inodule. a niodel aiid a classificatioii
Inoditle. Tlie learning itiodille constructs a ftinction on the basis of labeled exainples. We
refer to labeled exainples as instances.  The 1110(lel is the stored estitiiation of the function
induced by the learning module. The classification ilioditle takes as itiput uiiseeii instances
ancl applies the model to predict class labels for the new instances.

Alore formally. supervised machine learning methods learn classification tasks on the basis
of itistances. The set of lal,eled training itistances represents some function f:X- } '
that maps all instaiice .t· EX to a class y E Y. The true target ftitiction is not directly
available to the learner. on(y iniplicitly through the class labels assigiied to the set of
instances.  A machine learning experinient consists of two phases:  a learning phase aiid
a classification phase. First the machine learning algorithm jiiduces a hypothesis f' of

1 For wore inforination about machine learning. we refer to (Alpaydill. 2004: Langley. 1996: Alitchell.
1997: Weiss and Kulikowski. 1991)
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the target ftitictic,11 f on the 1,adis of set d of lal,eled training instaii(·e.s.  This inchiced
li\·l)<,thc'sis is stor(,diii thc' foriii of soizie 1110clel of tlie targc't fitiictioii.  hi tlie classificatiori
pliase. liew (:raiiiples are classified In' apphirig tlic' 11iodel (AIitchell. 1997).

Ill(Iticilig a liT·pC)tllesis f' of tlle true target ftiliC·tiC)11 f C·all 1 e L·iC'w<'(1 as a searcll ill a
in·potliesis space that represents all possible liypotheses. This hypothesis space is defiiiecl
in  the hypotliesis rel)resezitatioii c·hoseik bJ tlie (lesigiier  ,f the leariziiig algorithizi. Tlierc'
are two (·rit.(,ria tliat guiclc, tlic, searc·11 fc,r tlic hypothesis with the closest resenil,lance to
tlic· targc,t flinctic,11.  Iii th(' first plac·e tlie hypothesis slioulci fit the Mpt of traitiing instatices.
The sec·oitd c·riterioii concerns the titacliitie learnitig 1,ias of tlie algorithm.

The terlil m.achine tr·arning bias is defiiied as the "set of assertioiis that forni the l,asis
for a niachitie leariiirig algorithin to clioose a certaiii hypothesis. 1)esides being consistelit
with  the  traitiing  data"   (Alitcliell.   1997).    Each  algorithm  uses  its  own  set  of lieuristics.
cotistraitits or rtiles to choose a certaiti hypothesis. For example. a well known guicleline
that is zised in inaity algorithins is the AIiniinum Description Length (AIDL) prhiciple
(Rissancin. 1983). This priiiciple states that given a 11>·pothesis space and a set of labeled
training instances d. choose tlie hypotliesis tliat is tlie sniallest description of d. 2

It is desirable to know beforehand wliich iliachiiie learniiig algorithill has the right bias
for a partictilar task. Even 1,etter woiild be to have a macliine leariiing algorithni that
performs well 011 any task. Cotitinon sense dictates. aiid studies have confirmed that there
does not exist oiic 1111iversal iiiachiiw learning algorithni that perforins best on all types of
classification tasks  (Ciilberson.  1998:  Wolpert  and Macready. 1995). Besides the fact  that
different types of tasks ask for different types of sohitions. it is also difficult to deterinine
beforeliand whicli type of,sohition best suits a particular task. These observations point
to tlie Iieed of ail empirical approacli. For ('ach task. one zieects to find out experiniezitally
which types of solution work well: in other words, whicli inachine learning bias is suite(1
for the task. In this thesis we take aii empirical approach and perform a large ratige of
exl,erinients to investigate this qui: tioii.

1.2 Hybrid Machine Learning algorithms

Most niachiiie learning algorithms construct a model Ily al,stracting from the set of labeled
instances. An excel)tioii is meniory-based learning algoritliins as they simply store all
ilistances ill Illeillory witliout gericializatioll. AIc,nioi·y-l,ased leariiers are also called la, zv
learners as they (10 1iot ptit aii.v effort iii tlie learllilig pliase as opposecl to eager learners

(Alia. 1997).

Eager learniiig algorithnis invest most of tlieir effort in the learning phase'.  They
coiistrtic·t a compact represeiitatioii of tile target fuiiction by getieraliziiig froni tlie training

2Detailed illforinatioti abolit the MDI, priticiple cari be folind iii Griinwalil et al. (2005).
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instances. Classification of new instances is usually a straightforward application of simple
classification rules that employ the eager learner's model.

In contrast, lazy learning algorithms put no effort or computation in the learning phase.
The learning phase consists of storing all training instances in memory. The search for the
optimal hypothesis does not take place in the learning phase, but in the classification phase.
The memory-based learners make local approximations of the target function depending
on the test instance. To classify a new instance, the memory-based learner searches in
memory for the most similar instances. The result of this local search, usually a set of
nearest neighbor instances, is used to assign a class label to the new instance.

Thus, eager and lazy learning algorithms differ on three points. First, eager learners put
effort in the learning phase, while lazy learning divert their effort to classification. Second,
eager learners form a global hypothesis of the target function that describes the complete
instance base. In contrast, lazy learners produce for each new instance a local hypothesis
based on a part of the instance base. Third, the hypothesis constructed by an eager learner
is independent of the new instance to be classified, while the hypothesis of the lazy learner
depends on the new instance.

The contrast between memory-based learning and eager learning forms the motivation
for constructing hybrids. We describe hybrid algorithms in which we combine eager
learning with memory-based classification. We put effort in the learning phase as well
as in the classification phase, as we expect this double effort will be repayed with an
improved performance. We take the system as constructed by the eager learner and
replace its standard classification component by memory-based classification. The hybrid
uses both the global hypothesis as induced by the eager learner and the local hypothesis
of the memory-based learner based on the test instance to be classified.  (We call the
eager learning algorithm and memory-based learner parent algorithms of the hybrid that
combines them.)

A visualization of the hybrid algorithm is shown in Figure 1.2. The training instances form
the input for the learning module of the eager parent and are also stored by the memory-
based algorithm. In the classification phase. both the model produced by the eager learner
and the stored instances are used by the memory-based classification method to classify
new instances.

We perform our study using iristantiations of three quite different types of eager machine
learning algorithms: A rule induction algorithm which produces a symbolic model in
the form of lists of classification rules: maximum entropy modeling, a probabilistic
classifier which produces a matrix of weights associating feature values; to classes. and
multiplicative update learning. a hyperplane discriminant algorithm which produces a
(sparse) associative network with weighted connections between feature value and class
units as a model.

The research presented in this thesis is motivated by research in machine learning
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training instances
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Figure 1.2: Representation  of a hybrid learning  algorithm  that conibines eager learning
with memory-based classification.

for  Natural Language Processing   (NLP).3   NLP   is  the cross-disciplinary field between
Artificial Intelligence and Linguistics and studies problems in the processing, analysis
and understanding of natural language by computers. This background of NLP research
influences the choice of machine learning algorithms. Memory-based learning has been
shown to be well suited for NLP tasks (Daelemans and van den Bosch, 2005: Daelemans
et al., 1999). Many language processing tasks concern complex tasks with many sub-
regularities and exceptions. Because a memory-based learning algorithm stores all
instances in memory, all exceptions and infrequent regularities are kept. As every
algorithm has its strengths and weaknesses, this strong feature of memory-based learning is
at the same time its weak point, as it makes the algorithm sensitive to noise and irrelevant
information.

The embedding in NLP research also influences the type of classification tasks we use
to study the performance of machine learning algorithms. We choose to perform our
experiments on two types of data.  As the main goal in this research is the study of
machine learning algorithms. we use a set of benchmark data sets that are used frequently
in the field of machine learning research. The other type of data concerns four NLP data
sets which are publicly available and have been used in previous research.

3The research is conducted within the Induction of Linguistic Knowledge research group in the
department of Language and Information Science at Tilburg University, which applies inductive learning
algorithms to natural language problems.
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1.3 Research Questions

Froiii the perspective of the inemory-based learnc.r we livpothesize that coinbitiing the eager
leartier.  representation with memory-based classificatioii caii repair a kitowii weakness of
inemory-based  learning.  namely  its  sensitivity  to  noise  (Alia  et  al..   1991) and irrelevaiit
feattires  (Tjong  Killl  Salig.  2002:  Wettscliereck et  al.-  1997).   From  the  perspective  of the
eager learners.  we  hypothesize  that  replacing  tlieir  simple  classification method witli  the
more setisitive local k-NN classification 111etliod could iniprove generalization perforniance.
By combining the learning modiile of an eager leartier with the classificatioii module of a
lazy learner we hope to Collibine the best of botli worlds.

The main research question investigated iii this thesis is:

Can we, by replacing the simple classification method of an eager
learner with the memory-based classification method improve gen-
eralization performance upon one or both of the parent algorithms?

Answeriiig tliis research questioll will also tell us wliether tlie model of an algorithin only
has valize withiii its inteiided context. i.e. iii combination with the imiial classification
Componpnt (,f the learizer. or wlieth('r it is still \·aluable when pullecl out of tliat coiitext.

Besides generalization performalice we are also interested in the differences aild coinnional-
ities 1,etween the hybrid algoritliins and their parents. We fornitilate the following research
qllestion:

To what extent does the functional classification behavior of the
hybrid algorithms differ from the functional behavior of their parent
algorithms?

We try to aiiswer this question  1»' analyzing the otitprits of the algorithnis. We iiivestigate
the   types  of  errc,rs  tlie   algorithms  lilake  aiid  tlie  overlap   iii  error  betweeii  tlie  11>bricl
algorithitis and their pareiit algoritlitiis.

The liybrid algorithms conil,ine the iliod('ls of two algorithms to improve perforiiiance. Iii
this respect.  classifier eiisenil,les are similar as tliey also put  sev<,ral (·lassifiers togetlier to
r(,ach a better perforinatice. This correspondence between lib-brid algorithms and classifier
ensenibles is investigatecl by askiiig the following qtiestic,11:

How do hybrid algorithms compare to classifier ensembles?

We desigii classifier ensenibles that have a close analogy to the hyl,rid alg(,rithins. Wc,
compare the algorithnis iii ternis of generalizatioii perforniance. and we aiialyze the
differences atid comilioiialities iii their functional classification behavior.
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Wc, perforiii ozir experiin<·1its to estiziiate the geiieralization l,erforinaii<·e of the algorithixis
(,11 two types of tasks. mac·hine leariting benclitiiark tasks aticl natiiral langiiage proc·essitig
tasks. The latter are characterized I,y tlie fact that they are qitite complex and contaiti
111:kin· exceptions. We investigate the foll(,wiiig qii(,stioii:

Is there a difference in performance of the hybrid algorithms on
natural language processing tasks?

1.4 Thesis Outline

This thesis is structiired as follows. Chapter 2 pi'ovidi's an overview of tlie experimental
niethods. First we (1(,scribe th(, fc,iir niachine learning algorithiiis that we use: meniory-
based leariiing. rule inductioii. niaximurn entropy modeliiig ancl 1Ilultiplicative lipdate
learnhig.  We give a clescriptioti of the data sets, tlie experiniental settip and the evaluatioii
methods.

Iii Chapter 3 we discuss and motivate the construction of four hyl,rid algorithms that
coiiibiiie lazy azid eager learitilig.  We conipare the geneializatioii perforniance of the
hybrid algorithnis to the performance of their parent algoritlinis.  Comparitig the four
hybrid algorithills to their parents. two of the hybrids will be seen to outperform their
eager learnitig parent algorithin and to perform equal to or slightly better than memory-
based learning. The ot.her two hybrids are less successftil as both have a lower performance
than memory-based learning and equal or lower perforiliance than the eager parent.

Chapter 4 offers a comparisoii between the hybrid algoritlims and classifier enseiribles.
We discuss the (·onstrtiction arid perforitiance of two classifier eziseml)les that have a close
reseniblance to the two siiccessful hybrids discussed in Chapter 3. Experimental results
show that the classifier ensembles perform rather similarly to t he hybrid algorithms.

Iii Chapter 5 we investigate the cliffereiices atid conimoiialities iii the functional classi-
fication behavior of liybrid algorithms :ind their parent algorithms. We conchict a bias--
variance dec·omposition of error rates ancl we perform error arialyses of the results presented
iii Chapter 3. As a (·oinparisoit. we perform tlie saine analyses for the classifier ensemble.s
and their parent algorithills.

Chapter 6 sizinniarizes the answers to the research questions ceiitral to this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Algorithms, data and methods

This chapter describes the experimental setup of the experiments presented in
this thesis.  We provide a description of the machine learning algorithms, data
sets and eirperimentat method used in this research.

In this chapter we detail the setup of our experiments and briefly describe the machine
learning algorithms used in this research. First we discuss four machine learning classifiers:
memory-based learning, maximum entropy modeling, rule induction. and multiplicative
update learning, in terms of their learning and classification method, their model and
issues related to the particular software implementations we use. Next we describe the
classification tasks and data sets. The last sections of the chapter detail the experimental
setup and methods to evaluate the generalization performance of the algorithms.

2.1 Learning Classifiers

The key distinction between lazy machine learning algorithms and eager algorithins is the

difference in effort iii the learning phase of the algorithm. The eager learning algorithms
put significant effort in abstracting a model fr01Il the training instances. Classification
on the other hand is reduced to a relatively effortless application of a classification rule
that employs the abstracted model to new instances. In contrast, lazy learning algorithms
simply store all training instances in memory as model. All effort is diverted to the
classification phase. Tlie lazy algorithm creates for each new test instance a local estimate
of the target function by searching for the most similar stored instances. As explained
in Chapter 1 we use the contrast betweeri lazy learning algorithms and eager learners to
construct hybrid algorithnis that combine the learning phase of an eager learning algorithm
with the classification phase of a lazy learning algorithm.

9
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Figure  2.1: The. learning module  of  k-iin  algorithm  consists  of  a  simple  storage  step  of
the instance base as the model of the target function. The most important module of the
A-1111 algorithm is thi classification module.

I\'e clioose three eager iliachille learning algorithm,  : rule induction. iziaximuni entropy
11iodeliiig arid niultiplicative update learning. We choose these thre eager learners because

we call design a conceptual bridge between their model and k-lin classificatioll to forin the
hybrid algorithms. Detailed motivations for the construction of the hybrids can be fozincl
iii Chapter 3. In the next sections we discilss the four parent algorithms iii light of the
clioseii search strategy to fiiid a hypothesis. the 1110del and classification Illethocl.

2.1.1 Memory-based learning

AIemory-based leartiitig is a siinilarity-based method (Alia et al., 1991: Cover aiicl Hart.
1967: Fix aiid Hodges. 1951) and goes by inany nanies such as instance-based leartiing.
case-based learnitig. tion-parametric learning. local learning and nearest neighbor learning.
Alemory-based learning relies 011 the liypothesis that. every instance has preclictive power
to classify oth(,r similar instances.  A proininent attribitte of memory-based learning
algorithms is that they clelay generalization from the set of labeled instances to the
classific·ation pliase. ilemory-based learning inchides methods such as k-nearest lieiglibor
classification. locally-weighted regressioii and case-based reasoning.

Locall,·-weighted regression (Bottou atid Vapnik. 1992) is a memory-based inethod that
perforiils regression around the point to be predicted using only training data in the local
context. Case-based reasoning (Kolodner. 1993) is a technique that uses complex instance
representations such as  relational  descriptions (Alitchell. 1997).
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In  this  research  we  fc,c·us  on  tlie  A·-ikearest  lieiglibor  algoritlizii  (k-nn)(Aha  et  al..  1991:
Cover atid Hart. 1967: Fix and Hodges.  1951).  Figure 2.1 shows a schematic visimlizatioit
of the A·-itii algorit lim. Tlle leariiirig moclule is preseitted as a siinple storage step:  the 1110St
importatit niodizle iii the algorithiti is tlic' classificaticm module. The k-1111 algorithill ilses
all labeled trainitig izistatices as a itiodel of the target fiinction. Iii the classification pliase.
A·-1111 uses a similarit  -based search strateg · to deternilike a locally optiziial h.,-pothesis
ftitic·tioii. Test instaiices are compared to the stored izistances ancl are assigned thc,
sanie class label as the k most siiziilar stored instances. We lise the k-nii algorit}1111 28
iniplemente.(1  iii  tlie Tinibl software package (Dat·lettialls (·t al.. 2004). Iii tliis variaiit  of A·-
nn the k does not point to tlie A· nearest cases but to tlie k ilearest clistatices as proposed by
Aha et  al.  (1991).   The similarity or  distance,  between  two  instances  A  and  B  is  meastirecl
acc:orditig  to  the  clistance  func·tion in Equatioii  2.1:

.

3(.4.B) = E wi 8((ti. b,) (2.1)

i=1

where n is tile mimber of features. wi is a global weight for feature i. and distance metric
8 estiniates the difference betweeii the feature values of the two iiistances. Tlie distance
metric d atici feature weighting w are both algorithmic parameters besides k. The class
of feature weighting inethods and distance nietrics is open; many niethods liave bee11

proposed in the literature. We discuss three different distance tiietrics and four feature
weighting methods which we use iii our k-lin implementation.

A simple distance metric is the overlap metric. For syriibolic features this metric
estimates the distance between two mismatchitig feature valizes as oiie aiid tlie distance
betweeii two inatching values as zero. For nulneric values the difference is coinputed as
ilhistrated iii Equation 2.2.

C     "1 -6,      if numeric. elsemcir,-inn,

8(ai. bi) =  
0 if ai = bi (2.2)

C  1                ifai 96 bi

The overlap inetric is lintitecl to exact matches between feature values. To allow relative
differetices 1)et.Weell Syml)oliC values to be acknowleclged b, tlie classifier. tlie (Modified)
Value Difference metric (NITDAI) was introcluced in (Stanfill and Waltz. 1986) atid
further  refined  by  Cost and Salzberg  ( 1993). MVDM estiinates  the  distance  between  two
mhzes ul and ,·2 as the difference of their mutual conditional distribiitioiis of the classes

calculated from the set of labeled instaiices. Eqilation 2.3 shows the calculatioii of AiVDM.
where j  represents the total number of classes and P(C, 1 1,1)  is the probability of Class C,
given the presetice of feature value  rl·

8( 1'1 · 1,2 )  = E IP(C, 1 t.1 ) -  P(Ci It.2 )1 (2.3)
i=1
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When two feature values occur with the same distribution over the classes. MVDM regards
them as identical and their estimated distance is zero. In contrast, when two feature
values never occur with the same classes, their distance will be maximal (2.0 according to
Equation 2.3).

The Jeffrey divergence distance metric is a symmetric variant of the Kullback-Leibner
distance metric. Similar to MVDM, Jeffrey divergence uses class distributions to estimate
the distance between two feature values, but instead of simply summing over the
subtractions of two feature values, it uses a logarithmic term.  Equation 2.4 shows the
distance calculation between two feature values vl  and  t,2·  The denominator 0.5 * z  is the
normalization factor.

n                                   P(Ci 11,1 ) p(C,)11,21
8(Vi, 1,2) = E P(Cilvi)log + P(C':11,2)log (2.4)

0.5 * z 0.5 * z
i-1

z =P(Girl) + P(CAe) (2.5)

Feature weighting is an important algorithmic parameter of the k-nn algorithm. Not all
features have the same global informativeness. and it is a good heuristic to give more
iniportant features a higher weight. A mismatch on a feature with a high weight creates
a larger distance between two instances than a mismatch on a feature with a low weight.

Information Gain weighting (Quinlan. 1993) looks at each feature in isolation and
measures how important it is for the prediction of the correct class. The Information Gain
of a feature is the difference in entropy in the situation with and without the knowledge
of that feature. Equation 2.6 shows the calculation of Information Gain:

wi = H(C) - E P(v) * H(Clt,) (2.6)

1· e L "t

where C' is the set of class labels. V, is the set of values for feature i alid H(C) is the
entropy of the class labels.

One weak point of Information Gain is that it tends to overestimate the relevaiice of
features that have many different values. To remedy this. Quinlan (1993) proposed Gain
Ratio which is is a 1iormalized version of Information Gain in which the Information Gain
weight is divided by tlie entropy of the featiire values (si(i)) as shown iii Equation 2.7 and
2.8.

H(C) - E'.e,· P(r) * H(Clt·)
ZL'l
-

(2.7)
Si(i)
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si(i) = -I P(t')1092PCE) (2.8)

U E L·''

(White and Liu, 1994) showed that Gain Ratio weighting still has the property of assigning
higher weights to features with mairy values. They propose to use a statistical weighting
method without this property: Chi-Square. This weighting niethod estimates the
,significance, or degree of surprise, of the number of feature value occurrences with respect
to the expected number  of  occurrences (a priori probability). Equation 2.9 shows  the
calculation of Chi-Square:

1 K I   ICI

x' =  X CE 'im   -   0nm)2                    (2.9)
n=1 m=1 En m

where Onm and Enm are the observed and expected frequencies iii a contingency table t
which records how often each feature value co-occurs with each class. 0„m is simply the
number of co-occurrences of value m with class n.  Enm is the number of cases expected

ill cell tn™ if the null hypothesis (of no predictive association between feature value and
class) is true. In Equation 2.10 it is defined that t .77L is the sum of column m and t.n is

the sum of row n in the contingency table.  ta is the total number of instances and equals
the sum of all cells in the table.

t.mt.n
(2.10)En„, -   fa

Shared variance (Equation     2.11)   is   a  normalization   of  the   Chi-Square  weighting   in
which the dimensionality of the contingency table is taken into account.

X2
SK = (2.11)

N * min(ICI. IV )- 1

where  N  is  the  number  of  instances.   ICI  is  the  number  of classes.   1 VI  is  the  number  of
values and min(ICI. IVI) expresses that only the lowest value ( IVI or ICI) is used.

Another possibility to further refine the behavior of the k-zin algorithm is to use distance
weighting of the nearest neighbors.  When k is larger than one and inultiple nearest
neighbor iiistances are involved in classification. the simplest method to classify a new
instance is to give this instance the same classification as the majority class of the k
neighbors. This method is called majority voting. When larger k values are used, the
nearest neighbor set can include. besides the sitizilar aiid nearby instances, also a large

group of less similar instances.  In such case majority voting may be less appropriate
because the group of less similar instances can override tlie classification of the nearby
instances.
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Figure 2.2:  Visualization of the expoiiential decay distance weighting functioii with varied
parameters n and 3.

Dii<lani ( 1976) proposes Inverse Linear Distance. a method  in which  votes of instances
arc, weighted in relatioii to their distaiices to the new instance. Instances that are close to
the new instance are given a higher weighted vote than ilistaii(·es that are less similar to
the new instance. The nearest iieighl)or gets a weiglit of 1. t.he niost dissimilar neighbor
a weight of 0 and the others arc· given a weiglit in between. Inverse Linear Distance is
expressed iii Equation 2.12.

(2.12)l  1         if (4 =di   J
where d, is the distaiice of the 11ew iiistatice to nearest Iieighl)or j. di is tile distance of
the iiearest  zieighbor.  alid dA·  the distaiice (,f the furtliest neiglibor  (k).

Inverse Distance Weighting (Duclani. 1976) is another distance weiglitiiig inethocl
sliowii iii Equation 2.13.  wj is the inverse distance of the new instance to the tiearest
neighbor j. Usually a small constant is aclcled to dj to prevelit division in· zero.

1

U.· = - (2.13)
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Exponential decay distance weighting (Slic,parcl. 1987) scales the distances of the
liearest alid ftirtliest accorcling to all exponeittial cleta,T· flinction showii iii Ecitiation 2.14.

Mi
(2.14)11'J = i

Tliis filiictioii has two pai·airieters n aiicl .1 that determine tlie slope and power of tlic·
frinc·tioii.  Soixie c,xaiiipli,s (,f tlie fiiiictioii c·an be fotind iii Figrire 2.2.  We se ' that n
itifitiences tlie steepiiess of tlic, curve. A steeper curv · i111plies tliat relatively less wi,ight
is giveii to iwiglil,ors at a furtlier clistaiicc'. Iiheii 3 has a vahie higher tliaii oiie, tlic'
cizrve bc,conies bell sliapecl ariel assigns a high vote to all Ikearest iieighl)(,rs up to a cci'taiii
(list1111C('.

2.1.2 Hyperplane discrimination

Hyperplane cliscriinitiant algorithnis include algorithiiis srich as Perceptron (Rosenblatt.
1958). Wilillow (Littlestotic. 1988) and Supl)ort Vector Afachines (Vapiiik. 1998). Hyper-
plaite discrinzinant algoritlims search for an optinial liypothesis of the target ftinction iii
a liypothesis space of whicli the dimensions are deterinined by the features present iii the
set of lal,eled instances. The labeled tra.illiIig instances caii theti be coiisiclered as poiiits iii
this space. The hyperplaiie discriniinant algorithin tries to fiiid a hypothesis function that
separates the space iii such a way that it separates the points represeiiting the izistarices
belongiiig to different classes.

We choose the sparse WilltiOW algOrithlll (WINNOW) as implemented iii tlie SNoW soft.war(,
pac·kage (Cailion et al.. 1999: Roth, 1998) as hyperplane discriinitiatit algorithm. WINNOW
is aii efficieiit leartiing algorithiri designed for classification tasks with many features. and is
robtist against noisy data and irrelevant features. It has been applied sitccessfully to inain'
classification tasks  in  natural  language  processing: shallow parsing (Munoz  et  al..  1999).
part-of-speech tagging (Roth and Zeletiko, 1998), text categorization (Dagan et al.. 1997),
spelling correction  (Golditig and Roth, 1999).  word sense disainbigitation  (Escuclero et  al..
2000) aiid semaiitic  role  labeling  (Ngai  et  al..  2()04:  Pinwakariok  et  al.,  2004).    Winnow
has  also been applied to other tasks such as  face  detection  (Yang et  al.,  2000)  atid  patent
classification (Koster et al.. 2()03).

In Figzire 2.3 a visualization of WINNOW is giveli. Tlie WINNOW algorithm uses a sparse
network architectiire as model of the. target fiinction.  The sparse network consists of
weighted coiinections between inpiit llc,des and otitpiit nocles. The inplit nodes Synlbolize
the feature values presetit in the labeled trainiiig itistaiices :ind the target nodes denote
the class labels.

Tlic, classification moclule iii the pic·tur(, is labele<1 with -,sumnied winiier-take-all" . When
a test instance is matched against the network. the featiire ,-alues present iii thc, itistanci'
activate the weighted connectic,ns of the matching iliptit nodes. Each output node iii the
network has a threshold T ancl predic·ts positively for the target class when tlie siim of
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Figure 2.3: The Winnow algorithm uses a sparse associative network as a model. When
classifying a new instance. the weights connected to the feature values present in the
instance are summed for each class and the class label with the highest sum is chosen.

the active weighted connections exceeds the threshold. and negatively otherwise. In the
next part of the section we first describe the network architecture and explain the learning
phase of WINNOW, followed by a description of the classification phase.

The learning module is the heart of the WINNOW algorithm. The construction of the
network is data-driven: connections between input nodes and target nodes are only created
when the data provides evidence in the form of at least one instance that contains that
particular feature value and is labeled with the target class, hence the term sparse in the
name of the algorithm.

The weights of the connections are learned using the Littlestone Winnow update rule
(Littlestone.  1988). The Littlestone update  rule is multiplicative and has two parameters:
a promotion parameter   a    >    1   and   a demotion parameter B between   0   and   1.      The
learning of the weights starts with a random initialization. The learning process is error-
driven. Each training instance is tested against the network: only when the instance is
misclassified, the weights are updated. The output node with same class label as the
training instance needs to give a positive prediction. When the target node misclassifies
the instance by predicting negative. the weights of the active connections leading to that
target node are promoted by multiplication by a.

The target nodes that do not have the same class label as the instance to be learned, need
to give a negative prediction of this instance.  When one of the nodes misclassifies the
instance as positive, the weights of the active connections to this node are demoted by
multiplication by B. Other weights are unchanged.
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When the algorithm classifies a new instance, the features present in the new instance
activate connections to certain target nodes. The activation score for each target node is
calculated by summing its active connections. The class label of the target node with the
highest score is assigned to the new instance. Equation 2.15 shows the summarization of
weights for target node t where n is the total of active features connected to target node
t and wi  is the weight of active feature i connected to t.

71

L tv: >T (2.15)
i=1

We already nientioned three algorithmic parameters that need to be set: the promotion
parameter a, demotion parameter /3 and threshold T. The SNoW software package also
implements many other algorithmic parameters that can be specified by the user.  We
briefly mention three parameters that we use in our experiments. The first parameter is
the number of cycles through the training data in which the weights of the connections
are adjusted with the winnow update rule. The second parameter offers the possibility
to change the thickness of the separator between the positive and negative instances.
This floating point value indicates the distance between the threshold and negative or
positive instances. The third parameter performs feature selection or noise reduction
by simply ignoring the values that occur less than n times in the training set (we use in
our experiments the default setting, n=2).

2.1.3 Rule induction

In this section we discuss rule induction algorithms. First we mention some general issues
in rule learning algorithms.  In the next part of the section we describe in detail RIPPER,
the rule induction algorithm we use in our experiments. We also discuss a second rule
induction algorithm, (32 which we use for some additional experiments.

Rule induction algorithms induce a set of classification rules from labeled training data
as a model of the target function. The condition part of the rule consists of tests
on the presence of feature values combined with boolean operators. Many variants of
rule induction algorithms exist: the method for inducing rules. the type of rules, and
the classification method differ among the various implementations of rule induction
algorithms. We mention some of the general choices to be made in the design of a rule
induction algorithm.

One large group of rule induction algorithms are separate-and-conquer or sequential
covering algorithms.  They learn in an iterative process one rule at the time. and remove all
instances  from  the  data  that are covered  by  this  rule.   Furnkranz (1999) gives an overview
of sequential covering algorithms. In contrast, divide-and-conquer or simultaneous covering
(Alitchell. 1997) rule induction algorithms split the data in disjoint sets and construct rules
for each of these sets. C4.5rules (Quinlan. 1993) is an example of such algorithm.
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Aiiother key aspect iii the clesign of the learning inodulf, is the clioice l,etweeii a gf lieT'al-to-
specific searcli strategy  or  specific-to-gen erat. Hbrking from a general-to-specific priticiple.
the rule learner starts witli indlicitig onc, general rule. and increnientally induces more
specific riiles to fit the data 1)etter. Alteriiatively. the learner can work specific-to-general:
it starts witli constructing several specific rules and iteratively makes this rtile set more
general. by merging rules or by niodifying individual rtiles to beconie inore general. This
approach is also called overjit-and-simplify.

A choice that influences all parts of the rtile induction algorithm is the clioice betweeii
aii  orcl('red  or  zinordered  rlile  set.   Iii  case  of  an  unordered  rtile  set.  the  learning  iziodule
liiduces a rule set on the basis of all labeled training instances.  In the classificatioii phase.
each rule is niatche(1 against the liew instaiice. Wlien niore tlmii one class lal,el is assigned
1,y the inatchitig rules, an extra Inc,chanisin sucli as voting or,-ute weighting must l,e used
tc) deterinine the fiiial class label.

hi case the 1110(lel of the algorithiii is aii ordered rule set. the leariiing inodule lias an
('xtra task of finding an optiiiial ordering of the rules.  Classification on the other halid
is straightforward: t.lie first matclii tig rlile fires and assigns tlie class label. cliscardiiig all
other rtiles iii the reiiiainder of the ordered rule set.

We choose RIPPER (Cohen. 1995) as rule· itidtictioil algorithm iii our experiziierits. We also
ran soine adclitional experitiients with atiother rizle iiicluction algorithm. ('N2 (Clark and
Boswell, 1991). whicli (liffers 011 various points from Rll'PER.

RIPPER is aii abbreviation of Repeated hicremental Pruning to Prodiice Error Reclitctioii
(Cohmi. 1995) azid is based ori tlie IREP algorithiii der·eloped b.v Ffirnkranz and Widiziei·
( 1994).   RIPPER  is  a  sequelitial  covering algoritlini  that  liseS.  l)y  defatilt.  the  specific-to-
getieral technique to induce riiles. Figuri' 2.4 presents a global scheniatic visiializatioii of
RIPPER.  Whe11 Tisect withoilt ally spc'cification of algorithitiic paranieters. RIPPER produces
:m onhed riile set as mo lel and classifies a 11CW instaiice b,· assigiiiiig the class label of
the first matcliing rule ill the rule set.

Iii the 1('arizilig phase. RIPI'ER start.s by iliakilig a list of the ('lass ,s.  Staliclard RIPPER
orders the classes 011 the basis of tlieir fri·queno·. ancl starts with ilicllicitig rules for the
least freqtient (·lass. For each class. the iiistances label('d with this class are considerecl
as positive exaniples and all other instances are regarded as negative exairiples. The set
of  training  instances is split   into  a  growing  set   and  priming set. First a specific   rule
is constriicted hy repeatedh· adclitig featiire-valize tests lintil the Title Covers 110 11('gative
examples  in tlic, growing set.  Next  the rtile is priined hy deleting conclitions from tlie rule
tiiaxitiiizing ftitiction f( rule ) iii Eqiiation 2.16:

1) - 11,f(ru/c) -- (2.16)
p + 11

where n is the liziniber of negative examples presetit in the prunitig set that is coverecl the
l'Tile ( rule), p is the number of positive examples iii th(' prunizig set covered by tlle rule.
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Figiire 2.4. The rule induction algorithni RIPPER uses aii orderecl rizle set as model. Iii the
classification phase. tlie first rule iii the rtile set that limtches the new iiistance. afsigns
the class label.

Wlieri a rule is created. it is adcled to the Tule set ariel tlie positive and negative exaiziples
covered by tlie rule are renioved from the training set. In the liext step the process is

repeated.

The stopping criteria of adding rizles to the rule set is based 011 the mininnizii description
letigth principle.  The clescription length of the rule set and its coverage of instances is
coiIiptited after addizig a  rule to  the rule set.  Ii'hen  this descriptioii  lengtli  is  d bits loriger
than previous descriptions. RIPPER stops adding iiew rriles. The default setting of d is 64.

After the coiistructioii of a rule set. RIPPER has a post-processing step iii which it perfc,rins
an optional tiuinber of extra Optiillizatioll rolliids.  Each rule is prunecl aiid evalizatecl in
tlie context of optimizing the error rate of the riile s('t asa wliole. RIPPER constriicts
two alternative rules for each rizle. a replacement rule atid a revision rule. The alteriiative
replacement rule is colistructecl in, growing and pruning a new rule while millimizilig the
error of the eiitire rille Set  on the priining set.  The coiistriiction of the revision rule starts
with the original rule ancl is niodified with respect to minimal error of the complete rtile
set.  The rzile versioiis are evaluated by ziwasuriiig the description length of the whole
riile set aiid the rule vpisioii that causes tlic, sniallest clescriptioii length is choseii as fiiial
version of the rule.

RIPPER has several algorithinic parameters that can affect the l,eliavior of tlip algorithin.
H<,re we clescribe tlie paraineters that wc, tise iii otir (:xperinicitts. We alreacly nieiitic,iied
class ordering. RIPPER offers several possibilities to order the classes. The orcleriiig
of tlie classes deteriliilies the 01(ler iii wltich rules are indzic·ecl.  RIPPER also lias the
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option  to  produce  an  linordered  rule  set. The number of optimization rounds  iii
the post processing step can be specified by the user. By defaiilt it is set to two. The
amount of pruning applied to the rule set. also called rule simplification. can be varied
with an algorithnlic parameter. It is optional to perforin negative tests for nominal
valued features. This allows conditions of the form  if not ..: The minimal number of
instances covered by a rule  can beset: thedefault choice of RIPPERisone. allowing tlie
algorithm in principle to inake a rule for every instance. The expectancy of noisy training
material can be signaled to the algorithm with a binary noise expectancy paranieter.
Misclassification cost  of an instance can be changed. RIPPER offers the possibility to
give a higher cost to false positives or false negatives. The default value is equal cost for
all errors.

CN2 (Clark and Boswell. 1991) is a sequential covering algorithm that prodtices unordered
rule sets. 1   Rules are  learned using a general-to-specific bearn search for each class  in  turn.
The creatic,n of a rule starts with the most general rule: a rule with empty conditions.
Iteratively. feature-value tests are added creating more specific rules. In each iteration the
search algorithm keeps a list of the n best rule candidates (in tlie impletiientatioil n has
the  value  of 5).   The  performance  of a rule  is  evaluated  on  the  training set  by  Colilputing
Laplace Accuracy  AccL

P+1ArcL(ru/c) =
(2.17)

ptutc
where p is the number of positive examples covered by the nile. n is the nuniber of Iiegative
examples covered by the rule and C is total number of classes.

Sigiiificance tests are used as a stopping criterion for searching for further rules. The tests
cletermitie whether the distribution of exainples over tlie classes coverecl by the rzile is
significaiitly differeiit from a uniform distribution. After learning a rule. this rule is added
tc} the geiieral rule set togetlier with the class distributioii. e.g.  the nziniber of training
liistances per class that are covered by the rule. Only positive exaniples covered by the
rule are removed. whicli allows the rules to overlap in the examples they cover. histances
that are positive examples for one rule. can also be negative exainples for one or more
other rules.

Iii classification. rules are niatched against the new instance. The stored class distributions
of the matching rules are summed for eacli class and tlie class label with the highest
stitimied valiie is assigned to the new instance.

Iii slim. RIPPER and ('32 differ 011 several key poitits. RIPPER uses the specific-to-general
search strategy for prodiicitig rules. while CN2 uses the general-to-specific approach. The
algorithiiis lise different performance evaltiation methods and stopping criteria iii the
learning module.  RIPPER removes all exaniples (·overed by a rule. whereas CN2 only
reziioves tlie positive examples.  The algorithms have iii common that ther are both
seqziential covering algorithins ancl both cari produce uizordered rule sets. CN2 has the

1 The first version of the algorithm  (Clark and Niblett. 1989) produces ordered rule sets.
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advalitage that it lias no algorithmic parameters to be tuned. In ternis of efficieitcy and
colliplitation tillie. RIPPER is more efficiellt and faster than CN2.

2.1.4 Maximum entropy modeling

Alaximum entropy modeling (Berger et al.. 1996: Guiasu aiid Shenitzer. 1985) is a
statistical inacliliie learning approach that derives as a model a conditional probal)ility
distribiition froln labeled training data. This technique is based oil tlie principlp of
insufficient  reason:   "When t liere  is no reas011  to distinguish  between  two erellts. treat tlieni
as  equally  likely"   (Keynes.   1921).    Alaxinium  entropy  models  (AIAXENT)   only  represent
what is known from the labele.d trainitig instances and assiinie as little as possible about
what is unknowii. In other words. Mi\XENT derives a probability distribution with maximal
entropy.

The liypothesis of tlie target ftinction constructed by a probabilistic learning algorithm
can be formulated as finding a conditional probability p(VI·r) that assigns class y given a
context .r.  The features present in tlie training instances of set S constitute context I.
These features are used to derive constraints or feature functions of the form:

f  1       if y=y' and cp(x)=true
fts. 4) = (2.18)

  0   otherwise

where cp is a predicate to map the pair of class y and context x to {true, false} (Le, 2004;

Ratnaparkhi. 1998). MAXENT searches for a hypothesis in the form of a distribution that
satisfies the imposed constraints  and  maximizes  the entropy. Della Pietra  et  al.   ( 1997)
show that the distribution is of the exponential form as displayed in Equation2.19:

J
1

p(VI.r) = Z.(rjerp(E A, f,(.r, v)) (2.19)
1=1

where f, (.r. y) is the feature function of feature i as detailed ill  2.18. j represents the total
number of features. A, is a parameter to be estimated. namely the weighting parameter of
f, (.r. 4),  and  Z(.r)  isa normalization factor to ensure  that  the  sum  over all classes equals
one as shown in Equation 2.20 (Nigam et al., 1999):

6         1

Z(.r) = I e.rp(ZA, L (.r, V) ) (2.20)
4=1 i-1

The search strategy for the optimal distribution of the A weighting parameters is doiie
iii 811 iterative way with algorithms siicli as Generalized Iterative Scaling (GIS) (Darroch
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training instance:

-1..=- maxent  

I weights, "J
1 1

\ matrix  /
\.                                hummed

- predicted
winner-take-all label y

t

test instance k

Figure 2.5: The iriaxinium etitropy 1110(leling algorithni produces a prol)ability matrix as
bternal niodel.

atid Ratcliff. 1972) and limited-nieniory quasi-Newton (L-BFGS) (Noceclal. 1980).

A general niethod against overfittiiig 011 the trainitig iiistatices is to perform smoothiilg
When information iii the training iristances is sparse and can not be used to make reliabk,
probability estimatiolls. smoothing is a comnion technique to procluce more acciirate
estiziiations (Cheii and Goodman. 1996).  Chen all(1 Rosenfeld (1999) tested several
sliioothing nietliods for maximizm entropy modeliiig atid found tlie maximum entropy
sinoothing  method  with  a Gatissian prior to perform  best.   This smoothitig  method  forces
each A-parameter to be distributed according to a Gaiissian with a iric,an v and a varianc·(·
9LT- as shown iii Eqiiatic,11 2.21.

1            (A. - 7,)2PCAA = e.rpI     '        1                         (2.21)
o, 427;"                20,2

This sinootliitig inethod penalizes the weightiiig paranieters A whell cleviatilig too 11111(·11
froiti their nleail prior

11 which tistiallr' 11:is the vallie· of zero.  011 tlze basis of MI)aisc'evidence present iii the training instalices. the weights of A can be estiiiiated to be large
aiid possibly ilihitite. By assuming a prior expectatioll tliat the A par:1111etc,rs are not large
atid balancitig that expectation agairist the evidetic·e iii the data. the A parameters arc·
forced to be snialler and finite (Klein atid Alanning. 2003).

We clepict the iziaxitiiuiii entropy tile)(icling algorithiti iii Figure 2.5. Tiw learning niodizle
produces a distribution of A weight parameters of the feature functions.  This distribittioil
can also be viewed as a matrix filled with weights between classes aticl feature valiies. Iii
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tlip classificatic,11 phase. the distribution ill Equatioii 2.19 is applied to tlie test itistatic·e.
Foi· eacli  c·lass  a  pic,1,abilitJ·  is  (·alculated:  the A weiglit paraineters  of the  features  present
iii tlie iiistanc·cs are slimizied. tlie exi)onent of tlie sillil is calculated aiid iiornialized.

2.2   Data

We i,erfc,riii oitr pxperitiients 011 two types of data sets: data taken from tile UCI
collectioii of iiiachitie learnitig belic·llillark (lata sets. aild data representing natilral
laiigriag<, processilig (NLP) tasks. In the next two sections we detail the data sets we
ils(' iii OliI experi111eiits.

2.2.1 UCI benchmark tasks

We choose 29 data sets from the UCI (University of California, Irvine) benchmark
reposit.ory for inacliine 1('arning (Blake  aiid  Alerz.   1998).     Tliese   tasks  are  well  known
and used freqiiently iii coniparisons in niachine learning research. Table 2.1 shows some
basic statistics; it expresses for each data set the litiinber of instaiices, nuiziber of classes.
mitriber of featzires. average number of vahies per feature2. and the percentages of numeric
and symbolic features. The naine cl-h-disease staiids for Cleveland-heart-disease' and
segment refers to 'Iniage Segmentation data'.

Sixteen data sets consist of synibolic features only. ten 0Illy have numeric features and
the other three data sets have mixed symbolic· and immeric features. The data sets are
diverse. The number of classes varies from 2 to 28 and the number of instances range
from 32 instatices for tlie lung-cancer data set to 67.557 instances for connect4. Sonie
data sets are artificial. i.c. designed by humans such as the monks data sets while otlier
data sets coiisist of data sampled froni a real-world domain stich as medical records in
Cleveland-heart-disease.

Tlie UCI beiiclimark tasks have a given feature represetitation. We made sonle minor
niodifications to some data sets. such as removing lion-informative features (for exainple.
iiistance identifiers) or choosing one of the features as class label when this was not specified
beforehand. Iii appendix A we detail these moclifications. Some features iii the UCI data
sets have missing fe.ature. valties. We ignore them by treating the 'unknown' value as any
otlier feature value.

2 For minieric features we caloilate tlie average number of values per featim on the basis of the
discretizecl versions of the data sets.
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2.2.1.1   Discretization of continuous features

Different machine learning algorithms have different methods to handle continuous feature
values. In order to rule out these differences. we discretize numeric features in a
preprocessing step. We use the entropy-based discretization method of Fay·yad and Irani
(1993).  Ting (1994) proposed a globalized version of this method and applied it successfully
to instance-based learning. Dougherty et  al.  (1995) and Kohavi and  Sahaini  ( 1996) apply
the entropy-based method to a raiige of supervised machine learning algorithms and
show that it works well. This method was advised as the most appropriate rnethod for
discretization by Liu et al. (2002).

2.2.2 NLP tasks

The data representing the natural language processing tasks is based oil human annotation
of linguistic phenomena in text. In the data we use the text consists of newspaper articles.
Before annotation, the text is tokenized which means tliat punctuation marks attached to
words are separated from the words by white space. The elements in the text that are
separated by white space are called tokens.

Tlie iiatiiral language processing (NLP) tasks are characterized by the fact that they are
quite coinplex and contain many exceptions. We choose four NLP tasks: phrase chunking.
named entity recognition. prepositional phrase attachment. and part-of-speech tagging.
Two of these tasks, prepositional phrase attachment and part-of-speech tagging. can be
considered as lexical disambiguation tasks. Lexical disambiguation conceriis the labeling
of words in text. Words Call have multiple labels and the task is to choose the label that
fits best given the context of the word.

Tlie ot her two tasks concern sequential tasks: phrase identification and classification. Iii
a sequential task a label is assigned to a sequence of words. The task is to first correctly
identify the boundaries of the sequence and secon(lly. to assign the most appropriate label
given the context.

Table 2.2 lists the number of instances, the number of classes. the number of features
and average number of values per feature of the four NLP tasks. The NLP data sets onh
contain symbolic features.  Compared to the statistics of the UCI data sets we observe that
the NLP data sets have a markedly higher average nziniber of feature valiies per feature.
Three of the NLP data sets are also mucll larger tlian any of the UCI data sets.

For the natural language tasks we choose a simple feature representation and we keep
the feature representation constant for each task. The prepositional phrase attachment
data set has a given feature representation which we use in oiir experiinents. For the other
three natural language tasks. an instance is created for each token in the text, representing
some information aboilt the token and its local context. Each instance consists of the focus
surrounded by three tokens to the left ancl right (a so»called 3-1-3 window representation).
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Task # illst # classes # feats  ar. v/f  W Ilum.  W symb.

abaloiie 4177  28 8 149.1 87.5 12.5

audiology 226              24            69          2.3              0            100
bridges 104                6             7         11.3              0            100
car 1728                4             6          3.5              0            100

cl-h-disease 303                  5             13 27.4 100                  0
conn(,c·td 67557                3            42          3.0              0            100
ecoli 336                  8               7 21.7 100         0

Hag 194                  8             28 10.8 35.7 64.3

glass 214 6 9 58.2 100         0

kr-vs-kp 3196                2            36          2.0              0            100
letter 20000                26             16 15.5 100         0

lung-cancer           32             3         56        2.8           0         100
nionks 1 432                2             6          2.8              0            100
monks2 432                2             6          2.8              0            100
monks3 432                2             6          2.8              0            100
11111Shr00111 8124                2            21           5.5              0            100
nursery 12960                5             8          3.4              0            100
optdigits 5620                10             64 11.1 100         0

pendigits 1(}992                10             16 29.9 100        0

promoters 106                2            57          4.0              0            100
segment 2310                  7             19 53.5 100         0

solar-flare 1389                 6             12 3.6 83.3 16.7

soybean-large 683               19            35          3.8              0            100
splice 3190                3            60          4.8              0            100
tictactoe 958                2             9          3.0              0            100
vehicle 846                4            18 60.6 100         0

votes 435                2            16          3.0              0            100

wine 178                  3             13 19.2 100         0

yeast 1484               10             8 51.4 100         0

Table 2.1: Basic statistics of the 29 UCI repository data sets. For each task is presented:
the number of instances, the number of classes, the number of features, average number
of values per feature  (av.   v/f),  the  percetitage  of numeric  feattires  and the percentage  of
symbolic features.

For the nanied entity recognitioii task and chunking task the part-of-speech tags of the
seven tokens are also included as features.  In the next sections we describe each of the
four data sets and the feature representations used present the instances.
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data #  itistances       #  classes       # features av. v/f
CHUNK 211,727  22 14 9134.8
NER 203.621            8 14 10799.1
POS 211.727   45   7 18225.0
PP 20.801  2   4 3268.8

Table 2.2: Number of instances. classes. features and average nuniber of values per feature
of the four NLP data sets.

2.2.2.1 Part-of-speech tagging

Part-of-speech tagging (pos) is the task of assigning syntactic labels to toketis iii text.
POS taggilig aillis to solve the probleiIi of lexical syntactic ambiguity and cati be us<Yl
to recliice sparseness iii data as there are fewer different part-of-speech lal}els than
tokens. Information about sviitactic labels is considered useful for a large 111111iber of
natural language processing tasks such as parsing. ijiforination extraction. word sense
disambiguation and speech sviitliesis.

Iii 0111 ('xperinients we lise tlic sc'(·tions 15-18 from the Wall Street Jounial (WSJ) corpus
as our dataset. Tlie WSJ corpiis is annotated with part-of-speech informatioii as part of
tlie Peziti Treebank project (Alarcus et al.. 1993).  Exaiziple 2.22 sliows a sentence from the
i<'SJ corpus where each token is aiitiotated with its pait-of-speech tag. For iiistance. the
first two words Mr. Krenz have the label N.4 p whicli detiotes a singular proper noiin: the
third wc,rcl is labeled with vBZ iiidicatiiig tliat the word is a verb. 3rcl person Hingular.
presetit tense.3

(2.22)  Mr. N ip KrenzNNp  is,·HZ  such.j./  ani'  contradictory.li  figurei N  thatIN
nobodYNX has,·BZ evennB come,BN UPRP withIN any,97' good./.1 jokesNNS
aboutix himpnp ·po/XT

14'e  zise tlic,  following siiiiple  featizi e represeiitation.  For each token  iii  t lie  text  aii  instance
is  created.   representiiig  sonic  inforination  al,out   the  tokeii  and  its  local  context.    Eacli
instance consists of the  focus toketi and a 3-1-3 window of the tokeris to the left aiid right.
Exainple 2.23 shows two instaiices of the sentence preselited in Example 2.22. The first
instancc' presents tlie focus token such that is labeled with the class JJ (lenotiiig that the
word is aii adjective in this seiiterice. The secoiid instance represetits a labeled with the
class DT. iiidicating that the word is a deterininer.

1Detailed information about the tag set can be foiind in (Santorini. 1990).
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(2.23)
Mr.  Krenz is such a contradictory figure JJ
Krenz is such a contradictory figure that DT

2.2.2.2 Phrase chunking

Plirase chiinking consists of splitting sentc,11(7's itito 11011-(,verlfil)pitig syiitactic· phi-ases
or cotistitzieitts. Chunking is an interinediatc' step towarcls ftill parsitig (Al,11ey. 1991:
l'joiig Kiin Satig and Bitchholz. 2000).

Exainple 2.24 presents a sentence with tlie clititiks iliarked witli 1)rackets a.11(1 lal,ele(1 with

tlic,ir s ·iitactic fiziictioii. For instance. the first clmiik c·oittaiti.s th(' Ff·(,rd Late aticl its labc,]
..IDE·p represents the syntactic category adverl,ial plirase ·1

(2.24)  [Late] ADI P  [in] pp  [the New York trading day] Xp KOMMA  [the
dollar]Np  [was quoted]vp  [at] pp [1.8578 marks]Np KOMMA [up] ADVP
[from] pp [1.8470 marks] NP [late Thursday] Np   [in] i,p   [New  York] A'p   ·

Phrase clitinking involves the recognitioii of sequences of worcls. Howciver, iiiany niachine
learniiig algorithms can only predict one label per itein and caiinot haticlle sequences as a
whole. Tliis iinplies a conversion step to nlap the sequences to single iteins and for tliis
purpose IOB tags (Rainshaw aiid Alarcus, 1995) are used. Each tok<'11 is anziotated with
a class label that indicates whether it is inside or outside of a chrink. There are several

possible  variants  to  annotate  this  informatioil  (Alutioz  et  al.. 1999: Tjoiig Kini  Sang  and
Veeiistra, 1999).

TIP, Tise the trainiiig set of CoNLL-2000 shared task (T.joiig Kini Sang and Bucliliolz. 2000)
iii our experiments.  This data set is extracted froin the Peiin Treel azik hy Buchliolz (2002)
and the training set covers sections 15-18 froin the WSJ Corpus. The CoNLL-2000 shared
task uses the following IOB tags: the start of a chiziik (B) . inside a chuiik (I)  or outside
a clizink  (0) . When the token is part of a clizink. the cla.Ms label also inarks the syntactic
label of tlie chunk. The data set contains three columns that represent tokeiis. tlieir part-
of-speecli tags and class labels. The part-of-speech tags are preclictecl with the Brill tagge 1

(Brill. 1994) trained on a different  part  of the  WSJ  cc,rpits.  Table 2.3 presents a fragment
of the Eziglish training set of CoNLL-2000 shared task.

We   create   an   instance   for   each   token   ancl its local (·011text. Eacli   instance   presents
tlie  focus  aiid its part-of-speech  and  three  tokens and part-of-speecli  tags  left   and  riglit.
Example 2.2.2.2 displays two instances. represeiiting the local context of tile clitink late
Thursday of the seiitence displayed iii Table' 2.3. The fiist liistarice represetits the word
late with part-of-speech tag JJ and class label B-NP. the three words to the right
Thursday, in, New. their part-of-speech  NNP,    IN,   NNP   ancl   the   three   words  to  the  left

from, 1.8470, marks and their part-of-speech tags.

1 Detailed information about labeling can be found http://www.cis. itpemi.edii/.treebank/honie.litnil
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Late RB B-ADVP
in        IN   B-PP
the DT B-NP
New NNP I-NP

York NNP I-NP

trading NN I-NP

day NN I-NP

0

the DT B-NP
dollar NN I-NP
was VBD B-VP

quoted VBN I-VP

at        IN   B-PP
1.8578 CD B-NP
marks NNS I-NP

Table 2.3: A fragment of the English traiiting set of the CoNLL-2000 shared task. Each
token is mapped to a part-of-speech tag and a class label containing IOB-tags.

(2.25) from IN 1.8470 CD marks NNS late JJ Thursday NNP in IN New NNP B-NP
1.8470 CD marks NNS late JJ Thursday NNP in IN New NNP York NNP I-NP

2.2.2.3 Named entity recognition

The task of named entity recognition (NER) is to recognize and classify named entities
ill  text.   NER  is a subtask of information  extraction.   Itiforniation  extraction  is  concerited
with the extraction of facts iii unstructured data (Appelt and Israel. 1999: Jacksori aiid
AIoulinier. 2002).  The facts to be extracted depend on the type of application. but usually
information about named entities such as persons. locations. companies. organizatioils.
dates or amounts is considered valuable information. Informatioii aboiit named entities
is not only iniportant for information extraction, but is also considered helpful for other
liatural language processilig tasks such as machine translation and information retrieval.

The recognition of names iii English text seems easy as names start with a capital letter.
Alarking words in the text that start with a capital letter but are not the first word in
a  sentence will already cover a large  part  of the names  iii  the text. However. classifying
the type of the names is the harder part of the job. as names can be ambiguous. Names
such as Heineken can point to a person as well as aii orgaliizatioii. and when used iii a
sentence such as (2.26) the name refers to an object.

(2.26) Could you bring me a Heineken and a coffee?
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The CoNLL-2003 sliarecl task (Tjoiig Kim Sang and De AIeulder. 2003) coticerns language-
iiiclependent  liamed entity  recognition.  using four name categories: persolls. organizations.
locations ancl iniscellain· nanies. This last category contains all other nanies and cati refer
to special events i.e.  World Cup. or adjectival names i.e. British. We use oitly the English
traiiiitig set of the data sets provided iii the CoNLL-2003 shared task. in ozir experinierits.
Tliis data set is a collectioii of newswire articles froin tlie Reuters Corpus 5  Example 2.27
shows two sentences froril the data set witli tlie named eiitity inforination between brackets.

(2.27) [Rabinovich] i)('1·:011 is winding up his term as ambassador .  He will be

replaced by [Eliahu Ben-Elissar]  ierson , a former [Israeli] „,isc envoy

to [Egypt] location and right-wing [Likud] 0,·ganizatte'It party politician  .

Named eiitity recognition is, similarly to the chunking task, a task that involves both the
identification of multi-word units of one or more words, and assigning these units a label.
The IOB-tagging collvention is used to represent the task as a classification task. This
data set is tagged witli a slightly different variant of IOB tags as tlie CHUNK data set.  (I)
indicates the token is inside a iiarried entity phrase, (B) indicates a border between two
nained entities and tokens labeled with (0) are not part of a name.

The data set consists of four colunins. tokens, part-of-speech tags, phrase chunks and class
labels. The part-of-speech tags and phrase chunks are generated by the memory-based
AiBT  tagger  (Daelenians et  al.,  2003)  and the named entity labels are annotated manually
by the organizers of the shared task.

We use the sallie simple feature representation as for the CHUNK task. Each histance
consists of a 3-1-3 window of the focus surrounded by three tokens and part-of-speech to
tlie left and right. The first instance displayed in Example 2.28 presents the token by of
the sentence presented iIi Exainple 2.22. The instance is labeled with the class 0 which
means that the token is not part of a named entity phrase. The second instance presents
the name Eliahu and is labeled with I-PER which stands for 'inside phrase. person n:une'

(2.28)
will MD be VB replaced VBN by IN Eliahu NNP Ben-Elissar NNP KOMMA KOMMA 0
be VB replaced VBN by IN Eliahu NNP Ben-Elissar NNP KOMMA KOMMA a DT I-PER

2.2.2.4 Prepositional phrase attachment

Parsing is the task of analyzing the syntactic structures of sentences.  When parsing
a sentence. soine elements are difficult to place iii the structure as there are several
possibilities. Prepositional phrases are typical examples of such difficult elements.  The

"http://about.reuters.com/researchandstandards/corpus/
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positioli of a prepositioiial phrase iii a „'ntac·tic strilcture c·aii be aiiibigiic,zis.  Resolviiig
this anibigtiity mar require lexical or structural itiforniation. bzit sometinies inore complex
inforniation such as cliscourse or world knowleclge is needecl.  Assignitig prepositional
phrases tlic·ir correct positions (attaclinients) iii a syntactic strticture is also callecl l'P-
attachnieiit (PP)

A well-known data set that represetits an instalitiation of pi'-attachnicilt ambiguity is
the dataset collected in Ratnaparkhi et al. (1994). This data set is extracted froni the
IB I-Laii<a.ster Treebank of Compviter Alanzials ancl the \TS.J part of tlie Peiin treebaiik.
The data cotitains extracted verb plirases with ait object plirase aiid prepositioiial phrase.
The task is to determitie whether the prepositional 1,11rase has to be attached to either tlie
object 1)hrase or to the verb phrase.  Ea(·11 instaiic·e consists of a class label and four features
represeiitiiig the head of the verb phrase. the head noun of the object. the prepositioii a11(1
tlie heacl nolin of the prepositiotial phrase.  W(' lise the saine feature representation as
Ratnaparklii. In exaniple 2.29 w(, see a sentivice froni tlie WSJ corpiis: Example 2.30
1)resents tlic' instan(·e extracted fro111 this seiitc,iic·c,.  Each izistaiice consists of a verb, aii
object. a preposition ancl the head noiin of the prepositional phrase.  Tlie class label V
indicates  tliat for tliis sentence  the  prepositional  phrase  has  to  be  attac·lied  to  the  verb
phrase.

(2.29) Pierre Vinken, 61 years old, will join the board as nonexecutive
director Nov 29.

(2.30) join board as director V

Tlie clata as collected 1»· Ratiiaparkhi is split itito 3 sets: a traitiitig. developiiient and test
set. TI'e cnih' use the trainilig set (,f 20801 instaiic·(,s iii our experinients.

2.3 Experimental methods

For the exi eritzients pr('sented iii C'hapter 3 an<14 we perforill teii-fold cross-validatioii
(10-fold cr)  on  the data Kets.  aii estal,lislied  111('th<*1  in  niachitie learning to estimate  the
gerieralizatioi, perfoimaiic·c' of a cl:tssifier 011 8 1)articular classificatioii task (Weiss aiicl
Kulikowski. 1991). Tlic' clata set representing the classificatioit task is split ilito teii folcls
of approxiinately the same size. Splittitig into tell folds was cloite at the iiistance level for
the 29 UCI 1,eiichiziaik clata sets. aiicl at tlie seziteiice level for tlie natiir:il 1.111gizage dat.1
sets. Ench fold is cotisiclered as test material orice while the other nine Irarts forni tlie
trainilig set.

For tlie cli,tki sets witli tizizzierical features we apply discretization as clc'scribecl iii
Section 2.2.1.1. We base our discretization intervals solely on the training clata. and lise
these intervals on both training and test material. This means that we perform a separate
discretizatioii for each training fold iii the ten-fold cross-validation experinietits. We ilse
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tliis discretiz(71 (lata for each of tlic iliacllille learililig algorithins tc, keep all circumstatic·es
iii tlie exp('riziwizts as eqiial as possible.

A classifier is trained 011 tlie traitiitig part atict optiinizc·cl with respect to its algoritliiitic
p:iraiiieters Cclescribed iii Sectic,11 2.3.1).  \\P' izieasure tlic accuracy of the c·l:issifier 011 each
c,f tlie test folcls and cal(·ulate the zileall 2111(1 tlie stancl,1171 deriatioii over tlic, t(.n folcls. We
1)(·l·f<)1111 1)aii·/(1 t-tests tc, Clet<'l·liliiiC' the sigilificaliC·e (,f Cliffere11(·es iii tlle 1)('rforniniic(' of
two c·lassific'rs Ccletailc'cl iii Sectic)11 2.3.2)

2.3.1   Optimization of algorithmic parameters

 Iachine 1(,artiing algorithins triici to be (,cluipped with several algoritliziiic parameters
tlitit affect tlwir behavior. Perforining experiizients With iliachitie learniIig algorithnis with
tlieir defattlt parameter settitigs 111iglit not be the best choice f(}r the task and dat.:  set
at hand. With default parameters settiiigs we mean the settings that the algorithm uses
wlie11 tiothitig is specified by the 11+er. thus the settings as coded br the designer of the
particular algorithni iiziplementation.

Determining an optimal algorithinic paranieter settiiig for a particular task and data set
is riot simple. especikilly :is the paraizieters are usilally riot independent froiri each other.
This iniplies that coizil)iiiations of paranieter settitigs can infizience the behavior of the
algorithm iii a way that cannot be predicted from the effects of the paraineter settiiigs
individually.

When the clata set ancl nuInber of algorithinic parameters is sufficiently small. alid
minierical algorithmic parameters are testecl at a limited amotint of discrete values. one
can  perforni  an  exhaiustive sear(·11  and  test  all  possible parameter combinations to fiIi(1  an
optiiIial paratiieter setting autoitiatically (Kohavi and John, 1997). Iii our experinic,nts
we perform a pseudo-exhaustive search for data sets with less thaii 1000 iiistances iii the
trairiing set. For each training fold we perform internal 10-fold cv experinients to test all
co1111)inations of a broad range of possible paratneter settings as listed in the last part of
this section.

Foi· larger (lata sets wr use a heiiristic wrappiiig-based approacli to automatically select
a paranieter setting called wrapped progressit,r sampling (\TPS) (van dell Bosch. 200·lb).
Iii  this  nietliocl.  the  training  set is split itito  an  805    training  part  and  a  20%   held-out
part from which a sequence of growing traiiiing and t.(:st subsets is sampled respectively.
Tlic trainiiig part sectiieiic·e coii,sists of d iiicreasingly-Mized subsets.  Each subset is created
Iw niziltiplic·ation witli a factor f = 5. where n is the Iiumber of instaiices in tlie 80W
traillilig part  and d - 20.  The size si of a stibset  t i s .9,  = .9,_ 1*f aiid  i varies froiii 1
to d. Only szil,sets with ziiore tlia11 500 izistaijces are 11:,ed. Li21 :,1+0 inchide the traiiiitig
sul set of 500 instances itself as tlip first sul,set. Eacli training siibset is paired with a test
9't of size 0.2 * s cre;it(·(1 froixi tlie 205t test part.  Eac·11 subsectilent test silbset c(,litaiils
the instances of the previous sul,set plus extra addecl instances.
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Figure 2.6: Visualization of the selection process in WPS. The settings are divided over 10
equally sized bins according to their score. Selection goes from right  to left: subsequently
all bins containing equal or niore settings than the bin with the highest score are selected.

The first step iii WPS is to test all possible parameter combinations on the first train
and test stibset. Accuracies are measured on the test set and the parameter coinbinations
are ranked accordingly. The next step is to remove the setting combinations with low
performance. The WPS procedure does not simply cut off some percentage of the ranked
settings biit tries to estiniate which part of the ranked list perforined best.

The differetice between the highest and lowest accuracy score in the ranking is takeii. This
difference, is divided ilito 10 equally-sized biiis: the setting combinations are sorted into
the biiis.  The nunil,er of settings contained in one bin can differ for each run. First the
bin tliat contains the settings with the highest 10% accuracies is chosen. Next. the bin
that cotitains the same number of settings or niore is also selected. This selectic,11 process
is visualized in Figure 2.6.  Selection proceeds from right  to left.  starting with the selection
of the bin tliat contailis the highest scores. In the exaniple this bin contains settings that
score between 58.2 and 59.1% accuracy. The next three bitis are also selected because each
contains  niore  elements  than  its  preceding  bin (looking riglit to left).

The subset of settings in the selected bins will be tested again in tlie next iteration with
the training- and test subset that are the next in the sequence of subsets. This iteration
stops when there is one best performing setting foutid in the first bin. Wheii tliere are
several best settings left in the final iteratioii. one of them is selected randomly.

WPS is a generic Inethod and can be used for any algorithm that has several algorithmic
parameters to be tiined.  The parameters of the maxiinum entropy modeling algorithm
are not optimized as it was shown in (van den Bosch. 2004b) that optimizing the two
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availal,le paranietc·rs (lici iiot substatitiath· incri·ase tlie I)erfortiiaiice of the algorithni.  Here
we list tlie algoritliiiiic· paraineters of k-1111. RIPpER alid \\'INNO\\' tliat are test<Yl iii tile
WPS   1)10(·eclure  or  iii  a  pseudo-exliatistive  search.     Ii'e   indicate  tlie  default   pa.raineter
settiiigs iii bold.  \\'c' t(,st five algoi·ithiziic parailipt('t·s (,f A -1111 with 51 total of 925 pm·ailieter
c.·01111)iiiatic,ns. Details al,oiit the paratilpters ca111,(' fi,zitid in Sec·tic,11 2.1.1 alicl the TiAIBL
softwar(' tiiaiiual (D;,('1(,11ians et al.. 2()04).

• ititizilic,r of iii'Arc'St tieighl,c,rs: 1. 3. 5.7. 9.11.13.15.19.2.5.35:

• feature weight iiig: none. gain ratio. inforiiiatio11 gaiii. sliarecl  variance.  chi-square:

• clistance nietric: overlap. 11\'DM. .Jeffre>· divi,rgence:

• iwighbor weight,ilig normal majority voting, invei·se liitear weiglit,hig, itiverse
distance  weightitig  (only  wheii  k>1)

• frequency thresholcl for switching from Al\'Di! clistance metric to overlap 111etric: 1.
2:

For tlie rille induction algorithiii RIPPER we test seveii algoritliniic parameters wliich leads
to a total of 972 parameter conibitiatiotis to be tested. We refer to Section 2.1.3 for further
details about the algoritlimic paranieters.

• mimber of extra optimization rounds: 0.1.2:

• (,rcler of the ClaNACS: start 1)>· Iiiaking rrilf·s for the most frequent classes. start
witll least freqlielit classes. 11110 rdered.

• rule simplification: 0.5.1.0.2.0.

• niisclassification c(,st: 0.5.1.0.2.0,

• inittinium 11111111)er of instances covered by riile:  1.2.5. 10. 20. 50:

• tioise expectatic,r·: yes, no:

• 11('gative tests fc)r tiominal valited features: yes. no:

Fc)r tlie WINNOW algorithin as impleniented in tlie SNoW software package. we test on f ve
algorithmic paranieters aiid a total of 756 paranieter conibinatiotis. Further itiforination
about the parameters (·an be found iii Section 2.1.2 and the user nianual of SNoW (Carlsoii
et al.. 1999).

• target threslic,lcl: 1.0.2.0.4.0.

• cleniotion paratiwter: 0.75.0.9.0.95: (default 0.74)
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Figure 2.7: Two curves in ROC space. A denotes the angular curve of a discrete classifier
and B denotes the curve of a probabilistic classifier.

one point in ROC space. but one can also draw a curve by coniiecting this point to the
two corners (0.0) and (100.100). Figure 2.7 presents a ROC space exemplifying an angular
curve of a discrete classifier (A) and the curve of a probabilistic classifier (B).
In this thesis we consider all classifiers to be discrete and produce only one point iii ROC
space. The AUC score of a discrete classifier can be calculated as follows:

AUC = TPR * (1 - FPR) t + (2.36)

TPR*FPR (1 - TPR) * (1 - FPR)
2                       2

Becazise both F-score and AUC are calculated for each class separately. we need a method
to calculate an average score over all classes of a particular task. Such an average can be
calculated in two ways: micro- and macty)-average.

When calculating a micro-average. each classification of an instance is count.ed and aii
average is compiited over the total ntimber of instances. With macro-averaging a score per
class is calculated and averaged over the total number of classes. When class distributions
are skewed. the scores on low frequency classes have a low vote iii a micro-averaged
score. while they have an equal weight compared to tlie other classes in macro-averaging.
Therefore the choice for micro- or niacro-average depends 011 the data set and tlie goals
of the research.

For the AUC score. Provost and Doiningos (2003) propose micro-averaging to calculate
an average AUC for data sets with multiple classes as shown in Equation 2.37. First a
separate AUC score for each class ci is calculated where all instances labeled with that
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c·lass are coiisiderc'cl as p<,sith·c, rxai111}les ariel all other iiistances are c·onsidered Iiegatiz·e
exaniples Cotie-v(,rsiis-all). These inclividual AUC scores AUC((·i) arc, intiltiplied by the
relative weight p(c·,) of that (·lass.  This weight  is estiinat<Yl by the fr(,(ltiezicy of tlic, (·labs
iii tlic, clat a set.

U

AUCl„,tilti-(·lasS = X AUC(r,) p(c,) (2.37)
'=1

In this rescarch w(' use acc·uracy as (,111· evalizatioii illetlloci. becatise tlie zilachiiie learning
algoritlinis  are  optiinized  with  respect  to  tlic'ir  acc·iiracy.    Hiiaiig  and  Ling  (2005)  sliow.
fornially ail<1 empirically, that AUC' is a better ineastiremeiit thaii accuracy for the
evaltiation of leariling algorithilts. Also other work (Bradley. 1997: Provost et al.. 1998)
clisczisses the ROC analysis, AUC ancl accuracy. Iii the last years AUC has become aii
important lileasurement in the field of machine learning. Therefore we also want to pay
attention to AUC although we find it linappropriate to use AUC as our maiti evaluation
method while we optimize the algorithms with respect to their accuracy. In Section 3.4.2
we compare the perform*ince of the algoritlims in terms of micro-averaged AUC against
acciiracy.

We Use one-taited  paz.red  t-test.9. also kiiown as Stii(lerit's t-tests. to measure whetlier two
algorithms liave a significantly different Score 011 a particular task. A paired t-test meastires
whether two sets of values are significatitly clifferent from each other and assitmes tliat the
data is dependent. i.e. there is a one-to-one correspondence between the values in the two
saniples. In our case the sample contains the ten i,ieasured accuracies on the test folds of
the 10-fold c·v experimetits. As each algorithm is tested on the same ten test folds these

pairs of values are indeed dependent. We zise a oiw-tailed t-test becaiise we oiily look for
positive correlations.
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Chapter 3

Hybrids

We describe and motivate the construction of the hybrids that combine eager
Learning with k-nn classij'ication. Wi preserit expe'rimental re.gults of the
hybrids and compare their performance to their parent algorithms.

In this chapter we explain how the hybrid algorithms combine the classification method
of k-nn with the model of an eager learning algorithm. We combine k-nn with maximum
entropy modeling, rule induction. and multiplicative update learnizig. As argued in
Chapter 1, our motivation for constructing these hybrid algorithms lays in the interesting
contrast between eager atid lazy learning. Eager learners put most of their time and effort
in the learning phase, while lazy learners divert their effort to the classification phase.
The hybrid algorithms combine the two approaches and put effort in both learning and
classification. with the intent of combining the best of both worlds.

In the next three sections we describe and motivate the construction of the hybrid
algorithms.  We present the results of comparative experiments with the hybrids.  For
these experiments we use the methods and data sets described in Chapter 2.

Section 3.1 describes the construction and experimental results of the hybrid which
combines maximum entropy modeling with k-iin. Section 3.2 details the design and results
of two hybrids wliich combine the rule indtiction algorithm RIPPER with k-nii. We also
describe additional experiments with the rule induction algorithm CN2 and conipare these
to the results of RIPPER. Section 3.3 describes the construction and the results of the
hybrid algorithm which combines multiplicative update learning with k-tin classification.

In Section 3.4 we describe tliree additional comparisons. First we compare the
generalization performance of the four parelit algorithms k-nn. RULES. LIAXENT and
WINNOW  to each other.    Next   we pay attent ion  to the evaluation method accuracy used
iii our experiments and compare this to another popular evaluation method. AUC. Iii the

39
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last part of this section we analyze tlie restilts of the algoritlinis on the NLP clata s ,ts
and investigate whether th('se differ fic,111 tlie results obtained 011 all tasks. Spctioii 3.5
describes related work and Section 3.6 presents a suirimary of this cliapter.

3.1   k-nn and maximum entropy modeling

In this sectioii we describe the hybrid algorithm tliat represents a bridge betwee.11 a
tiiaxi11111111 eiitropy riiodeliiig algorithm and a k-ziearest zieighl,or classifier zising the
Alodified Vahic Difference tiletriC.

As described iii Section 2.1.1. tlie Al\-DAI distance metric estimates distances between
synibolic feature vallies as the difference betweeii the conditional class distributions of the
two valiies. A knowii weakiiess of the A!\'DAl nietric is its sensitivity to data sparseness.
NI\''DM I)robabilities are based   011   coutits   of  (·lass- value co-occiirrenees. Wlien these
probabilities are based on low cozints. this cali lead to maximal distance betweeii feature
values that only accidentally occtir with different classes. alid mitiiinal clistance between
feature values that 01ily accidentally occur with the same class.

Re-estiiiiatioits of the probabilities could enhance the NIVI)Al metric.  One such re-
pst iiliation of tlie value-class matrix is tlie one prodziced by the maxim11171 entrolly niocleling
algorit 11111.  iLAXEN'r 1·e-estimates prol,al,ilitic,s based on c·c»occtirrence c ozilits of classes
and valizes iii  an  iterative way  to maximize  the entropy of the  value-(·lass distribution.
These re-est iiiia.ted probabilities are referred to as A weight paraiiieters. Furtlier details
of NIAXENT rati be found in Section 2.1.4.

We coiistruct a hybrid alg<,ritlini which we name Al.AXENT-H (the 'H clenotes hybrid) as
reported  earlier in (Hendrickx  aiid  van den Bosch.  2004). We replace the probabilities
of the c·lass distribtition itiatrix (,f k-zins Al\'DAI liletric with the A weight paranieters
clistribtition produced by the inaxinium eittropy mode:liiig algorithizi. We take the A weiglit
I)tiranieters as estilliated l,v NIAXENT aild scale these numbers lillearb· between zero and
oiie. as tlie origiiial class clistributic,Il probabilities usecl in Al\'DAI arc' also niiinbers between
z(,ro and one. We refer to this liew illetric which ilses M.\XENT A parameters as the
AIAXENT- I\'DA[ distalice illetric.

AIAXENT-H coinbines the A parattieter distribution niatrix of tile maximitin entropy
tiiodelitig algorithm with k-nearest neighbor classificatioii.  The hybrid is depicted in
Figure  3.1.     IIi  the learning pliase.   tlic  hybrid   reads  the  trainiiig  instances  in   meniory
like a 11(,rnial k-nn algorithni. bilt the training instaiices are also used to train tlie leartiing
modiile of MAXENT wliich produces a vallie- class matrix of A weiglit paraineters that has
the sanie diinetisions as the  I\'DAI matrix. The classification module uses these weights
ill the AIAXENT -At, DAI distance inetric to determine the similarity betw('en instances.

From the perspective of k-nii. we expect that the hybrid repairs its sensitivity to clata
sparseness by smoothing the Al\'DM nietric.  The niodel of the eager leariter is used
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Figure  3.1:   The  hybiid  ATAXENT-H  conibines  the  learniIig  modulc,  of  maximtim  elitropy
modeling with A·-nli classification.

to modify the distance calculation between instances in k-nii. From the perspective of
maxi11111111 entropy modelitig. we may witness improved performance due to the fact that
its default classification module. a normalized additive ftinction. is replaced by the local
NIAXENT-MVDM distaiice metric to find the k nearest neighbors in the data.

Tlie two parent algorithms do not use the same types of values in their iiiteriial liiodels:
AtAXENT uses a inatrix of A weights whereas k-nn uses class distributions. Although the
values are different, we can apply the NIVDM principle to both: feattire values with similar
class distribiitions are regarded as similar.

3.1.1 Comparison between MAXENT-H, MAXENT and k-nn

We rilii experinielits with the liybrid Al·AXENT-H alid both pareiit algorithms AiAXENT and
A·-nn. following the experimental methods described in Cliapter 2. The experiniental setup
c,f the experiments with the hybrid has a minor modification.  As described in Section 2.3.1.
the WPS optimizatioii process of the algorithmic parameters tests three different distance
metrics for the k-nn algorithm. The hybrid M.AXENT-H & based on a A:-nn algorithm with
an MVDAI distance metric. so the WPS optimization of AIAXENT-H excludes optimizing the
choice between different 8 functions in the distance metric.

Table 3.1 lists t he mean accuracies and standard deviations of all algorithms calculated
011 the basis of 10-fold cv experiments on the 33 data sets. The mean accuracies of k-nn,
AIAXENT alid ACAXENT-H are shown iii the tliird. fourth and seventli column of the table
respectively.  The bottom row of the table shows the iziacro-averaged accuracy over all
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-1' data set # inst k-n Ii MAXEN'I Rl Il. ES WINNOW MAXEN'l'-H RITI,1·'8-R-11 RliI,ES-A-H WINNOW-ll
abalone 4177 24.6 rE 2.8 2 3.6   zE 1.7 18.1 i 1.7 24.3 1 1.8 22.8 zE 2.2 18.0 i 1.7 25.0 i 2.5 2().1  k 2.0

auclicilogy 226 8().5 1 6.3 80.9 zE 5.0 76.5 f 7.7 72.9 f 8.5 81.3 *5.8 6 1.0   2 9.4 81.8 k 5.2 6!).1 i 6.9

bridges 104 54.7 2 10.6 61.6 mt 9.1 53.8 * 1,1.3 57.7 E 10.6 55.7 * 13.1 52.c) 1 17.2 55.7 i 13.1 58.6 f 12.8
ear 1728 965 & 1.3 90.9 2 2.2 97.6 * 1.1 89.2 * 1.9 96.5 il.5 94.0 * 4.0 98.4 i 0.9 78.1    4   4.4

cl-11-disease 303 55.7 =£ 5.4 55.1 f 5.0 58.4 mt 5.9 55.7 i 7.7 54.8 k 5.8 58.4 k 5.!1 58.4 =t 5.2 57.1 1 4.1

cotitiect4 67557 77.7 rt 1.8 75.7 E 0.5 76.3  i 1.7 70.1 i 1.3 7 8.1   =E    1.9                7 5.2   rt 1. :i 78.6 i 2.5 71.6 =E 2.0

ecoli 33(; 79.5 zE 4.9 76.5 mt 7.8 69.7 i 10.9 74.4 i 6.6 78.6 * 2.8 72.6 i 12.1 78.0 =t 6.3 64.6 1 10.4

flag 194 66.9 i 11.4 69.8 i 13.4 61.8 f 8.8 66.9 k 12.2 68.9  * 14.9 61.8 i 7.8 65.8 i 10.9 66.4 rt 1.3.0

glass 214 67.7 * 8.4 70.1 22 11.6 60.7 k 6.5 60.7 3: 9.6 61.5 i 9.9 60.8 * 8.0 9.9   1 1 0.1 45.2 411.5

kr-vs-kp 3196 96.8  k 1.2 96.8 E 0.6 99.2 zE 0.5 9 3.7   E 1.4 99.1 rt 0.4 99.2 i 0.5 1)9.2 rt 0.5 98.4 k 0.8
letter 20000 95.6 k 0.5 85.0 i 0.7 7.3.8   =1= 1.5 65.3 i 2.0 95.9 E 0.7 74.6  E 1.4 95.6 i 0.4 82.0 i 26.3

lung-cancer       32   33.3 i 12.9 39.2 1 24.7 31.7 Hz 24.1 43.3 3= 24.9 43.3 113.3 25.0 zE 12.c) :34.2 1 16.0 43.3 mt 20.0
monksl 432 100.0 f 0.0 75.0 i 4.0 99.3 dr 2.0 74.3 k 4.2 93.7 zE 10.5 100.0 TE 0.0 100.0 k 0.0 98.4 * 4.9

moriks2 432          94.0   i 1 1.8 9.1   f 5.5 72.0 mt 8.1 65.0 zE 6.1 mi.3 * 8.3 75.5   ut 1 2.2 97.0  t 4.2 76.9   i   1 8.3
monks3 432 97.2 E 2.5 97.2 * 2.5 97.2 mt 2.5 96.1 i 5.3 97.2 t 2.5 96.5 i 2.(i 97.2 rk 2.5 97.2 1 2.5
riitishrooin 8124 100.0 k 0.0 100.0 1 0.0 100.0 rt 0.0 100.0 * 0.0 100.0 22 0.0 98.7 * 2.6 100.0 mt 0.0 100.0 mt 0.0

nursery 12960 99.4 mt 0.,5 92.4 i 0.4 97.7 i 0.8 90.8 =E 0.5 97.9 1 1.1 97.9   =E 0.7 c39.2 32 0.4 7.1.0 rt (3.9

opt(ligits 5620 98.0 zE 0.7 95.8 1 0.8 89.3 f 1.0 90.1  =r 1.2 97.3 i 0.6 89.9   zE 1.0 97.9 =1= 0.6 89.8   rt   1.8

peridigits 10992 93.4 3= 0.9 86.0 i 1.2 82.6 * 1.7 79.5 E 1.9 92.0 E 1.4 81.7 rt 3.5 !)2.5 =E 1.5 80.6  zE   1.4

promoters 106 87.0 =E 7.1 92.5 i 9.0 79.4 zE 7.c) 87.0 i 11.7 93.5 1 8.2 8 0. :3   zE 8.7 83.5 1 11.2 86.8 i 9.7

segnient 2310 95.7 =E 0.9 92.1 3: 2.8 90.5  zE :1.6 90.5 i 2.2 95.9   22 1.1 90.(i 1 3.6 95.8   =t 1.3 89.4 12.9
solar-Hare 1389 94.2 =t 2.2 94.7 =E 1.8 94.6 1 1.5 94.4 i 1.9 9 4.2   E 1.8 94.6 2 1.5 9 4.2   i 1.9 94.7 zE 1.7

soybean-1 683 92.8 =1= 4.2 92.2 =12 2.8 9 1.1    zE :1.0 90.6 E 4.2 93.1 1 3.2 91.8 22 :3.2 92.8 3= 3.5 87.8 =1= 3.8

splice 3190 95.3 zE 1.0 94.6 E 0.8 94.1 i 1.6 94.5   E 1.8 94.8 k 1.5 9.1.2 ;t 1.1 95.8 k 0.7 93.8   i   1.7

tictactoe 958 95.8 * 3.8 98.3 3: 0.7 99.7 2 0.7 98.0  i 1.3 100.0 3, 0.0 100.0 :t 0.0 100.0 * 0.0 c) 2.4 rE :3.(i

vehicle 846 67.6 k 4.5 63.5 * 5.2 55.7 =£ 5.0 58.0 rt 6.2 66.3 i 5.4 56.0 rt 5.2 (54.2 i 5.7 39.6 i 6.1
votes 435 95.2 i 2.4 96.5 1 2.1 94.2,2 1.6 93.8 i 3.1 95.4 * 2.3 94.2   2 1.6 c),1.9 4 1.3 94.0 i 2.6
wilie 178 96.1 =t 2.6 94.9 1 5.3     93.2 zE 6.5 93.2 == 6.0 96.6 1 2.7 92.7 i 7.0 c)5.5 4 4.9 88.2 15.8

yeast 1484 53.3 zE 2.9 49.3 1: 3.9 42.2 rE 3.2 49.5 rt 3.9 55.4 zE 3.0 40.2   E 2.1 52.0 i 4.7 49.(; i 5.:5

l'OK 187209 94.8 =1= 0.1 92.5 1 0.1 68.8 3= 0.5 - 9:1.5   * 0.2 68.8 zE 0.5 95.0 E O.lg    -
('liliNK 211727 95.5 :t 0.2 95.0 i 0.2 92.9 =E 0.5 - 95.5 =E 0.1 92.5 f 0.2 95.5   0.29    -

Le NE.11 203621 97.4 i 1.2 96.9  =1= 0.1 90.3 :£ 0.9 - 98.0 E 0.4 90.5 k 0.9 97.5  :E   1.09             -

f M, 20801 80.1  zE 1.3 81.6* 1.0 77.Ort 1.9 - 78.3 i 0.9 77.·'1  i 1.5 80.2    f    1.9                        -

%                   macro av. 83.4 i :1.6 81.0 E 4.0 78.2 f 4.2 76.5 i 5.2 83.7 2 19 77.5 rE 4..1 83.6 i 3.7 75.4 zE 6.7

65

6    -
11           table  3.1:   Mean  accuracy  and  standard  deviation  of the 10-fold cv experiments  on  tlie 33 tasks  for all algorithills. Highest
CC

C
scores are printed iii bolil-face.
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Figure 3.2: Accuracies on the 33 data sets of the hybrid MAXENT-H plotted against the
accuracies of k-1111 (left) and against MAXENT (right).

33 data sets. We see that k-nn has a macro-average of 83.4 %, which is higher than the

average 81.0 % of NIAXENT. The hybrid MAXENT-11 has a macro-average of 83.7% which
is higher than both parents.

We plot the accuracies of the hybrid MAXENT-H against both parents. The graph on the left
in Figure 3.2 displays the accuracies of MAXENT-H plotted against the accuracies of k-nn.
Each point represents one of the 33 data sets. We observe that the points center around
the diagonal of the graph indicating that both algorithms have a similar performance for
most data sets. The graph on the right presents the accuracies of MAXENT-H plotted
against MAXENT. We observe a majority of points to the left of the diagonal. which nleans
that for these data sets the hybrid MAXENT-H has a higher accuracy than MAXENT. In
this graph the points are located further away from the diagonal than in the graph to the
left. This indicates that there are more data sets for which the accuracy of the hybrid
differs from the accuracy of MAXENT than is the case for the comparison against k-nn.

We perform paired t-tests on the results of the hybrid and both parents to estimate
the significance of the observed differences. Table 3.2 shows the results of paired t-tests
summarized over all 33 data sets between the hybrid MAXENT-H. k-nn and MAXENT.  The
counts in the column labeled   won/tied/lost" are based on paired t-tests: a significant
differeiice with p < 0.05 is counted as -lost" or "won" depending OIl which algorithm
has the higher average accuracy. The counts for "tied' represent the cases iii which no
significant difference with p < 0.05 is found. The table shows that no significant difference
is fozind between MAxENT-H and k-nn in 23 cases. The hybrid wins four times against
k-nn while losing six times. 11AxENT-H outperforms its parent  IAXENT 15 tinies and only
loses once. When comparing the two parents to each other, k-nn wins 12 times against
M.AXENT and loses three times.
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algorithm pair won/tied/lost
MAXENT-H - k-Im 4/23/6
1 1AXENT-i·i - AIAXENT 15/17/1
A'-1111 - AlAXENT 12/18/3

Table 3.2: Summarized results of significance tests on the accuracies of the 10-fold cv
experiments on the 33 data sets. AtAXENT-H is compared to its two parent algorithms.

Thits. the hybrid MAXENT-H has a quite similar generalization perforniatice to its parelit
k·-tin. The hybrid pe.rfornis better thati its parent AIAXENT. similar to k-tin which also
performs better than MAXENT.

3.2 k-nn and rule induction

Iii this section we give a description of the hybrid algorithm that conibiiies rule induction
with A·-1111 aiicl present experimental resiilts. (Rule iiiductioii algorithms are iiitrodtic('d
in  Sectic)11  2.1.3.)    A  guiding  principle  of  most  rule  induction  algorithnis  is  tlie  illinillial
description  leiigth  principle  (Cohen.   1995:  Qziinlan.   1993). The extracted model  shoiild
1)(' as sitnple and compact as possible whilc, attaining the 1 est possible getieralization
perforiiiance.    Typically,   induced  rliles  have  a  liigh  level  of  abstraction. Iii cont,rast.  A·-
nii does tiot follow tlie mininial description leiigth principle and does not perform aiiy
abstracticm bitt stores all iiistances in memory instead.  Iii terms of th(, model of the
algorithins. tlie difference between the Title indiiction algorithm aiid k-1111 is ilot as big
as one might think. There is a contimitim between rules and instances. Rules caii be
cotisidered as geiieralized iiistances. and instalices can be considered as specific 1111('s.
This relationsliip between rules atid instances iiiiplies that tlie classificatioii inetliod of A·-
1111 caii l,e applied to rilles straightforwarclly. Classification c:an be l,ased on the k-near'est
rides.

Fiirtherinore. a rule gerieralizes over a set of traiiiing iiistances. and in this serise
the ii}fc,iniatic,ii coiitained iii a iule cali be clescril ('d as niore global than the local
iwighborhood inforniation used in k-nn.

For thi· coiistrtictioii of the hybrid we first train a rulc' induction algorithm oil tlic trairiitig
part of the data set.  We optimize the algorithitiic paraiiieterM of tlie rule lparner to obtaiii
the best possible rule set for tliis particular data set.  In the next st(,p we convert the model
of the rrile learning algoritlint to the inodel of k-nii. Alore concret.e. we map the riile set to
the  instance base.   Previolis work Oil  this inapping can  be fouiid iii van deii Bosch (2004a).

This mapping works as follows. The rizle set is represented as a vector of bits (binary
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rule set: Ill>,tances rule-features

Rl: if F3=T and F4=A then YES C A G C A N O 0 1 0 0

R2: if  F3=G and F5=A then NO C C G G A N O -0 1 1 0

R3 i f     F I =C then NO AG  T C  C  YES - 0 0 0 0

R4: if   Fl=T and F5=T then YES TA TACYES -3. 1 0 0 1
C G T A T YES - 1( )1 0

Figiire 3.3: Conversioii of rules to bitiary featilres for each instatic·('. Each biiiar,r rizle
feature preseiits wliether a particular rule fires for this iristanc('.

nile-features) wliere each bit represeiits a certai11 riile. For eacli iiistatice wi' create stich a
vector and activate the bits of the rules that apply t.o this instaiice.  Aii exaiitple of tliis
process is depicted in Figure 3.3. It shows fozir riiles from a ritle set and five ilistailces tliat
consist of 5 features and a class label (yes/no ). For each iiistance a bit vector is created
of lerigtli 5 and each binary feature denotes one of tlie rilles.

Next, each instance is matched against each of the rules. Wheii a rrile fires for an instance,
tlie bit presenting this rule receives a value of one, and zero otlierwise.  Sonic iiistances
will have multiple active bits while others nlight have zero active bits (i.e. tliey Illatch
with 110 rule or the default  rule). Note that  we only zise tlie condition  pait  of the rule;  the
information of the class labels attached to the rule is not conveyed in the binary feature
vector. This implies that bits representing riiles tliat predic·t different class labels can
co-(-)(·C· i ir together in an instance. These different class lal,els c·an eveii be different from
the actiial class of the instance.  In the example the last instance has two active biiiary
rizle-features.    Bit  one  presents  rule  Rl  which  poiiits  to  class  lal,el 'yes'. while bit tliree
represents rule R3 which points to class 'no'.

Wc create two versions of the hybrid algorithni.  Iii the first version the hillary rule-featiires
replace the original features in the instances. Iii other words. this operaticm transforms
tlie original featiire space into a new oiie (Sebag aiid Sclicieiiazi('r. 1994). Lic convert all
trairtilig alicl test instances to this binary format ancl feed tlieni to the inelliory-based
learner.  We  refer  to this  hybrid  as  RULES-R-H.  wliere  tile  iniddle  R denote replace.

From the k-lin perspective. RULES-R-H attempts to repair k-nii's sensitivity to noise and
irrelevant features. since induced rules will typically not cover low-freqtieticy noise and
will riot test on irrelevant features. Replacing the original featiires of tlie instarices by
riile-featiires cari thus be considered as a compression and noise filteriiig step iii which the
irile indtiction algorithm has grouped interactiiig feattire valizes together. which the normal
k-nii algorithm is incapable of. From the perspective, of tlie rule incluction algorithm. we
clo xiot have tlie simple classification strategy of taking the class of the rule that fires first.
blit the local classification method of k-nn.
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In the hybrid, rules are represented as active-inactive binary features, and more than one
rule can be active for a particular instance. As k-nn can be used with k > 1, the nearest
neighbors can also contain different active rules that are applied to the new instance.
Several rules may be involved in the classification instead of the one rule that determines
the class in a standard RIPPER classifier.

In the other version of the hybrid, the binary rule-features are added to the original
instances instead of replacing them. We refer to this hybrid as RULES-A-H where A stands
for add. Thus. this hybrid is a k-nn classifier with extra added features that represent
the per-instance firing patterns of the induced rule set. In this case the rule-features can
not be considered as a compression and noise filtering step. but we still expect that the
rule-features can repair k-nn's sensitivity to noise in a more implicit way. As shown in
Section 2.1.1, feature weighting  in k-nn gives a higher weight  to  more important features.
As many of the created rule-features will have a strong predictive power, they are likely
to receive high feature weights. enabling them to influence the distance calculation. We
hypothesize that the extra rule-features can overrule the influence of noise and irrelevant
features.

Next we describe in Section  3.2.1 the results of comparative experiments in which  we  test
the generalization performance of the two rule hybrid algorithms RULES-R-H and RULES-
A-H against the performance of their two parent algorithms, the rule induction algorithm
RIPPER and k-nn.

In Section 3.2.2 we discuss additional comparative experiments with variants of the rule
hybrids that combine another rule induction algorithm, CN2. with k-nn. In Section 2.1.3
we described RIPPER and (32. Both rule induction algorithms are sequential covering
algorithms and can produce unordered rule sets, but they use slightly different strategies
for learning these rules. RIPPER learns one rule at the time and removes all instances
covered by the rule from its learning set. CN2 also produces one rule at the time, but
only removes the positive examples covered by the rule. This implies that CN2 potentially
produces larger rule sets and more importantly, rules caii overlap to a higher extent in the
instances that they cover. We investigate whether rule hybrids that combine (32 with
k-nn can benefit from having a larger and more overlapping set of binary rule-features
compared to the hybrids that combine RIPPER with k-nn.

3.2.1 Comparison between the rule hybrids, RULES and k-nn

In this section we describe the results of comparative experiments in which we measure
the generalization performance of the hybrids that combine rule induction with k-nn
classification.  We compare the performance of the hybrids to the performance of their
parents and present the outcomes of paired t-tests.

Table 3.1 shows  the mean accuracies and standard deviations  of the hybrids and their
parent algorithms on the 29 UCI benchmark task and the four NLP tasks. The macro-
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Figure 3.4: Accuracies 011 the 33 data sets of the lip·brid RULES-It-H plotted against the
accuracies of k-nn (left) and against RULES (right).

averages in the last row of the table show that the hybrid RULES-R-H has an average of
77.5% whicli is lower than both parents. RULES has an average of 78.2% and k-nn has a
macro-average of 83.4%. The hybrid RULES-A-H has a higher average of 83.6% than both
parent algorithms.

Figure 3.4 displays the accuracies of the hybrid RULES-R-H plotted against the accuracies
of both parent algorithms on the 33 data sets. The points in the graph on the left are
located to the right of the diagonal which indicates that k-nn has a higher accuracy for
most data sets than the hybrid. The points in the graph on the right are very close to
the diagonal which means   that the accuracies of RULES and RULES-R- H   are very similar
for many data sets.

The accuracies of the hybrid RULES-A-H and both parents are shown in Figure 3.5.
The graph on the left displays the accuracies of the hybrid plotted against k-nn.  We
observe that. the points are somewhat scattered around the diagonal, indicating that both
algorithms have a quite equal performance. In the graph on the right the points are located
to the left of the diagonal which nieans that the hybrid RULES-A-H has a higher accuracy
for almost all data sets.

Table 3.3 summarizes the outcomes of paired t-tests on mean accuracies on all 33 data
sets. The hybrid  RULES-R-H  has  a significantly lower accuracy than  k-nn  in 17 cases  and
only wins twice. The hybrid performs rather similar to RULES as no significant difference
is found on 26 of the data sets. The hybrid RULES-A-H performs similarly to k-tin as
there is no significant difference between them in 27 cases. However, RULES-A-H wins five
times against k-Illl and loses only once. Also. most interestingly, RULES-A-H performs
much better than RULES: the hybrid wins on 20 data sets against RULES and is never
outperformed by the rule learner.
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Figiire 3.5: Accuracies 011 tlic: 33 clata sets of tlie hybricl REI.Es-A-H plotted agaiiist the
accuracies of k-1111 (left) and against RULES (riglit).

algorithm pair won/tic,(1/lost
RULES-R-1-1 - k-iiii 2/14/17
RI LES-R-H - RULES 3/26/4
RULES-A-H - k-iin 5/27/1
RULES-A-H - RULES 20/13/0
A'-1111 - RZTLES 18/12/3

Table 3.3: Suitimarized reszilts of paired t-tests on mean acc·tiracy obtai}iecl iii 10-fold
cv experiments on the 33 data sets. The rizle liybrids are coinpared to their two I,arent
a l go r i t h 11 i s .

Rt LES-R-H has a silnilar geizeralization perforizialice to the i·ule iii(hictic,11 algorithili.
while the other rtile hybrid Rt'LES-A-H has a Intl('11 bettf'r performance, thati RULES. Ozir
prpectatioii was that tlie hybrids would (liffer frc)111 Rt;LES in (·lassification beliavior. I\'e
basecl orir expectation on the fact that Illore than one binary ritle-feature Call be active iii
tlie featiire representation of the hyl,rid and larger k rallies allow several nearest instances
with differeiit active bits to be invoh·cd. lib lookeci at thc autoiziaticall,· select('d algorithili
paranieters of the two rzile 14-brids.  In 709; of the experitiients with Rltl.ES-R-H the
nittoniatic algorithnii(· paranieter selectioit has chosen the k value to be 1. ineaning that
the pot(·iitial l,eziefit of k-NN c·lassification is not fully explorecl.  The' hybricl RULES-.A-H
tises k=l in only 235f of the experinients. appareiitly profiting from the possibilitr to set
6 > 1 ill lilan.z cases.
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avi,rage Rl.' LES- R- Hr,I,p, I Rl'LES-R-H .,12
uniCille ilistances 547.6 1413.7

bits I)er instanc(' 67.5 290.4

activ , bits per instance 1.3 1.5

T: 1}le '3.4: Statistic·s that sliow s0111(' of tlie efic'cts of clio<,sizig RII'PER or ('32 ah 1'1112
itichictic,11 alg<,rithiti. Tlie nziinbers present averages over the ten trainitig folils. litacro-
average,cl ov(,r the 29 UCI clatasets.

algorithm pair won/tied/lc,st
RIPPER - C'N2 9/18/2
RULES- R- Ht.i/,per· R.FLES.-R-4. it 2 10/15/4
RULES-A-H RULES-A-Il12 8/21/0-ppe/·

RULES-R-llc.,12 - A·-rin 2/1()/17
RULES-R-H„,2 - C'N 2 7/17/5
RULES-A-H (.712

- k-nn 2/19/8
RULES-A-Hri,2 - ('32 14/12/3

RULES- R-Ht.ippr 1 k-nii 2/14/13
RULES-R-Hr.ippe7'- RIPPER 312313
RULES-A-H ,·ipper

- k-un 4/24/1
RULES-A-Hrippt, RIPPER 16/13/0

Table 3.5: Sitinmarized results of paired t-tests on mean accuracy obtained in 10-fold cv
experiinents oii the 29 UCI data sets. The rule hybrid variants with C'32 are compared to
their two parent algorithms aticl to tlie hybrid variants with RIPPER.

3.2.2  Comparing the two rule learners

Ditring the experimelits with tlle hybrids Rt'LES-R-H and RULES-A-H we also investigated
tlie bit vectors that preselit tlie rule sets produced by RIPPER. We noted tliat tlle bit
vectors are often quite short and that the number of active l,its is low.  For the lirbrid
RITLES-R-H short vectors and a low number of active bits has tlie effect that the number of
ililique ilistances iii the training set drops drastically. In this section we discuss additional
experinients iii whicli we try a second riile indliction algorithm. CN2. which produces
larger rule sets cotitainiIig rules that can overlap iii th<, histatices that ther cover. Ftirther
iiiformation about ('N2 Call be found in Section 2.1.3.

AP' expect that the larger rule sets of £32 will lead to a iijore diverse set of instatices
as input for the hybrids. and iii turii will iinprove the performance of the rule' hybricls.
H-e nm 10-fold cv experititents with c'42. and the hybrids based ori c,2 on tlie 29 UCI
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data set k-nn (7%2 RELES-R-H,·n 2 RULES-A-Hcn2
abalone 24.6 rt 2.8 24.1 zE 2.6 21.8 =1= 1.8 21.7 i 1.5
audiology 80.5 k 6.3 77.8 i 5.2 80.5 k 5.4 83.1 k 6.0
bridges 54.7 rt 10.6 56.7 i 7.5 56.8 i 11.2 55.8 i 15.0
car 96.5 * 1.3 96.4 E 1.8 93.3 mt 1.4 93.5 i 1.8
cl-h-disease 55.7 zE 5.4 52.8 st 8.8 44.5 3, 7.9 51.5 * 7.2
connect4 77.7 i 1.8 74.1 E O.6 72.3 3= 2.6 77.9 rt 1.3
ecoli 79.5 zE 4.9 72.1 * 10.4 73.2 * 8.8 77.1   rt   5.7
Hag 66.9 mt 11.4 58.5 62 12.9 56.0 3= 13.0 63.7 i 13.7

glass 67.7 i 8.4 60.7 E 9.4 62.1 =29.5 62.1 i 10.3

kr-vs-kp 96.8 :£ 1.2 98.6 rt 0.9 98.4 zE 1.0 99.2 k 0.4
letter 95.6 rt 0.5 67.7 =t 0.9 69.6 zE 0.7 95.5 i 0.5
lung-cancer 33.3 * 12.9 36.7 rt 22.1 34.2 zE 16.0 40.8 =E 20.6
monksl 100.0 E 0.0 100.0 3= 0.0 100.0 k 0.0 100.0 i 0.0
monks2 94.0 i 11.8 57.6 k 5.4 51.6 i 9.0 57.4 E 9.8
monks3 97.2 26 2.5 97.2 rt 2.5 91.4 =1= 13.6 96.5 rt 2.6
mushroom 100.0 i 0.0 100.0 E 0.0 100.0 i 0.0 100.0 1 0.0
nursery 99.4 mt 0.5 98.1 zE 0.3 98.4 k 0.3 98.7 i 0.3
optdigits 98.0 * 0.7 71.2 3, 2.5 75.7 zE 2.7 98.0 k 0.3
pendigits 93.4 E 0.9 79.0 =1= 1.0 79.7 zE 1.0 91.3 i 1.8
promoters 87.0 * 7.1 75.4 E 11.8 77.5 * 7.2 88.6 E 9.2
segnient 95.7 =E 0.9 83.5 =E 4.5 86.9 zE 4.3 94.9 zE 1.8

solar-flare 94.2 :£ 2.2 94.9 2 1.7 93.6 * 1.8 93.7 * 1.9
soybean-1 92.8 f 4.2 92.5 zE 3.5 92.5 zE 3.0 94.1 k 2.9
splice 95.3 zE 1.0 78.0 :£ 5.8 87.9 k 2.8 95.2 zE 0.9
tictactoe 95.8 =E 3.8 99.6 zE 0.7 99.8 k 0.6 100.0 mt 0.0
vehicle 67.6 mt 4.5 44.2 k 5.7 45.1 f 4.5 62.2 i 3.2
votes 95.2 =E 2.4 94.0 i 2.9 93.6 mt 2.7 95.2 zE 3.2

wine 96.1 E 2.6 91.0 E 6.3 92.1 E 5.7 94.3 3= 5.0

yeast 53.3 i 2.9 43.7 i 3.7 46.5 f 4.0 48.3 =t 4.6

macro av. 82.2* 4.0 75.0 zE 4.9 75.0 rt 4.9 80.4 k 4.5

Table 3.6: Alean accuracies and standard deviations on the 29 UCI tasks of the two rule-
hybrids that combine k-nn with the rule sets produced by CN2. Highest scores are printed
in bold-face.

data sets and compare the results against the results obtained with RIPPER. (Due to time
constraints  we did  not  run  experiments on the larger  NLP  data  sets.)   In  this  section.  we
refer to the rule hybrids that combine RIPPER with k-tin as RULES-R-Hripper and RULES-
A-Hripper. The hybrids that have  c32  as parent algorithm are called RULES-R-Hci,2  and
RULES-A-H c712 ·

Table 3.4 displays statistics that demonstrate some of the effects of using RIPPER or CN2
on the hybrid RULES-R-H. We calculate for each data set the number of uniqiie instances
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(rule rectors) in tlie traiiting set of RULES-R-H, averaged over the tell folds. The table
lists macro-averages over the 29 UCI data sets. We observe that CN2 indeed produces
a more (liverse set of traitiing instaiices for the hybrid RULES-R-H. As a comparisoii we
also coiiiptitecltlie iiiacro-a\'eragenziinbpi of 1111iqiieiiistaiices iii the origitial training data.
This average is 4507.3. so the CN2 variant still reduces the number of unique instatices
drastically.

The fact that CN2 produces larger riile sets can be seeti iii the secotid rc,w of the Cohillin.
The average izziniber of bits (rules) per iiist:111ce is larger for tile CN2 variant than for the
RIPPER variant. The last row of the table displays the average number of active bits per
instance. Here we see that although the ct,12 variant has much la.rger vectors, t.his does
not result in a mtich higher number of active bits. CN2 makes specific rules that are 011ly
active for a small nuniber of instances. RIPPER on the other hatid 1Ilakes relatively smaller
rule sets which have a higher coverage.

Next we look at the perforniance of the (232 and the liybrid algoritlinis. Table 3.6 shows
the meaii acc tiracies and standard deviations of the two parent algorithms k-iin aide'>12.
and the two liybrids on the 29 UCI data sets.  The last row of the table lists macro-
averages over the 29 (lata sets. Tlie hybrid RULES-R-Hc,12 has the saine average as CN2
and a lower average tllan k-1111. RITLES-A-Hc,n2 has a lower macro-average than k-nn and
a higher average than 0.32.  The results of RIPPER aii(1 its hybrids are alreacly cliscussed
above and are listed iIi Table 3.1.

We perform paired t-tests on the results of RIPPER and CN2 OIl the 29 UCI tasks to
estimate the significance of the differences between the results. The outcomes of paired
t-tests between RIPPER and CN2 are shown in the first row of Table 3.5. We see that
RIPPER performs better than C:32. RIPPER has a sigliificaiitly higher score than CN2 on
nine of the 29 data sets. while CN2 outperforms RIPPER only twice.

We also compare the hybrid algorithms that have C.32 as tlieir paretit rule leariier to
the livbrids with RIPPER as parent algorithm and perform significance tests. The second
and third row of Table 3.5 show the outcomes. The RIPPER hybrids outperform the CN2
liybrids. The hybrid RULES-R-Hrippe,· wins on ten data sets. while RULES-R-Hri,2 only wins
on four data sets. RULES-A-Hripper wins on eight data sets against RULES-A-Her,2 and no
significant difference is found on the other 21 data sets.

Next we compare the liybrids RULES-R-H<.„2 and RULES-A-Hri,2 to their parents C:32 and
k-nn.  The Olitcomes of the paired t-tests on the results of these algorithins are shown
iIi row four to eight of Table 3.5. We also list the outcomes on the 29 UCI data sets of
paired t-tests on the results of the RIPPER hybrids and its parents in the last rows of the
table. The relations between tliese 'RIPPER' pairs and the 'CN2 pairs shown iii row four
to eight are quite alike. Both variants of RULES-A-H are more similar to k-mi iii their
perforniance than to the rule learner. Tlie two variants of RULES-R-H perform both worse
thaii k-iin aiid quite equally to the rule induction algorit11111. The difference between the
hybrid variants-parents pairs is that we find inore significatit differences between the CN2-
hz·brids aiid tlieir parents than between RIPPER-hybricls alid their parents. This indicates
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that the RIPPER-hybrids lia\,(, a closer reseinblance to tlieir pareiit algorithms iii terms of
their generalization perforinance.

In sum. the results presented in this Sectioll show tliat tlie h\·brids that are based on tlie
rule sets produced by RIPPER perforni better than  the  liz'bricls  that  liave  C>12  as  parent.
Tlie fact that CN2 produces larger rule sets leading to larger bit vectors and niore tiniqiie
instances. does tiot prod,ice better hybrids. Tlie method of RIPPER to produce a smaller
rtile set contaitiing rules that have a higher coverage leads to better performing hybrids.

3.3   k-nn and WINNOW

In this section we describe the hybrid algorithm which combines multiplicative update
learning k-lili classification. Our motivation for merging WINNOW and k-nn is based on
the difference in weight calculations.  k-nn calculates feature weights on the basis of counts
iii the training data. As mentioned earlier, calculations based on low frequency counts can
be unreliable. The architecture of WINNOW consists of a network of weighted connections
between input nodes and target nodes. WINNOW learns tliese weights in an iterative
fashion. instance by instance. and also applies feature selection by ignoring feature values
that have a frequency below two in t.he trainiiig set. The WINNOW algorithm is described
iii inore detail iii Sectioii  2.1.2.

A weighteci connection 1,etween an input liode alid a target node as produced by WINNOW
can directly be translated into a feature weight that a certain feature value has for a
particular class. This link between the weighted connections and feature value weights
provides zis with the possibility to map the information conveyed in the niodel of WINNOW
to thi, Riodel of k-im.  The mapping betweeii feature weights of k-zin and weighted
connections of WINNOW is not straightforward as the type of weights is different.  WINNOW
creates relations between classes and feature values. Khile k-nri nornially assigns single
weights to multi-valued featzires.

We visualize, this difference iii Figure 3.6. On the right the weighting method of WINNOW
is shown. Each featiire value and class have a weiglit assigned to their connection. To the
left. tlie normal  feature  weighting  method  of k-nri  is  shown.   k-iin  assigns a weight  to  a
(miilti-valued) feature and not to each feature value separately. This weight expresHes. with
respect to the four weigliting metliods described in Section 2.1.1.  the overall discriminative
power of the feature iii relation to the classes.

Althorigh k-nn is nornially tised Witll Illillti-valued features. it is not restricted to this
format and can also easily be trained with binary features as was shown by van den Bosch
and Zavrel (2000). Our expectation is that the weights as learned by WINNOW are niore
robust thaii weights for binary featitres prc,cliiced by A·-1111. because WINNOW puts effort in
learning these weights and ignores low freqiieitcy ol)servations. We regard weights such as
the oties produced by WINNOM' more expressive than the weights for multi-valued features
of A:-mi. because all relations between classes and values are assigned a separate weight.
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Figure 3.6: k-nn uses global feature weights indicating the importance of the feature for
all classes. In contrast WINNOW uses weights presenting the importance of each feature
value for each class.

Thus, we need a transformation to map the weights of WINNOW to the weights in k-nn. To
construct the hybrid algorithm, we first train WINNOW, which produces a sparse network.
For each class, the target node presenting that class, the weighted connections attached
to that target 110de and the input nodes attached to the connections, are mapped to a
separate binary k-nn classifier. We map input nodes to instances on which we can train
the k-nn classifier. The multi-valued features in the instances are translated to binary
features where each bit represents one feature value.

Not all feature values of the original instance base are used as input nodes: The SNoW
implementation of WINNOW used in our experiments performs an implicit feature selection.
WINNOW does not make weighted connections between target nodes and feature values
when there is not at least one instance in which the class of the target node and the
feature value occur together, and WINNOW does not make connections for feature values
with a frequency below two. We only make binary features for the feature values selected
by WINNOW. We also map the accompanying weights of WINNOW's connections to feature
weights for k-nn.

For a two-class task we construct the hybrid algorithms as follows. WINNOW is trained on
the training set to learn one target node presenting the task. We map the input nodes
and weights produced by WINNOW to binary features representations as described above.
The hybrid uses these binary features and weights to apply k-nn classification.

Carlson et al. (1999) advise to represent a binary task with two target nodes. However,
for the construction of WINNOW-H. it is preferable to use only one bit. Creating a winnow
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classifier with two target nodes results in two separate k-nn classifiers in the hybrid. The
first classifier predicts class one or not. and the second classifier predicts class two or not.
Basically these two classifiers predict the same thing and for the case in which they give
opposite predictions.  the only available simple solution is  random  tie  resolution. 1

For multi-class tasks. the construction of the hybrid involves an extra mapping from a
classification task with multiple class labels to a set of binary classifiers. We choose to
encode the problem using error correcting output codes (ECOC). ECOC is a generic and
elegant method to reduce a multi-class problem to a set of binary problems: Section   3.3.1
details this approach.

3.3.1 Error correcting output codes

Error correcting output codes are a method to encode a multi-class task as a set of binary
tasks.  allowing  for post-hoc error correction (Dietterich and Bakiri,  1995). Each class  is
coded as a codebook bit vector of length l with maximal Hamming distance among all
codebook vectors. For each bit a separate classifier is trained. To classify a new example
each of the l binary classifiers predicts one bit. The resulting bit vector is then compared
to the codebook vectors that code the original classes. The codebook vector that has the
closest resemblance to the predicted vector assigns its class to the new example.

Kong and Dietterich (1995) explain that ECOC can increase performance on a multi-
class task because it can correct errors if the errors iii the bits are uncorrelated.  It is
also stated that ECOC is less effective for local learning algorithms. as the assumption
of independence between the errors does not hold. In contrast, Aha and Bankert (1997)
show that ECOC can be used successfully for local learners. The machine learning bias
of the binary local learners can be varied so that the binary classifiers will make partly
independent mistakes. Aha and Bankert (1997) and Ricci and Aha (1998) use feature
selection to create different biases for the binary local learners.  Raaijmakers (2000) also
uses some algorithmic parameters to change the bias. We follow Raaijmakers and change
the bias of the binary classifiers by changing the algorithmic parameters for each classifier
individually.  We also use a coarse type of feature selection because WINNOW removes
low frequency feature values. The method used to choose the algorithmic parameters is
described in Section 2.3.1.

Several methods have been proposed to generate ECOC codes. Finding an optimal coding
is  still  an open problem (Masulli  and  Valentini,   2004).    We  use  exhaustive  encoding  for
classification tasks with less than 8 classes as described by Dietterich and Bakiri (1995).
We construct exhaustive codes with a bit vector length of 2k-1 - 1 where k stands for
the number of classes. The ECOC-bit vector for the first class only contains active bits
(all bits have value 1). The second vector contains first Qk-2 inactive bits, followed by

1 Due  to  the algorithmic parameter selection process, the classifiers  can have different parameter
settings. These settings influence the distance calculations between instances and prevent the lise of
the nearest neighbor distances in tie resolution.
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class binary coding
a      1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
b     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C 0 0 0 011110000111
d 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
e 010101010101010

Table 3.7: Exhaustive ECOC eticoding of a five-class task in 15 bits.

2k-2 - 1 active bits. The third has first 2 -3 inactive bits. then 2k-.3 active bits. followed
by 2k-.3 - 1 iiiactive bits. The nth vector has n parts of size 2/c-n of inactive and active
bits. An example of this encoding is shown in Table 3.7. A task with five classes is coded
with an ECOC bit vector of 25-1 -1  =  15 bits.

We iise a method called random dense codes proposed by Allwein et al. (2000) for tasks

with 8 or more c.lasses. This random method has the following steps:

• calculate the size s of the bit vector, s = 10 * t092 ( number of dasses )

• generate 10.000 k-by-s matrices where k is the number of classes and s is the size of
the bit vector. Each matrix is randomly filled with 1 or 0.

• for each matrix, measure the Hamming distance between all rows, and store tlie
minimal distance found for each matrix.

• choose from the 10.000 matrices. the matrix with the highest minimal distance that
does not contain identical columns.

3.3.2   Construction of the hybrid with ECOC

We tise the following method to construct the hybrid algorithm for multi-class tasks. The
class labels of a data set are converted to ECOC labels. For each ECOC-bit a WINNOW
classifier is built  with one target Ilode representing that  bit.  This  classifier is  trained  and
optimized with respect to its algorithmic parameters on the training set. The resultiiig
model of WINNOW is transposed to k-nn.  This goes as follows.  For each WINNOW classifier
that represents an ECOC bit, the input liodes and the weighted connections of WINNOW
are translated to features and feature weights. We take the training instances and code

them according to the features and weights produced by WINNOW. These instances with
'WINNOW weights' constitute the input of a binary A·-im trained to classify the same ECOC-
bit as the WINNOW classifier. This implies that each binary classifier has a different feature
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Figure 3.7: Each task is split into a set of binary tasks according to ECOC encoding, lised
both by WINNOW and WINNOW'-H.

selection and different weights. We call this hybrid that combines WINNOW with A·-nn
WINNOW-H.

The construction process is depicted iii Figure 3.7. The first step is duplicating the trainiiig
data in as many sets as there are ECOC bits. This example presents a four-class task
which receives a seven-bit ECOC coding. The data is duplicated seven times. and the
class labels of these seven data sets are adapted to ECOC coding by replacing the class
labeling with the ECOC bits.  (This is similar to training wINNow with seven target nodes.
aiid  speci fying  for  each  instaiice  seven  class labels.)

Next, we trai11 a separate WINNOW classifier oIl each of tlie seven datasets. For eacli
data set. a A-INNOW-H classifier is produced by mapping the input  features and weights as
learned by WINNOW to k-nn. Iii the classification phase, the test iiistaiice is giveii to each
of the seven WINNOW-H classifiers. Each classifier predicts a bit for the test iristance and
the bits are put together to forin a binary bit-vector. The bit vector is compared to eacli
of the codebook vectors that eticode the classes. aii(l the class connected to the codebook
vector with tlie sinallest Hamming distance is assigned to the test instance.

We use the ECOC coding scheme both for WINNOW and WINNOW-H to keep the similarity
between these two algorithms as close as possible. This ECOC encoding has an effect
on the parameter optimization step in the experimental setup. Some of these rand01Illy
generated ECOC codes cause aii extremely skewed class distributioti in some of the output
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Figure 3.8: Accuracies on the 29 UCI data sets of the hybrid WINNOW-H plotted against
the accuracies of k-nn (left) and against WINNOW (right).

bits. For these cases we put an extra constraint on the algorithmic parameter optimization
process: we do not use optimization when the ratio between the classes is higher than 1 :
100. In those cases we simply use the default parameter settings.

3.3.3 Comparison between WINNOW-H, WINNOW and k-nn

In this section we present the results of a comparison between the hybrid WINNOW-H and
its parents WINNOW and k-nn. We perform comparative experiments on the 29 UCI data
sets. The hybrid and WINNOW both use the ECOC-decoding scheme in these experiments.
(We did not run experiment  on the large NLP data sets due to an excessive overhead
in processing time caused by ECOC encoding in combination with the large number of
feature values.)

The mean accuracies of the hybrid WINNOW-H and the parents are shown in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.8 displays the accuracies of the hybrid plotted against both parents on the 29
UCI data sets. The graph on the left shows that for the majority of the data sets k-nn
lias a higher accuracy than WINNOW-H.  In the graph on the right we observe slightly
more points to the right of the diagonal which indicates that for these data sets WINNOW
has a higher accuracy. In both graphs we observe that many points are distant from the
diagonal which means that for many data sets the hybrid and its parent have a different
accuracy.

We perform paired t-tests to determine significant differences ill performance between the
hybrid and its parents. Table 3.8 summarizes the outcomes of these tests.  The hybrid
algorithm performs significantly worse than both parent algorithms. WINNOW-H loses 17
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algorithm pair won/tied/lost
WINNOW-H - k-nn 1/11/17
WINNOW-H - WINNOW 2/19/8
k-nn - WINNOW 15/14/0

Table 3.8: Summarized results of paired t-tests on mean accuracy obtained iii 10-fold cv
experiments on the 29 UCI data sets. WINNOW-H is compared to its two parent algorithms.

times from k-nn and 8 times from WINNOW,  WINNOW-H only wins two times against
WINNOW and wins once against k-nn, namely on the kr-vs-kp data set.

As explained in Section 3.3.1 we use ECOC for encoding multi-class tasks as binary tasks
for WINNOW-H and WINNOW. We need this conversion to integrate the weights produced
by the learning module of WINNOW in the model of k-nn as detailed in Section 3.3. We
discuss some additional experiments to ensure that the low performance of WINNOW-H is
unrelated to this extra ECOC encoding step.

We check the effect of ECOC encoding on the parent algorithm WINNOW.  So far we
only reported on experiments with WINNOW with ECOC decoding (for now referred to as
WINNOW-WITH) to keep a close resemblance between the hybrid and the eager parent. We
also ran similar 10-fold cv experiments with standard WINNOW without ECOC decoding
(WINNOW-WITHOUT) on the 29 UCI tasks. We conducted paired t-tests on these results
compared to the results of WINNOW-WITH. The variant WINNOW-WITHOUT is slightly
better than WINNOW-WITH. The WINNOW-WITH wins on 3 tasks: car, nursery, yeast,
while WINNOW-WITHOUT wins on the following six tasks: connect4, kr-vs-kp, letter,
optdigits, pendigits, votes.

The observation that WINNOW-WITHOUT wins on two data sets that have two classes
may seem strange because ECOC decoding only applies to multi-class tasks. However,
WINNOW-WITH and WINNOW-WITHOUT also treat binary tasks differently. WINNOW-WITH
uses one target node to present the two classes, while the standard WINNOW without
ECOC uses two target nodes to represent a binary problem as explained in Section 3.3.
and as recommended by Carlson et al. (1999). Using one target node to present a two-class
task might have a slightly negative effect on the performance of WINNOW-WITH, but this
is only speculation: on the other six two-class tasks no significant negative effect is found.

It is also possible that the choice of representing a two-class task with one target node
in WINNOW has a negative effect on the hybrid WINNOW-H. WINNOW uses a threshold
to differentiate between the two classes. As an example we consider a two-class task for
which WINNOW creates a network. The sum of the weights connected to input features
that are strongly predictive for class A has to be below the threshold to predict class A.
Another group of feature values that are correlated with class B, receive a high weight as
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their surnnied weight needs to be above the threshold to predict class B. This implies that
the weights as assigned by WINNOW do not express importance in the same manner as the
feature weighting methods used in our k-nn implementation do. It does not need to be
the case that features with a high predictive capacity receive a high weight. Iii WINNOW

an important predictive feature for the class below the threshold will receive a low weight.
Low weighted features are regarded as less mipoitant iii the search for a nearest neighbor
set.  The use of WINNOW 's weights can thus cause the k-nn algorithul to find a less optinial
set of neighbors which may have the effect of predicting the incorrect class.

We consider this effect of using weights that are tuned to a threshold as the possible
reason for the low performance of the hybrid WINNOW-H. However, the two tasks for
which the hybrid outperforms its parent WINNOW have two classes, and for these data sets
the WINNOW weights c.learly work well as feature weights. Furtherniore, on one of these
tasks, kr-vs-kp. the hybrid also performs significantly better than k-nn. Again the data
does not provide enough evidence to draw conclusions.

3.4 Additional Comparisons

In this section we discuss three additional comparisons which give extra inforniation
relevant for the main comparative experiments presented in the previous part of this
chapter.

We   present in subsection   3.4.1 the experimental results   of  the four parent   algorithms:
k-nn classification, rule induction, maximum entropy modeling and multiplicative update
learning. We compare the performance of these four algorithms to each other.  Part of these

comparisons, the comparisons between k-nn and the eager parents, have been discussed
incidentally in the previous sections. To be complete, in this section we put all algorithms
next to each other and present the results.

In subsection 3.4.2 we pay attention to the evaluation method accuracy used iii
our experiments and compare this to another popular evaluation method. AUC. In
subsection 3.4.3 we analyze the results of the algorithms on the NLP data sets and
investigate whether this differs from the results obtained on all tasks.

3.4.1 Comparison between the basic algorithms

We compare the results of the four parent algorithms: k-nn, RULES, MAXENT and WINNOW.

To determine which algorithm has a significantly higher generalization performance. we
perform paired t-tests between all pairs of accuracy scores that are listed in the first four
columns of Table 3.1. We count for each pair of algorithms whether there is a significant
difference found between the algorithms.
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k-nn MAXENT RULES WINNOW
k-nn 12/18/3   18/12/3   15/14/0
M.AXENT 3/18/12 14/13/6   12/17/0
RULES 3/12/18 6/13/14 8/19/2
WINNOW 0/14/15 0/17/12 2/19/8

Table 3.9: Comparison of the four parent algorithms. Summary of paired t-tests on the
mean accuracy and standard deviation of the 10-fold cv experiments on the 33 tasks and
on 29 data sets for WINNOW. Each cell represents the number of times that the classifiers
in the column won/tied/lost compared to the classifiers in the row.

Table 3.9 summarizes the results of the significance tests on the 33 tasks and on 29 tasks
for the pairs with WINNOW.  k-nn wins against MAXENT on 12 of the 33 data sets, and
in three cases k-nn loses from MAXENT. k-nn wins on 18 data sets against RULES and
loses three times. Compared to WINNOW. k-nn wins on 15 data sets and does not lose
from WINNOW. MAXENT wins 14 times against RULES, while RULES wins on six data sets.
MAxENT wins against WINNOW on 12 data sets and no significant difference is found on the
remaining 17 data sets. RULES wins eight times against WINNOW and loses twice. Iii surn.
k-nn performs best of all algorithms, MAXENT performs better than RULES and WINNOW,
and RULES outperforms WINNOW.

3.4.2 AUC compared to Accuracy

Accuracy is our main evaluation method of generalization performance of the algorithms.
The machine learning algorithms are also optimized with respect to accuracy. Recently.
AUC has become a popular measure in the area of machine learning (Fawcett, 2003:
Flach. 2004) and for this reason we also want to compare our results with AUC scores. We
calculate the micro-averaged AUC scores (Provost and DOIningos. 2003) on the basis of the
same results of the 10-fold cv experiments used for the accuracy calculations. We perform
paired t-tests on these AUC scores and compare the results to the results on accuracy
scores (Huang  and  Ling, 2005). Table 3.11 shows  the  micro-averaged AUC scores  on  the
33 data sets for all algorithms.

We also repeat the paired t-tests to compare the parent algorithms and hybrids. This tillie
however, we base the significance tests on mean micro-averaged AUC-scores. Table 3.10
summarizes the results of the significance tests on mean accuracies next to the results on
mean AUC scores. The won/tied/lost counts based on AUC scores do not deviate much
from the counts based on accuracy scores. There are only minor differences between the
results evaluating with AUC or accuracy: the largest difference found is for the WINNOW-H
- WINNOW pair, where three data sets get a different outcome from the paired t-test. The
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votes 95.3 i 2.8 96.6 k 2.4 94.7 rt 1.6 94.1 i 3.5 95.7 z= 2.2 93.6 =1= 3.3 95.2 1 1.8 c)4.(i E 2.:1 4
wiiie 96.8 =1= 2.2 95.8 E 4.2 94.2 1 5.8 95.5 E 3.9 97.4 =1= 2.3 93.8 =1= 6.5 96.3 i 4.2 91.2 i 4.2 I.L.

yeast 68.6 * 2.0 65.8 i 3.0 59.1 rt 2.8 65.8 =1= 2.5 69.8 zE 2.0 57.6 1 2.2 67.8  i 3.1
66.5 2 3.7              

Pos 97.2 i 0.1 95.9 k 0.1 81.9 E 0.3 - 96.5 i 0.1 82.0 =t 0.3 97.3 £0.1    -
('liZINK 97.2 zE 0.1 96.9 zE 0.1 95.5 * 0.4 97.2 zE 0.1 95.2 =E 0.2 97.2   0.1    -                        2
NER 96.1 i 2.0 95.2 1 0.2 80.6 =1= 8.8 - 96.4 k 0.9 79.1 =1= 7.2 96.5   11.7              -
1>1' 80.1 i 1.3 81.7 =E 1.0 77.6 3,2.0 - 78.2 * 0.9 78.1 == 1.5 80.1 i 2.0    -

macro av. 86.6 =E 3.2 84.1 32 3.0 82.3 i 3.6 80.8 rt 4.1 87.OzE 3.2 81.8 f 3.7 87.1   i 3.1 8 1.5   HE   4.8                                        2-

P
AN

Table   3.10:    Mean   micro-averaged AUC scores and standard deviations   011   tlie   33   tasks   (and 29 tasks for
WINNOW   and             3

WINNOW-H). Highest scores are printed in bold-face.
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accuracy micro-AUC
algorithm pair won/tied/lost won/tied/lost
k-nn - MAXENT 12/18/3 13/17/3
k-nn - RULES 18/12/3 17/13/3
MAXENT RULES 14/13/6 15/11/7
k-nn - WINNOW 15/14/0 15/14/0
MAXENT - WINNOW 12/17/0 11/17/1
RULES - WINNOW 8/19/2 8/17/4
MAXENT-H - k-nn 4/23/6 4/23/6
MAXENT-H MAXENT 15/17/1 15/16/2
RULES-R-H - k-nn 2/14/17 3/13/17
RULES-R-H - RULES 3/26/4 4/27/2
RULES-A-H - k-nn 5/27/1 4/28/1
RULES-A-H - RULES 20/13/0 20/13/0
WINNOW-H - k-nn 1/11/17 1/13/15
WINNOW-H - WINNOW 2/19/8 5/16/8

Table 3.11: The results of paired t-tests on mean accuracies compared to paired t-tests on
micro-averaged AUC scores.

AUC scores support the observations made on the basis of the accuracy scores.

3.4.3  Results on NLP data sets

In this section we focus on the results obtained on the four NLP data sets. As explained
in Chapter 1 a marked characteristic of NLP tasks is that they contain many exceptions
and sub-regularities which form a challenge for machine learning algorithms, and which
appear to favor k-nn classification (Daelemans et al., 1999). Here we scrutinize the results
of the three hybrids AIAXENT, RULES-R-H and RULES-A-H on the four NLP tasks.  The
mean accuracies of the algorithms on the NLP data sets are shown in Table 3.1.

First we investigate results of the hybrid MAXENT-Hand compare these to the results of its
parent algorithms. Table 3.12 shows the oiltcomes of significance tests between MAXENT-H
and its parent algorithms on the four NLP tasks. We see that the hybrid loses two times
from the parent algorithm k-nn. and two times no significant difference is found. Thus.
the performance of AIAXENT-H on the four NLP tasks deviates from its performance on all
33 tasks where we observed that MAXENT-H has a similar performance to k-nn. Compared
to its eager parent MAXENT. the hybrid wins three times and loses once. The hybrid also
has a better performance than MAXENT considering all data sets. When we compare the
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algorit hiri pair won/tied/lost
MAXENT-H k'-1111 0/2/2
MAXENT-H MAXENT 3/0/1
k-nn -  IAXEN'I 2/1/1

Table 3.12: Sritmnarized results of significance tests on the acc·,iracies of the 10-folcl cv
experimetits 011 tlie four natural lailgilage tasks. AIAXENT- H is colilpared to its two parclit
algoritlims.

two parents to eacli other. we observe tliat 1·-Iin performs better than MAXENT. siniilar to
the observation OIl all data sets.

The observation tliat k-nn performs better on the NLP data sets than the hybrid MAXENT-
H may implicate that the AIL'DAI-AIAXENT distance metric is not the optimal choice for
this particular type of task.  The NLP data sets are characterized by exceptions. sub-
regularities ariel a large average nuilil,er of feature values per featzire.  The weights as
produced by AlAXENT seem not to capture all the low frequency but important cases.
This may be explained by the fact that NIAXENT-H maximizes tlie entropy of the weights
and smoothes over low frequency events.

Next we investigate the results of the two hybrids that combilie RIPPER with k-1111 on

the four tasks. aiid we compare tlieir performance to the performance of their paretits.
Table 3.13 suminarizes the outconies of paired t-tests betweezi t.he hvbrids and their
parents.  On the four NLP data sets the performance of the algorithms is not very different
from the performance on all 33 data sets.  The hybrid RULES-R-H performs worse tliall
k-nn: it loses fozir times. RULES-R-H has a similar performance as RULES. in three cases
no significant difference is found and the liybrid loses once froni RULES.

The results of the liybrid RULES-A-H on the four NLP tasks match the observations made
on all 33 tasks. The hybrid RULES-A-H performs similar to k-nn. 110 significance is found on
three data set.s, aiid the hybrid wins once against k-nn. The hybrid performs clearly better
than its eager parent RULES and wins four times. When we coinpare the two parents. we
observe that k-iin outperforms RULES on eacli of the tasks.

3.5  Related work

Lee and Shin (1999) present a ln·bricl algorithm that conibines  rule  induction   and  k-
nn. Their approach differs froni our nietliod because it uses a two-step approach. This
hybrid has a rule induction module and a k-1111 module that are used separately to classify
new instances. The rule induction module induces strong niles as nieasured by Hellinger
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algorithm pair won/tied/lost
RULES-R-H - k-nn 0/0/4
RULES-R-H - RULES 0/3/1
RULES-A-H - k-nn 1/3/0
RULES-A-H - RULES 4/0/0
k-nn - RULES 4/0/0

Table 3.13: Summarized results of paired t-tests  on mean accuracy obtained in 10-fold  cv
experiments on the four natural language task. The hybrids RULES-R-H and RULES-.A-H
are compared to both parent algorithms.

divergence (Beran. 1977). In classification. liew instances are first tested against the rule
set and when a match is found, the class is assigned. New instances that do not match any
of the rules, are classified by the k-nn module. Their method obtains a better performance
compared to other machine learning algorithms such  as  CART  (Breiman et  al.,  1984).

Another hybrid algorithm that combines rule induction with k-nn is the RISE system
of Domingos  (1996). As mentioned  in  Section 3.2 there is continuum  between  rules  and
instances: instances can be considered as specific rules and rules can be considered as
generalized instances. RISE uses this continuum as it makes no distinction between rules
and instances. RISE applies a specific-to-general approach and creates rules by carefully
generalizing instances. Contrary to sequential covering algorithms, RISE induces all rules
at once. It searches for an optimal rule set by repeatedly finding the nearest instances.
and generalizing over them.  When this step improves the global accuracy of the whole
rule set, the generalization is maintained. The most important difference between RISE
and our approach is that RISE considers rules as generalized instances, while our approach
differentiates between rules and instances as we transform rules to create features that are
added to the instances or replace the original features in the instances.

The  work  of Ting  and  Cameron-Jones  ( 1994) is closely related  to  our work concerning
the hybrid MAXENT-H. Ting and Cameron-Jones (1994) compare memory-based learning
with Naive Bayes. They use the relationship between the class distributions as used by the
4IVDAI distance metric and the conditional class distributions as used by Naive Bayes. This
relationship is used as a starting point in their research that aims to identify the relation
betweeii the differences of the two approaches (memory-based learning and Naive Bayes)
and their performance in different domains. They interpret Naive Bayes in a memory-
based framework. This Naive Bayes stores 'ideal prototype instances in memory. which
are used in classification to find the most similar prototype. For each class one prototype
instance is created consisting of feature values which maximize the probability of the class
given those feature values.

Next a range of intermediate variants is constructed. each more or less similar to Naive
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Bayes or the izieiiiory-based learner with MVDM.  One of these variants has a close
reseniblance to our hybrid MAXENT-H which is the variant that stores all training instances
iii inemon· and Tises the Naive Bayes metric to calculate distances betweeii instances.

Wlien testing the different variaiits on 16 UCI data sets, their findings are not unequivocal.
The step-wise transitioii of variants between the meniory-based algorithm and Naive Bayes
does not change in a similar nianner for different data sets. Aforeover. the relationships
between a chaiige in accuracy for two variants. and the overall change iii accuracy measures
along the entire range of variants for a particular data set is not obvious. The strongest
factor found between the relative performance of memory-based learning and Naive Bayes
in different domains is whether or not each class can be represented satisfactorily by an
ideal prototype.

Zlieng and Webb (2000) also propose a hybrid algoritlim that combines Naive Bayes,
rule learning and memory-based learning. This approach differs from our approach and
Ting and Cameron-Jones (1994)'s approach as it proposes a lazy Bayesian rule learning
algorithm. This hybrid performs local classification as it keeps all instances in memory.
In the classification phase, for each new instance the most appropriate rule is constructed.
This rule has as antecedent a conjunction of feature-value tests. and as consequent a local
Naive Bayesian classifier created on the basis of the training examples that match the
antecedent  of  the  rule ('the nearest neighbors' ).   The  lazy  Bayesian rule learning hybrid
is compared on a large range of UCI data sets to several other algorithms such as Naive
Bayes, C4.5 (Quinlan,  1986)  and  a lazy decision tree algorithm  (Friedman  et  al.,  1996).
On average, the hybrid performs better than the other algorithms.

Pennock et al. (2000) describe a hybrid system that combines a probabilistic Bayesian
approach with memory-based learning. This system is called Personality Diagnosis and
is a collabomtive filtering algorithm which makes recommendations to a new user on the
basis of the preferences of a group of users about items such as books or movies.  The task
of collaborative filtering is to predict, given a certain user of which a part of its preferences
or ratings is known, the ratings for other items on the basis the ratings of other users.
Pennock et al. construct for each user a vector of ratings.  To make a prediction for an
unknown rating for a certain user, they compute the probability that this user is of the
same personality type as any other user (i.e. similar to the other vectors) and then compute
the probability distribution for the unknown rating. As the output is a probability, this
memory-based approach can be regarded as a local regression method. Pennock et al.
compare the performance of their hybrid algorithm against two memory-based approaches
and two probabilistic approaches. The results show that the hybrid system performed
better than the four other algorithms.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter we discussed and motivated the construction of hybrid algorithms that
combine lazy and eager learning. We described the hybrid Al,\XENT-H which combines k
nn with maximum entropy modeling. the hybrids RULES-R-H and RULES-A-H which both
combine k-nn with rule induction, and the hybrid WINNOW-H which combines k-nn with
WINNOW.

The results of comparative experiments with the hybrid algorithms and their parent
algorithms on a range of tasks were presented. These results showed that the hybrid
MAXENT-H performs similarly to k-nn and better than MAXENT. RULES-A-H performs
slightly better than k-nn and better than RULES. The other two hybrids RULES-R-H and
WINNOW-H are less successful. RULES-R-H performs similar to RULES but has a lower
performance than k-nn. WINNOW-H performs worse than both parent algorithms.

Additionally, we performed experiments with two different rule induction algorithms. CN2
and RIPPER. We expected that hybrids that combine c32 with k-nn might have a better
performance than the ones with RIPPER, because (32 produces larger rule sets and rules
that can overlap in the instances they cover. This may lead to a more diverse set of
instances which may be beneficial for k-nn classification. Against our expectations, we
found that RIPPER as well as the hybrids that have RIPPER as parent algorithm, perform
better than cN2 and the hybrids that combine c32 with k-nn.  The method of RIPPER
to produce a smaller rule set containing rules that have a higher coverage leads to better
performing hybrids.

We performed sonle extra comparisons which provided additional information about the
main comparative experiments between the hybrids and their parent algorithm.  We
compared the results of four parent algorithms to each other. We observed that k-nn
outperforms the eager learners on a large range of data sets. AIAXENT performs better
than RULES and WINNOW. and RULES outperforms WINNOW.

We use accuracy to measure the performance of the algorithms.  As an extra evaluation we
computed micro-averaged AUC scores and compared these scores to the accuracy scores in
Section 3.4.2. We found only small differences between accuracy and AUC measzirements
and the AUC scores support the observations made on the basis of accuracy scores.

We analyzed the results of the algorithms on the NLP tasks only.  The results on the
NLP tasks do not differ much from the observations made on all 33 tasks. An exception
is the hybrid M.AXENT-H which has a lower performance than k-nn on the NLP tasks.
while in the comparison on all tasks their performance was similar. The NLP data sets
are characterized by exceptions and large averages of feature values per feature.  The
weights as produced by AIAXENT seem not to capture all low frequency but important
cases.  This may be explained by the fact that MAXENT-H maximizes the entropy of the
weights. thereby smoothing over low frequency events.



Chapter 4

Comparison with stacking

In this chapter we compare two of the hybrid algorithms described in Chapter 3.
MAXENT-H and RULES-A-H, 'with two classifier ensembles.  We employ stacking.
an ensemble technique in which the prediction of a first classijier (MAXENT,
RULES) is lised as input for a second classifier (k-nn).

Iii this chapter we compare the hybrid algorithms and classifier ensembles. In Chapter 3
we introduced four hybrid algorithms and tested their performance on a wide range of
data sets.  The results from these tests showed that two of the hybrids outperformed
their eager learning parent algorithm and performed equally or slightly better than k-nn.
These two hybrids are MAXENT-H, which combines k-nn classification with the internal
representation of maximum entropy modeling, and RULES-A-H, which is a k-nn classifier
that uses extra features representing the rule set of RIPPER added to the instances. In this
chapter we discuss the construction and performance of two classifier ensembles that have
a close resemblance to the two successful hybrids MAXENT-H and RULES-A-H. The goal
of constructing these ensembles is to create analogy with the hybrids in order to build a
minimal pair for comparison. We compare the two ensemble classifiers with the two hybrid
classifiers and we also compare the classifier ensembles with their parent algorithms.

This chapter is structured as follows. First we give a general introduction of classifier
ensembles. In Section  4.1.1 we describe  the ensemble method stacking we choose  for  our

experiments. The experimental setup of the experiments with stacked classification is
detailed in Section 4.2: the results are shown in Section 4.3. We discuss related work in
Section 4.4 and summarize our findings in Section 4.5. We analyze the differences and
commonalities between the stacked classifiers and hybrid algorithms in Chapter 5.

67
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4.1 Classifier ensembles

The term classi.fier ensembles refers to techniques that conibine the predictions of various
classifiers into a single classifier. Concerning their goal. classifier ensembles are closeh
related to the hybrid algorithms as defined in Chapter 3 as they both try to conibine
classifiers together to reach a performance level intended to surpass that of the parents.
Theoretical and empirical work offers many proofs and demonstrations that classifier
ensemble,  have a better performance than any of the single classifiers that form the
ensemble. given that the single classifiers are accurate and diverse (Hansen and Salamon.
1990: Opitz and Alaclin. 1999: Opitz and Shavlik, 1996: van Halteren et al.. 2001: Wolpert.
1992). Accurate classifiers are classifiers with a performance better than randoin guessing
Diverse classifiers are classifiers that make errors in different parts of the hypothesis space.

In order to create a successful ensemble. the ensemble should therefore be composed
of accurate classifiers that are diverse aiid make uncorrelated errors. Dietterich (2002)
mentions four methods to force diversity iii the ensemble of classifiers.

Different training material Training classifiers on different subsamples of the labeled
training set results in different classifiers. Bagging (Breiman, 1996a) and boosting
(Freund. 1990) are examples of this approach. hi bagging. the training set for
the iiidividual classifiers is raiidomly sanipled fro111 the original trainiiig set with
replacement. Each sampled set has the same size as the original training set. but
the sets differ  as  some  instances  will  occur  several  times and other  are  left  orit.   In
boostiiig, a sequence of classifiers is used.  Instances that are misclassified by the
first classifier receive more weight iii the new training set of the next classifier. for
instaiice by duplicating theni in the traiiiing set.

Feature selection Training classifiers on different subsets of features leads to diverse
classifiers. Examples of this approach can be found in (Bay. 1999: Zenobi and
Ciinninghani. 2001). Both studies rise feature subset selection to create an ensemble
of k-iin classifiers.

Different output labels Each classifier can be trained with a different set of output
labels.  One can split zip a multi-class problem into sets of binary classes.  Two
conimonly used methods are 0110-versus-all alid one-versus-one classification (al,50
called pairwise classificatioii) (Furnkranz. 2001). With one-versus-all. a binary
classifier is built for each class. This classifier is trained oil data in which this class
is the positive class and all other classes are labeled negative. With one-versus-oiie,
each pair of classes formS a binary classifier. Each classifier is onlv trained on the
exaniples of the two classes involved: all differently labeled examples are not taketi
into account. Error correcting  ozitput  codes as described in Section  2.3 are another
example of a method tha.t produces different output labels.

Randomness AIany machine learning algorithms offer the possibility to use randoniikess
iii some part of their learning module. Sonie algorithms already contain a random
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ele'111('lit ill tliC'ir 1(':lrililig 111()(1111('. Foi ilistililce, tliC' \\'1 f NO\\' tllg<)l itllill starts with
railik,111 illitial w<'ights of tliC, (·01111ectiC,ils.

Atiotlic·r tisI)('ct of (·lassific,r etiseitil,1(·s is tlii tiirtliod its(71 tc, conil,itic, tlie preclic·tioits of
itictividlial (·lassifiers.  Alajority \'c,tiiig is a si1111)le ilietlic)(1 wliere thF (,ilti,iits of a sc,t of
Cliff'erellt (·lashifier, arC· (01111,ille<lill a l'oting schpltif·. FC,r (·:1(·11 11cw illstallC·(' the 1)1(YlictiC)11s
of all tlie c·lassifiers 111·r c·cmnted micl tlie class lai,el that is preclictecl 11\· tlie inajorit\· of tlie
c·lassific,rs is assigne(1 to the new ilistalice. By assigniikg ki weight to tlie classifiers. 111(,re
illiportatic·(· (·ati bc' gi\'('11 to tlic· \7)ti'.s L,f tlie 1,(·tt(·1· classific'rs iii the ('11%'iiible.  Tltis ill('tho(i
is calle(1 weighted votitig. Ail (,1,violls illetlic)(1 to estiiiiate tlie weiglit (,f a classific·i· is its
i,ei·foriimlic·(, of the traiiiiiig set or on a separate' validatic,11 set.

histeaci of lia,ing s<mie ce,1111,iiiatic,11 scheikic, ti, c·(,izibitic' th<, I)re lic·tic)11,% of the· cliff('icvit
c·lassifiers. it is alsi) 1,(,ssible to 4(1(1 a learikirig algoritlIiIi to leal·11 tlie 1,est c·lassifier
c·oinbinatioii. This process by whic·11 another classifier is traiiied on tlie predictic,118 111:Kle
11,p a set of classifiers traiiied 011 tlie liistaii(·c'K is generally called me.ta-lear·nm.q. We refer
to (Vilalta and Drissi. 20()2: Vilalta et al.. 20()5 )

for aix mi'rview c,f izieta-leartiitig. One

i,articzilar iziethod of ilieta learnii}g is stacking.

4.1.1   Stacking

Tlie  general  framework of stackiiig is introcluced  by M,lI,crt (1992).    A  set  of  clifferent
classifiers is trained 011 the origitial labeled training set and produces a set of ozitputs.
These (·lassifiers are limited tet,r/-0 or base classifiers.  Next a tet,el-l classifier is trained
on the set of outpiits of tlie base (·la.ssifiers.  When classifyilig a new test install(·e. the
base classifiers predict a set of otitpitts wliich forlns the iiipitt of the level-1 classific,r that
assigns thi  hiial class label.

There are niain· di freretit  variations of stackiiig. Stackecl classifiers cati liare two to 11111ltiple
levels of c·lassifiers.  Tlic, olitplit of tlic'base classifiers can have any forin such as a preclic·ted
c·lass lai,el 01 a prol,a.1,ility: tlie level-1 classifier may iiot ozily ric eive the ozitplits of
tlie base classifiers blit also the origilial traitiiiig instatic·es as iIipiit. Figure 4.1 presents
tlie arcliite(·ttire of a stacked classifier with otic classifiei· at tlie 1,:19' lc'Trl that I,i·ocliices
1,redictioils which fortil the inptit f(,r both tlic' learning 111(,chile and classificatioit Illochile
of the levi,1-1 classific'r

\T'e desigii 22 variatit (,f stacking where tlic, 1(,rel-1 Classifier does ilot only receive the
previolis I,redictioiis of tlic babc' (·lassifier as 1111,1it. but als(, tlie (,rigirial training izistaiices.
We choos(' this design for the etiseitible classifier to keep a el(,se analogy to the constritction
c,f the hybrid algoritliitis. Th(' stacked classifier lises all eager leariihig algorithiti tii base
classific'r :111(1 A·-iin as 1(•\7,1-1 ('1,1.Ssifier. The (·„iistructioii of the Atac·ki·(1 classifier (oxisists
of three i):irts.

Training set labeling: The traitiitig set is st)lit in 10 folcls.  10-fol<1 c·v experiiric,iits are
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Figure 4.1:  A stacked classifier  with one level-0 classifier  that  produces predictions  which
forni the input for the level-1 classifier.

performed with the level-0 classifier trained on the training set. The predictions for
the 10 test parts are concateiiated and added as features to tlie training set. This
produces a new training set where eacli ii}stance lias an added featitre. a predicted
class label.

Training the classifiers An eager level-0 classifier is trained 011 the whole training set.
The level-1 k-nn classifier is trained on the new trai11ing set witli added predictiotis
of t he base classifie.rs.

Classification phase: Tlie level-0 classifier trained 011 tlic whole training set predicts a
label for the new test instatice. This I,redicted label is added as an extra feat tire
to tlie test instance. The test mstance plus extra f(,atures forms the itipiit for the
level-1 classifier which predicts the final class label.

We coiistruct two stacked classifiers iii aiialogy witli the two hybrids NIAXENT-H aild RULES-
A-H. The first stacked classifier has AIAXENT' as base classifier and a A·-rin as level-1 classifier

we label this classifier Sl'ACK-NIAXENT. The other stacked classifier is labeled as STACK-
RULES and has a RIPPER rule indliction algoritlini as l,ase classifier and k-iin as level-1
classifiei·.

The motivatioll for the coiistruction methocl of the stacked classifiers is analog with
the livbrids in order to create a nlinillial pair for comparison. Iii the hybrid algorithms
the eager pareiit algoritlitii fist produces an iiiternal representatioii on the 1)asis of tlie
training  set.    The  k-nn  algorithni  uses  this ititernal representatio11  of the eager learner
in the classification of tlie test instances.  In tlie stacked classifier, the eager algorithm
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produces a set of predicted labels for the test instaiices. These labels are used by the k-1111
algorithm in the final classification of the test instances.

The main difference between the hybrid algorithms and the stacked classifiers is that the
stacked classifiers consist of two separate algorithms, from which the second classifier uses
the predictions of the first classifier. The hybrid algorithm consists of one classifier. and
the combination of two classifiers takes place iiiternally in the leariking phase of the hybrid.

Our expectation of the performance of the stacked classifiers is that they will have a quite
similar performance as the level-1 k-nn classifier because the level-1 classifier predicts the
final class label. We are uncertain about the influence of the level-0 classifier on the final
prediction. as this will depend 011 the feature weight assigned to this feature in the k-nn
classification process.

4.2 Experimental setup

We run experiments with the stacked classifiers on the 29 UCI benchmark tasks and the
four NLP tasks described in Section 2.2. We perform 10-fold cv experiments to estimate
the performance of a classifier. Each classifier trained on a particular training set is
optimized with respect to the algorithmic parameters. As evaluation method we calculate
average accuracy on the outcomes of the 10-fold cv experiments, we use paired t-tests to
estimate the significance of the differences found between algorithms. This approach is
detailed in Chapter 2.

We compare the results of the two hybrid algorithms MAXENT-H and RULES-A-H as
described in Chapter 3 with the results of the stacked classifiers.  We perform paired
t-tests between the stacked classifiers and hybrid algorithms to estimate the significance
of the differences in performance.

We also compare the performance of the stacked classifiers with the results of their parent
algorithms: we compare STACK-MAXENT with its parent algorithms MAXENT and k-nn,
and compare the classifier STACK-RULES with RULES and k-nri. The experiments with the
parent algorithms k-rin, RULES and MAXENT are discussed in Chapter 3.

Stacked classification is time-consuming, as classifier stacking requires an internal 10-fold
cv on the training set. To estimate the performance of a stacked classifier on a particular
data set. we perform 10-fold cv on the data set and for each training part the stacked
classifier performs an internal round of 10-fold cv experiments. Not only does this imply
10*10 training and testing rounds, but each training round also involves an optimization
process of the algorithmic parameters.
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4.3 Results

First we describe the results of the stacked algorithni STACK-M.AXENT and compare these
witli the results of the hybrid AIAxENT-H aiid the parent algorithms Al.AXENT and k-1111.
Next we look at the stacked classifier STACI<-RULES and compare its results witli the hybrid
RULES-H and its parent algorithiiis RULES and A:-nll.

4.3.1    Comparison with STACK-MAXENT

We conipare the performance of STACK-AIAxENT with the performance of resembling
hybrid AIAXENT-H and with the parent algorithms AlAXENT and k-nn. Table 4.1 shows
the mean accuracies and standard deviations of the stacked classifier as nieasured in 10-
fold cv experiments on the 33 data sets, together with the results of AIAXENT-H, AIAXENT
and k-nn tliat were already reported in Chapter 3. The last row of the table shows tlie
macro-average over all data sets. The hybrid has a slightly higher average than the stacked
classifier. The parent k-1111 has a similar average and MAXENT a lower average.

We do not display graphs of the accuracies of these algorithms compared to each other
because these graphs do not display the information more clearly than the table does. The
accuracies of the hybrid and the stacked classifier a.re very similar a.iid when plotted iii
a graph the points are close to the diagonal. When we compare the stacked classifier to
both parents we observe very similar behavior as shown in the comparison between the
hybrid and both parents as displayed in Figure 3.2.

We perforni paired t-tests between the pairs of algorithins to estimate significance of the
differences between the scores. We first compare the results of the two algorithms that
both coinbine maxiinum entropy modeling with k-nn, STACK-AlAXENT and the hybrid
AIAXENT-H.  The counts of won/tied/lost of the significance tests on the results of the two
algorithms are shown in the first row of Table 4.2.  The two algorithms have a similar
performance. No significant difference is found on 27 of the 33 data sets. Both win and
lose three tinies against each other.

The results of the paired t-tests between the stacked classifier STACK-AIAXENT and its two
parent algorithms are shown in the second and third row of Table 4.2. STACK-AtAXENT
performs similarly to its parent algorithm k.-nn. as no significant difference in performance
is found on 29 data sets. STACK-NIAXENT and k-lin both win and lose two times against
each other. Compared with its eager parent MAXENT. the stacked classifier perfornis
significantly better on 14 datasets and STACK-Al.AXENT is 11ever outperfornied by MAXENT.
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data set STACI<-MAXEN"1- MAXENTH A-nri  IAXE;\IT

abalone 24.8 =E 2.3 22.8 rt 2.2 24.6 zE 2.8 23.6 rt 1.7
audiology 81.8 zE 5.4 81.3  * 5.8 80.5 k 6.3 80.9 3= 5.0
bridges 53.7 i 13.1 55.7 i 13.1 54.7 :£ 10.6 61.6 zE 9.1
car 95.8 2 1.1 96.5 k 1.5 96.5 mt 1.3 90.9 * 2.2

c-h-disease 55.4 i 7.5 54.8 z= 5.8 55.7 zE 5.4 55.1 i 5.0

COIlIleCt-1 78.0 i 0.9 78.1 3= 1.9 77.7 i 1.8 75.7 * 0.5
ecoli 76.8  zE 8.1 78.6 zE 2.8 79.5 =E 4.9 76.5 =1= 7.8

Hag 70.4 i 16.2 68.9 zE 14.9 66.9 31 11.4 69.8 * 13.4

glass 67.2 f 10.2 61.5 k 9.9 67.7 i 8.4 70.1  zE  11.6

kr-vs-kp 97.6 =13 0.8 99.1 + 0.4 96.8 E 1.2 96.8 =1= 0.6
letter 90.5 zE 1.7 95.9 k 0.7 95.6 k 0.5 85.0 * 0.7

lung-cancer 35.8 =t 17.5 43.3 st 13.3 33.3 mt 12.9 39.2 3= 24.7

monksl 97.9 i 6.3 93.7 zE 10.5 100.0 i 0.0 75.0 rt 4.0
monks2 92.6 + 11.8 96.3 f 8.3 94.0 =E 11.8 65.1 =E 5.5
monk83 97.2 rt 2.5 97.2 =E 2.5 97.2 st 2.5 97.2 :t: 2.5
mushrooin 100.0 3= 0.0 100.0 k 0.0 100.0 E 0.0 100.0 * 0.0
nursery 98.3 zE 2.4 97.9 + 1.1 99.4 =E 0.5 92.4 k 0.4
optdigits 97.6 =t 0.7 97.3 3= 0.6 98.0 mt 0.7 95.8 i 0.8
pendigits 91.8 E 1.4 92.0 3= 1.4 93.4 i 0.9 86.0 4 1.2
pronioters 92.6 3= 8.9 93.5 zE 8.2 87.0 i 7.1 92.5 =t 9.0

segment 95.2 zE 1.7 95.9 zE 1.1 95.7 rt 0.9 92.1 + 2.8
solar-flare 94.0 rE 2.1 94.2 =1= 1.8 94.2 k 2.2 94.7 f 1.8
soybean-1 92.8 zE 3.6 93.1 zE 3.2 92.8 zE 4.2 92.2 zE 2.8
splice 94.7 zE 1.2 94.8 zE 1.5 95.3 mt 1.0 94.6 32 0.8
tictactoe 97.9 zE 1.0 100.0 * 0.0 95.8 zE 3.8 98.3 * 0.7
vehicle 67.3 k 3.0 66.3 E 5.4 67.6 * 4.5 63.5 i 5.2
votes 95.9 E 2.7 95.4 E 2.3 95.2 * 2.4 96.5  E  21

wine 96.0 i 3.7 96.6 * 2.7 96.1 k 2.6 94.9 i 5.3
yeast 54.0 k 3.2 55.4 zE 3.0 53.3 zE 2.9 49.3 zE 3.9

POS 94.6 f 0.2 93.5 zE 0.2 94.8 f 0.1 92.5 zE 0.1

CHUNK 95.5 3= 0.2 95.5 =E 0.1 95.5 zE 0.2 95.0 rE 0.2
NER 98.1 zi: 0.4 98.0 E 0.4 97.4 =1= 1.2 96.9 i 0.1

PP 80.8 =t 1.4 78.3 i 0.9 80.1 * 1.3 81.6 9, 1.0

macro av. 83.4 zi: 4.3 83.7 gr 3.9 83.4 i 3.6 81.0 3= 4.0

Table 4.1: AIean accuracies and standard deviation of the stacked classifier STACK-
AtAXENT. the hybrid MAXENT-H and their parent algorithms on the 33 data sets. Highest
scores are printed in bold-face.
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algorithm pair won/tied/lost
STACK-MAXENT - MAXENT-H 3127/3
STACK-MAXENT ·- k-nn 2/29/2
STACK-MAXENT - MAXENT 14/19/0

Table 4.2: Summary of paired t-test outcomes of the stacked Classifier STACK-MAXENT
compared to MAXENT-H and both parent algorithms on the 33 data sets.

4.3.2   Comparison with STACK-RULES

We report on the results of the stacked classifier STACK-RULES and compare these to the
results of the hybrid RULES-A-H and the parent algorithms RULES and k-nn. Table 4.4
shows the mean accuracies and standard deviations on the 33 data sets of the four
algorithms.  The last row of the table shows that averaged over all data sets. the hybrid
RULES-A-H and k-nn have a slightly higher average than the stacked classifier. Again
we do not display any graphs of these accuracies for the same reasons as mentioned for
STACK-MAXENT.

We perform paired t-tests between pairs of algorithms  to  estimate  the  significance  of
the differences in performance. The outcomes of these significance test:  are displayed in
Table 4.3.

When we compare the stacked classifier STACK-RULES and the hybrid RULES-A-H we See
that they have a siniilar performance. No significant difference is found on 28 of the 33
data data sets. STACK-RULES wins against RULES-A-H two times and loses three times.

We also compare the stacked classifier STACK-RULES with its parent algorithms RULES and
k-nn. The stacked classifier STACK-RULES performs quite similarly to k-nn, as there is no
significant difference found in the mean accuracies on 25 data sets. STACK-RULES wins
against k-nn on three tasks and loses 011 five tasks. When compared to the eager parent
RULES, the stacked classifier performs much better. STACK-RULES Wins against RULES On
17 data sets; and does ilot lose on any of the data sets.

algorithm pair won/tied/lost
STACK-RULES - RULES-A-H 2/28/3
STACK-RULES - k-nn 3/25/5
STACK-RULES - RULES 17/16/0

Table 4.3: Summary of paired t-test outcomes of the stacked classifier STACK-RULES
compared to RULES-A-H and both parent algorithms on the 33 data sets.
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data set STAC'K-RULES WILES-A-H k-nn RULES

abalone 25.1 k 2.0 25.0 i 2.5 24.6 * 2.8 18.1 2 1.7
audiology 74.4 k 9.6 81.8 =1= 5.2 80.5 zE 6.3 76.5 k 7.7
bridges 54.6 zE 11.1 55.7 k 13.1 54.7 22 10.6 53.8 =E 14.3
car 97.8 zE 1.3 98.4 st 0.9 96.5 i 1.3 97.6 * 1.1

c-h-disease 56.1 rt 7.7 58.4 i 5.2 55.7 * 5.4 58.4 22 5.9
connect,4 77.4  :2 1.8 78.6 i 2.5 77.7 f 1.8 76.3 zE 1.7

ecoli 77.4 3= 6.4 78.0 =12 6.3 79.5 2 4.9 69.7 E 10.9
Hag 65.4 =1= 11.5 65.8 =E 10.9 66.9 zE 11.4 61.8 rt 8.8

glass 64.0 zE 10.6 66.9 zE 10.1 67.7 zE 8.4 60.7 zE 6.5

kr-vs-kp 99.3 zE 0.5 99.2 =E 0.5 96.8 E 1.2 99.2 3= 0.5
letter 89.3 E 5.2 95.6 :£ 0.4 95.6 =E 0.5 73.8 =1= 1.5

lung-cancer 45.0 i 33.4 34.2 :£ 16.0 33.3 zE 12.9 31.7 1 24.1

monksl 99.3 rt 2.0 100.0 E 0.0 100.0 zE 0.0 99.3 k 2.0
monks2 85.5 3, 14.5 97.0 k 4.2 94.0 zE 11.8 72.0 =1= 8.1
monks3 97.2 =£ 2.5 97.2 =E 2.5 97.2 zE 2.5 97.2 + 2.5
mushroom 100.0 62 0.0 100.0 21: 0.0 100.0 =t 0.0 100.0 k 0.0
nursery 98.1 * 0.6 99.2 * 0.4 99.4 zE 0.5 97.7 i 0.8
optdigits 97.5 zE 0.4 97.9 3= 0.6 98.0 k 0.7 89.3 k 1.0
pendigits 91.1 * 2.5 92.5 zE 1.5 93.4 12 0.9 82.6 i 1.7
promoters 86.9 zE 8.4 83.5 =E 11.2 87.0 zE 7.1 79.4 =1= 7.9
segment 95.6 zE 1.0 95.8 3= 1.3 95.7 =E 0.9 90.5 i 3.6
solar-Hare 94.7 dr 1.5 94.2 zE 1.9 94.2 * 2.2 94.6 * 1.5

soybean-1 92.4 mt 3.8 92.8 =t 3.5 92.8 f 4.2 91.1 k 3.0
splice 95.6 * 1.2 95.8 3= 0.7 95.3 3= 1.0 94.1 =1= 1.6
tictactoe 99.7 zE 0.7 100.0 f 0.0 95.8 :£ 3.8 99.7 2: 0.7
vehicle 67.8 zE 3.4 64.2 =1= 5.7 67.6 =1= 4.5 55.7 =E 5.0
votes 94.0 =1= 1.5 94.9 zE 1.3 95.2 k 2.4 94.2 * 1.6

wine 95.5 rt 5.5 95.5 st 4.9 96.1 zE 2.6 93.2 zE 6.5
yeast 54.4 zE 4.3 52.0 =1= 4.7 53.3 =1= 2.9 42.2 * 3.2
POS 94.8 E 0.4 95.0 zE 0.1 94.8 rt 0.1 68.8 rt 0.5

CHUNK 95.2 mt 0.2 95.5 3, 0.2 95.5 zE 0.2 92.9 zE 0.5

NER 96.2 E 1.9 97.5 zE 1.0 97.4 k 1.2 90.3 mt 0.9

PP 80.6 * 2.6 80.2 3= 1.9 80.1 E 1.3 77.0 E 1.9

niacro av. 83.0 * 4.8 83.6 =1= 3.7 83.4 92 3.6 78.2 E 4.2

Table 4.4:  Mean accuracies and standard deviations of the stacked classifier STACK-RULES,
the hybrid RULES-.A-H and their parent algorithms on the 33 data sets. Highest scores are
printed in bold-face.
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algoritlitit i,air won/tied/lost
97'A('1<-AIA XENT NiAXENT-H 2/2/0
STAC'K-NIj\XENT k- 1111 0/4/0
S'I'AC'K-11AXENT MAXENT 3/1/0

Table 4.5: Siinimary of pairecl t-test outcomes of the stacked classifier ST.ACK-liAXENT
Compared to Al.AXENT-H aiid both parent algorithnis on the four NLP data sets.

algoritl,111 pair won/tied/lost
STAC'K-RULES - RULES-A-H 0/3/1
S'I'AC'K-RITLES - k-iiii 0/3/1
h. TAC'K-RITLES RI'LES 4/0/0

Tai)le 4.6: Sunitiiary of pairecl t-test outconies of tlie stacked classifier ST.ACK-RI'LES
coinpared to RFLES-A-H aitcl both pareiit algorithins on the four NLP data sets.

4.3.3   Comparisons on NLP data sets

Iii this sec·tic,11 we concetitrate 011 the results 01}tained on the four NLP data set.s. We
first look at tlie stackeri c·lassifier STAI'K-MAXENT. Table 4.5 lists the outcomes of pairect
t-tests 011 tlie four NLP (lata Ket,9. We see that STACK-AIAXENT perforilis better th,111 tliC'
hybrid At.AXEN'r-H as it wilis on two of tlie four data sets.  These outcomes differ froiii tlic
Olitcomes oil all 33 data sets: conipai·ecl over all data sets the two algorithms have a similar
perforiiiance. Coilil,arecl to 1)oth parciit algorithiris, S'r.ACK-AIAXENT perfornis siiliilar to
k-1111 and better tlia.11 AIAXENT. Tlie fact that tlie stacked classifier is siniilarly to A·-1111
fornis also the explanatic)11 for tlie r(,asoii why the STACK-AIAXENT perforiiis better tlia11
AIAXENT-H. as k-1111 als() I,('rfoi·11is 1 ettpl tliaii Al.AXENT-H on the NLP data sets.

Next we look at tlie resillts fc,r th(' stacked classifier STACK-RULES. Table 4.6 displays the
oittconies of tlie paired t-ti,sts on the fotir NLP data sets. When we compare STACK-RI'LES
to the liybricl Rt'LES-.4-H wc· scr, tliat the hybrid wins once. On the other three clata sets
110 sigiiificant differeiice is foiiticl. Coinpared to the parent algorithms. k-1111 wins oncf'
and has a shililar perfc,illiariC(' 011 t]ie otlier clata sets.  STACK-RULES is Illuch 1)etter t haii
Rt'LES ancl wiiis 011 all four cl:ita sets. Overall. results found for STACK-RULES on tile NLP
data sets (10 iiot reall,· cliffer fro111 tlie reslilth found on all 33 data sets.

4.4 Related work

In this sectioii we nietitioti soine difrerent variants of stacking. some issizes that are raisecl
concerning stacking and we also briefly discuss stacking applied to NLP tasks.
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Ting aiid Witten (1999) have further investigated stackitig and propose a variant of
stackiiig that uses class probability distrilintions prodiiced by tlif' level-0 classifiers as
input for the level-1 classifier instead of preclicted class labels.  These probal,ilities not
OIlly predict tlie class label but also give informatioll aboiit the confidence of the 1,ase
classifier. They also conchide that inulti-response least squares linear regression is suited
as a secoiid level classifier as tliis cla.ssifier can take tlie confideiice information into account.

Chan and Stolfo (1997) propose 111('ta-learriing aiid iii particular stacking as a tilethod to
deal with tlie proble111 of scaliiig to huge amoutits of data.  By training several classifiers 011

different clata sets, 0110 can cover large ainounts of traliiing inaterial. Stacking offers the
possibility to learn the coordination between these classifiers. Tliey discuss two variants
of stacking which they call arbitration and combining. In the first variant the level-1
classifier is 811 arbiter that arbitrates among the predictions of the base classifiers. The
arbiter is trained on a held out set of the training illaterial. In the combiilillg approach.
the level-1 classifier receives as input only the predictions of the base classifiers. Botli
variants perform better than any of the single classifiers or using niajority votiiig over the
set of base classifiers.

Seewald (2002) shows tliat stacking performs worse on multi-class data sets than on two-
class data sets.  He proposes a variant of stacking. an extension of the variant of Ting alid
Witten (1999) tliat is independent of the number of classes aiid has a significantly better
performance than Ting's stacking variant.

A problem of stacking is the choice of the right combination of level-0 and level-1 classifiers
for a particular task. Ledezma et al. (2004) propose to use genetic algorithnls (GA) to
find an optimal combination of stacked classifiers.  Besides combinations of level-0 and
level-1 classifiers. the GA also optimizes the algorithmic parameter setting of the base and
level-1 classifiers. Ledezma et al. show that the stacked combinations found with the GA
perform at least as well as the best stacking methods reported in the literature.

Dzeroski and Zenko (2004) report on an extensive enipirical evaluation of several state-
of-the art stacked classifiers. They coinpare the stacking inethods to each other.
aild to the best individual level-0 classifier.  They show that most stacked classifiers
perform at best similarly to selecting the best individual classifier by cross validation.
They also propose two extensions of the stacked classifier that performed best in their
c.omparative experiments (the classifier proposed  by  Ting and Witten (1999)).  and  show
that one of these extensions performs better than the best individual classifier. This best
performing stacked classifier is called multi-response model trees, and uses class probability
distributions produced by the level-0 classifiers as input for the level-1 classifier. a niodel
tree algoritlini (Frank et al.. 1998).

Iii the last years. stacking has been applied to many NLP processing tasks. It is applied
to part-of-speech tagging (van Haltereii  et al., 2001). text classification  (Alihalcea,  2002).
word sense disanibiguation  (Florian et  al..  2002). named entity recognition (Florian.  2002:
Hendrickx  and  van den Bosch.  2003:  Wu  et al.. 2003). phrase chunking (Veenstra, 1998).
spam filtering (Sakkis et al.. 2001)  and semantic role labeling  (van den Bosch et  al..  2004).
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In a sequential task such as NER and CHUNK. labels are assigned to sequences of words or
tokens. A common machine learning approach is to apply a labeling scheme such as IOB-
tagging and to create an instance for each word and its surrounding context as described
in Section 2.3. For each word a prediction iS Iliade without regarding previous predictions.
Stacking can also be applied to sequential NLP tasks (Hendrickx and van dell Bosch. 2003:
van den Bosch  et  al., 2004: Veenstra, 1998). In these  studies  it  is  not the prediction  of
the focus word of the level-0 classifier which is added as an extra feature to the instances
for the level-1 classifier, but the predictions about the context words left and right of the
focus word. Information about the class labels for the context words are valuable because
these words can also be part of the same sequence.

Work by van den Bosch and Daelemans (2005) discusses three methods to tackle the
problem of blindness to previous or future predictions in sequential NLP tasks. The study
focuses on the trigram method where the labels to predict are changed by concatenating
the label of each word with the labels of the previous and next word.  This method is
compared to and combined with the feedback-loop method and stacking. In the feedback
loop. previous predictions are added as extra features when predicting the current word.
The reszilts show that trigrams work equally well as stacking or the feedback-loop method.
Combining trigrams with stacking has a slightly better performance than using only the
trigrams.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we compared classifier ensembles against the two best performing hybrids
discussed in Chapter 3. We used stacking. a technique for combining classifiers that uses
the predictions of the level-0 classifier as input for the level-1 classifier. We designed two
stacked classifiers that have a close resemblance to the two hybrid algorithms MAXENT-H
and RULES-A-H.

In tliese stacked classifiers, the level-0 classifier is an eager learning algorithm, and the
level-1 algorithm is a k-nn classifier. The first stacked classifier STACK-MAXENT uses
maximum entropy modeling as eager parent. The second stacked classifier is called STACK-
RULES and has a rule induction algorithm as level-0 classifier. The main difference between
these stacked classifiers and hybrid algorithms is that the stacked classifiers consist of two
classifiers while the hybrids consist of one classifier.

We ran experiments with the two stacked classifiers and compared them to tlie two
hybrid algorithins and their parent algorithms. We observed that the stacked classifiers
perform very similarly to the hybrid algorithms. Compared to their parent algorithms.
the stacked classifiers performed similarly to k-nn and markedly better than their eager
parent algorithm. When we focus on the results on the NLP data sets. we see that STACK-
MAXENT performs better than MAXENT-H.  On the other hand, the hybrid RULES-A-H
performs slightly better on the NLP data than STACK-RULES.



Chapter 5

Analysis

In this chapter we investigate to which extent the classification behavior of the
hybTid algorithms resembles or deviates from the original algorithms.

We investigate the differences and commonalities in the classification behavior of the
hybrid algorithms and their parent algorithms. As a comparison, we perform the same
alialyses for the stacked algorithms that were discussed in Chapter 4. We conduct two
types of analysis.  We compute bias-variance decompositions of error rates, and we analyze
the errors made in the comparative experiments described in Chapter 3 and 4.

Bias-variance analyses offer the possibility to split a classifier's error into two meaningful

parts with different causes. The bias component of error rate reflects the systematic errors
made by the algorithm. Variance expresses the errors due to variability over different
training sets. Lookiiig at the proportion between these two parts can offer insight in the
differences between algorithms.

Section 5.1 describes the bias-variance analysis. To conduct this analysis, we perform
additional experiments with all algorithms. These experiments are somewhat different
from the experiments discussed in the previous chapters. We do not use 10-fold cv or
algorithmic parameter optimization. Rather, we perform sampling experiments, measure
the average error rate and calculate the decomposition into bias and variance components.

In Section 5.2 we analyze the differences in the errors gathered in the comparative
experiments described in Chapter 3 and 4.  We perform two types of error analysis
on these outcomes. We compute coniplementary rates which measure to which extent
classifiers misclassify the same instances. These rates give an indication of the similarity
and difference in classification behavior of the algorithms.

We also analyze the overlap iii correct and incorrect predictions between the hybrid
algorithms and their parent algorithms. and between the stacked classifiers aIid their

79
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parent algorithnis. We try to answer a range of related questions such as:  How often does
the liybrid predict the correct label wheii both parent algorithm,  also predict the correct
label? Wliat happens when only one parent algorithm predicts the correct label? Does
the hrl,ricl iiicleed combille the best of both worlds aiid also predicts the correct 121bel iii a
iriajority of these cases?

In Section 5.3 we provide an illustrative example of some of the classificatioii processes of
the two siiccessful hybrids MAXE,NT-H and RULES-A-H by analyzng their classifications of
a single instatice.  As a comparison we also (liscuss the classifications of their parent
algorithins and the two stacked classifiers. Section  5.4 discusses related  work  and
Section 5.5 s11111marizes this chapter.

5.1        Bias and Variance

The  term  niachine  learning  bias  was  introduced iii Chapter  1.    The  bias  of  a  machine
learning algorithm stems from the learning strategy aiid the model of the algorithm
(Alitchell. 1997). AIachine learning bias can be split in absolute bias. by which certain
hypotheses are eliminated froni the hypothesis space, and relative bias. a prefereiice for
sonie  hypotheses over others (Dietterich and Kong.  1995).

The absohite bias of aii algorithiti is deteriziined by the choice of the representation of
tlie hypothesis space. For instance. a rule induction algorithm represents its hypothesis
of the target function as a set of riiles. A typical rule learner induces rules that consist of
conjtinctions of feature tests - this representation choice eliniinates many other possible
representations.

The relative bias of a machine learning algorithin is deterinined by the choices (heuristics)
liiade iii the design of the learning niodule of the algoritlini.  For exaniple. the search
sti'atem of a typical rule induction algorithm is designed according to the lilini11111111tiv

descriptioii length principle.    As  a  result.   the  algorithm  has a prefereiice for small  rule
sets over large rule sets.

The machine learning bias determiiies aii algorithm:s capacity to learn a classificatioii task.
An algorithlil that has 110 bias. that is fully consistent with the training data can only
perforin a simple table lookzip. Such ari algorithm can only classify new instaiices that
a.re exact niatches of tlie ones present iii the training data. An algorithni with 110 bias has
therefore 110 generalization power. It lilisses the esseiitial capacity to generalize and learn
the classificatioii task.

In statistical theory the terin bia.s is also used. often iii combination witli tlie terill variance.
Given a classifier. a fixed test set representing a certain classificatioii task aiid a saiziple of
training sets of a fixed size. the expected average error of the classifier can be decomposed iii
three components:  statistical bias.  t,ariance and noise.  The statistical bias of an algorithlil
reflects the systematic error of the algorithm. whereas the term variaiice expresses the
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variabilitv iii error over a set of different traiiiiiig sets. Noise' rel)reseilts the errors iii the
data.

There is also a i·elati011 between tlie terins ziiachizie lc'arriing bias aiid statistical bias: a
nia<·liine leartiing bias that stiits tlie classificatioii task at hancl will result iii a low statistical
bias and low variaiice (Dietterich and Kong. 1995)

Several bias variance decomposition methods are clescril,ed in literature (Dietterich ancl
Koiig. 1995: Doilliligos. 2000: Gernian et al.. 1992: Kohavi aiid Wolpert. 1996). Ii) 11se tlie
zero-one  loss  dec·oinpositioii  of Kohavi and Wolpert   ( 1996). Literattire  Suggests  that  this
is a coniinozily zised ziiethod in 111adliize learniiig researcli (Braiii aiid Webl). 2002. Witteii
aiid  Frank.  2005).    Given  a  classifier. a target function  to  be  learnecl  ai}d  a  sequeiice  of
t.raining sets of a fixed size sanipled froni a set with labeled training material, the formula
in Equatioii 5.1 expresses tlie decomposition of tlie expected zero-one loss E(C) of the
classifier into bias and varialice:

E(C) = Ep(.r)(03 + bias . + variancer) (5.1)

biast E 0.5 ZIP(Yr = 1/1·1.) - p(}97 = 1/11:)12 (5.2)

FY

1*1'iall,Ce.r E 0.5(1 - E 11(1''H   1/|I)2) (5.3)

.Ve¥.

where .r represents test point x. and of represents the noise in the data set. Koliavi and
Wolpert propose to estimate noise to be zero as it is hard to calculate iii practice. bia32 iii
Equation 5.2 is estimated as the squared difference between the true target class and the
predicted class. averaged over the training samples. (We refer to bia.92 as 'bias:) Variance
as expressed in Equation 5.3 is estimated as the variability over the different training sets.
p(YT = v II) is the probability that test point .r has the true target label V. averaged over
the training set samples. P(YH = y|.r) is the estimation that test point .r is classified as y
by the learning algorithm, iii the context of target function f. training set d. and averaged
over the training set samples m. written in full in Equation 5.4.

P(YH = Ylf· m..1')    =    X P(dlf. m. 1,)P(YH = yld. f. m.J')
d

=   X P(dlf. m)P(}SI=,t/Id..r) (5.4)
d

where P(dlf. n,) i the probabilitb that d is geiierated from target function f.  Sumniarized.
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PCYH= VIx) is the average estimation of the classifier for a test point r over the training
samples.

5.1.1 Experimental setup

We investigate whether the proportion between bias and variance components differs for
the hybrids and their parent algorithms. We run additional experiments to calculate the
bias-variance decomposition on a subset of the tasks described in Section 2.2. We choose
the following 16 datasets from the UCI repository that have more than 500 instances:
abalone, car, connect4, letter, kr-vs-kp, mushroom, nursery, optdigits,
pendigits, segment, solar-flare, soybean-1, splice, tictactoe, vehicle,
yeast.

We run experiments on these 16 data sets with the ten algorithms k-nn, MAXENT. RULES
and WINNOW which are described in Chapter 2, the hybrid algorithlns MAXENT-H, RULES-
A-H. RULES-R-H, WINNOW-H detailed in Chapter 3 and the two stacked classifiers STACK-
MAXENT and STACK-RULES described in Chapter 4.

Following Kohavi and Wolpert (1996). we divide each data set in a training part d and
test set e. From training part d, 50 training sets of size m are randomly sampled without
replacement within one sample.  The size of d is chosen as 2m: m is 100 for data sets with
less than 1000 instances and 250 for larger data sets. We compute the average expected
error rate for each algorithm by training a classifier on each of the 50 training samples
and testing it on the fixed test set e. For each instance in e 50 predictions are collected.
We use these predictions to calculate the average error rate and its decomposition in a
bias and variance component. We scale the error  rate  to  100%  to  get a better  view on  the
balance between bias and variance. We report on averages over the 16 data sets.

We use the default parameter settings for each of the 50 classifiers trained on different
subsamples.  In part we find a motivation for using only the default settings in the
work of Koliavi and Wolpert   ( 1996)   who show that varying  an   algorithmic   parameter
caii have an effect on the balance between bias and variance. At the same time we did not
have a fixed parameter setting iii our previous experiments. but rather a data-dependent
one determined by wrapping. We made a practical choice between several options: We
could optimize the algorithmic parameter settings for each of the 50 random samples: We
could run the optimization step for one random sample and then use the resulting setting
combination for each of the 50 sampling experiments: Or we could use the default setting.
The first option was arguably the best option. but unfortunately infeasible due to time
limitations. The pseudo-exhaustive cross-validation process described in Section 2.3.1 is
time-consuming. Concerning the second option we do not think that a parameter setting
chosen on the basis of one random sample would be a better choice than choosing the
more neutral default parameter setting.

In sum. the results described in the next section are based on experiments that deviate in
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their experimental setup froni the setup used iii the previous chapters. as these experinients
are random sampling experiments with default parameter settings.

5.1.2        Results

The first column in Table 5.1 lists the error rates averaged over the results of the classifiers
trained on the 50 subsamples and averaged over the 16 data sets. When we compare the
differences in performance of the algorithms found iii these experiments to the differences
observed iii Chapter 3 and 4. we see that for the larger part the observations are quite
similar. The main difference is that MAXENT has the lowest error rate of the four original
algorithms.  This is no surprise as the other algorithms were used without parameter
optimization in these experinients. This affects the score of the hybrid MAXENT-H which
performs similarly to its parent k-nn but lower than MAXENT. This also has an effect on
STACK-MAXENT, which has a lower error rate than k-nn and a higher rate than MAXENT.

The hybrid RULES-R-H performs worse than k-nn, its performance is more similar to and
slightly lower than the performance of RULES. The hybrid RULES-A-H performs slightly
better than k-Iln and better than RULES. WINNOW-H performs worse than both pareiit
algorithms.  STACK-RULES has a slightly higher error rate than k-nn and a lower error than
RULES.

algorithm error   bias %
k-nn 28.6 57.3

MAXENT 26.3 65.6

RULES 34.9 55.5

WINNOW 35.7 46.9
MAXENT-H 28.6 56.9
RULES-R-H 34.0 55.0
RULES-A-H 28.3 51.6

WINNOW-H 39.0 52.8

STACK-MAXENT 27.7 52.8

STACK-RULES 28.9 52.3

Table 5.1: The first Colurilll shows the average error rate and the second column shows the
scaled bias component in the average error of all algorithms. averaged over the 16 data
sets.

The second column of Table 5.1 shows the scaled statistical bias component of the error
rates of the ten algorithms. averaged over the 16 data sets (the variance always being (100
- bias)%). MAXENT has the highest bias: WINNOW has the lowest. k-nn has a higher bias
than RULES.  This means that the majority of the errors made by Al.AXENT are systeniatic
errors. while most of the errors niade by wINNow are caused by its variability over different
training sets. An explanation for the high variance of WINNOW is the random initialization
of weights that differs for each training set.
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MAXENT-H k-1111 MAXENT
error 28.6 28.6 26.3

bias % 56.9 57.3 65.6

Table 5.2: Average error rates and the bias percentage of these error rates of the hybrid
MAXENT-H and both parents. averaged over the 16 data sets.

In the next part of the section, we compare the hybrids to the parents. We repeat the
nunibers  presented in Table  5.1 in separate tables  to  give a clear  and surveyable picture  of
the outcomes. Table 5.2 displays the outcomes of the hybrid MAXENT-H and both parents.
The outcomes of the hybrid are very similar to the outcomes of k-nn.  MAXENT-H has
the same average error rate, but a marginally lower bias component. The hybrid has a
liigher error rate than its parent AIAXENT. This higher error rate is necessarily due to the
variaiice componeiit of the error rate. because the bias of the hybrid is much lower than
the bias of MAXENT.

RULES-R-H RULES-A-H k-nn RULES
error 34.0 28.3 28.6 34.9

bias % 55.0 51.6 57.3 55.5

Table 5.3: Average error rates and the bias percentage of these error rates of the two rule
hvbrids and both parents, averaged over the 16 data sets.

Next we coinpare tlie results of the two rule hybrids to their parents. shown iii Table 5.3.
The error rate and bias percentage of the hybrid RULES-R-H are niole similar to the
outcomes of the parent RITLES than to A'-nii. RULES-R-H has a slightly higher error rate
than k-nn. As the hybrid has a lower bias. these errors are mostly caused by a higher
variance of tlie hybrid. RI'LES-R-H has a lower error rate tliaii RULES in combination with
a slightly lower bias.

The other hybrid Rt'LES-A-H has a lower error rate than both parents. With respect to
the bias compoiient. the algorithm deviates from both parent as its bias is much lower.
Tliis means that tlie lower error rate is due to a reduction iii bias errors.

WINNOW-H k-iiii WINNOW
error 39.0 28.6 35.7

bias V 52.8 57.3 46.9

Table 5.4: Average error rates and the bias percentage of these error rates of the hybrid
WINNOW-H and both parents. averaged over the 16 data sets.
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The  outconies  of  livbrid  WINNOW-H   differ  from  the  oiitcomes  of both parents.  as  can  be
seeti iii Table 5.4. WINNOW-H has a higlier error rate thall both parents. a lower bias than
k-lili and a higlier bias thaii WINNOW. This suggests that tlie lower error rate of A·-nii is
for the hug('r part due to less variailce errol·s.  The 1(,wer error rate of WINNOW on the
otlier liatid seei}is to be caused ltv less bias errors.

Iii sitin. all hybrids have a lower bias c·oiitponent iii the average error rate than 1,oth parent
algoritllins. c'xec'pt for tlie pair WINNOW-H - WINNOW. Conceriling tlie cases ill wllich the
parents have lower error rates. this decrease i!1 error is iii the niajority of the cases diie to
a recluctioli of variance errors.

Next we look at the bias- variance clecomposition of the error rates of the stackecl classifiers.
Tal,le 5.5 lists the outcoiiies of the stacke.d classiher STACK-MAXENT, the hyl,ricl MAXENT-
H alid both parents. ST.ACK-Al.AXENT lias a lower error rate than the liybrid MAXENT-H
collibined with a lower bias coinponent: the stacked classifier makes less systeriiatic errors
thaii tlie In-brid. STACK-Al.AXENT also 1Iiakes less errors thaii k-tin, due to a reduction of
bias errors. STACK-AIAXENT has a higher error rate than AIAXENT. The lower error rate
of ATAXENT is due to a redlictioii iii variatic·e errors.

Next we look at the stacked classifier STACK-RULES.  The olitconies of STACK-RULES.
RULES- A-H and both parents are displayed iii Table 5.6. When we compare the stacked
c:lassifier to the hyl,rid RULES-A-H, the stacked classifier has a slightly liigher error rate atid
bias component. This meaiis that the hybrid niakes less systematic errors than STACK-
RULES. The parent k-nn has a slightly lower error rate than STAC:K-RULES, for the niost
l)art dize to a reduction of variance errors. Tlie parent RULES has a higher error rate and
a higher 1,ias thaii STACK-R.IiI.ES.

STACK-MAXENT AIAXENT-H A·-nn AIAXENT

error 27.7 28.6 28.6 26.3

bia  % 52.8 56.9 57.3 65.6

Table 5.5: Average error rates and the bias percentage of these error rates of STACK-
AIAXENT. AIAXENT-H and both parents. averaged over the 16 data sets.

data set STACK-RULES RULES-4-H k-iin RULES
error 28.9 28.3 28.6 34.9

bias % 52.3 51.6 57.3 55.5

Table 5.6: Average error ratrs and the bias perceiitage of these error rates of ST.ACK-RELES.
RL-LES-4-H alid 1,oth parents. averaged over the 16 data sets.

As an illustratic,11 of the bias-variaiice analysis we prc,vide a graph of the actual bias -
variance decoinpositioits of the ten algorithiits on one randoinly chosen clata set.  Figure 5.1
shows tlie average error rate over 50 samples for each algorithin on the car data set. Each
bar represents the expected error decoiriposecl iii 1,ias (lower part of bar) and variance
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(upper part of bar). We see that the hybrid WINNOW-H has the highest average error of
26.9%. The hybrid Al.AXENT-H has the lowest error rate of 13.9%.

When we compare the error bar of AIAXENT-H to the error bars of both parents. we see
only a marginal difference with k-im and a small difference in error Coniparecl to 11.AXENT.
However. the bias component of the hybrid is inuch lower than the bias compoiieiit of
MAXENT. which means that the hybrid makes less systematic errors. Alost of the other
algorithrilS have approximately a 50-50 proportion between bias and variance, except for
the hybrids RULES-R-H and WINNOW-H that both have a slightly higher bias than variance.

40
variance 0

bias 0

30 -                                                          -

@20 -                       -LU

10 -                                                       -

0     .8 8 -5 -5 f f * 5=  2:l i t t i  
Ef2.% E

Figure 5.1: The bias and variance decomposition of the averaged error rates of all
algorithms on the car data set.  The upper part of each bar represents variance atid
tlie lower part tlie bias.

5.2 Error analysis

1Je  investigate  the  otitcoines  of the  comparative  experinients  discussed in Chapter  3  and
4. We study the predictions of the hybrid algorithms. stackecl classifiers and tlieir pareiit
algorithnis.

We perform two types of error analysis.  First we clescril,e a coniplementary rate analysis.
Complementary rates measure to which extent two algorithins misclassify the satiie
ilistances. We compute compleinelitary ratles between the liybrid algorithms and thc,ir
parent algorithms. between the stacked classifiers and their pare.nts. and between tlie
hybrid algorithms and stacked classifiers.  Next we count the cases of correct and i11£01·rect
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B
correct mcorrect

cori·A·t              a                 bA
itic·orrect         c              (1

Table 5.7: Coiitingency table of tlie predictions of two algorithms A and B.

preclictions of both parent algorithms and whether the hybrids or stacked classifiers also
make correct or iiicorrect predictio118.

5.2.1 Complementary rates

We eniploy the complementary rate aiialysis as proposed by Brill and Wii (1998). The
complenientary error rate comp(A, B) between two classifiers A and  B measures the
percentage of iiiistakes that A makes which are not made by algorithm B. The relative
magnitude of the complementary error rate between two algorithms Call be seen as ati
indication of their ftinctional similarity with respect to classification behavior:

c·onjp(.4, B) =  1 - # of common errors   * 100 (5.5)# of error of A only J

Two classifiers that Illisclassify exactly the same instances have a complenientary rate of
OW.  Two classifiers tliat always misclassify different instances have a complementary rate
of 100%. The contingency table 5.7 preselits the correct and incorrect predictions of the
two algorithms to be compared. The complementary rate colnp(A.  B) is theii computed as
1-(d/(c + d)).and expresses the proportion of c to c + d.  The asymmetric complementary
rate comp(B. A) states the proportion of b to b + d.  Another measurement that computes
overlap or agreement between two algorithms is kappa (Carletta, 1996: Cohen. 1960) which
is a synimetric ineasiire. We have chospii compleziieiitary rate as our nieasure because it
coticeittrates 011 errors only. while kappa is compute(1 011 the basis of all predictions.

We coinpute the coniplementary rate.s 1,etween pairs of algorithms 011 the basis of the
Olitcoliles of the experiments discussed in Chapter 3 and 4. We coinpare the hybrid
algorithms to both parents. the stacked classifiers to both parent algorithtils, and the two
stacked classifiers to the two hybrids MAXENT-H aiid RCZES-A-H.

To calculate the coniplementary rate between two classifiers on a data set. we concateiiate
tlie 10 test parts of the 10-fold cv experiments to one large test set. We use the predictions
011 this whole set as the basis of the calculation. We report macro-averages over the 33 data
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sets. except for the pairs involving WINNOW and WINNOW-H. For these two algorithiiis we
calculate macro-averages over the 29 UCI data sets only.

5.2.1.1 Complementary rates of the hybrid algorithms

algorithni pair co,np(.4. B) comp(B. A)
MAXENT-H k-1111 33.4 34.7
MAXENT-H - MAXENT 35.0 47.0
RULES-A-H k-1111 31.6 33.9
RULES-A-H - RTLES 28.4 49.6
RULES-R-H - k-lin 56.6 38.1
RULES-R-H - RULES 19.7 14.6
WINNOW-H k-nn 55.2 34.8
WINNOW-H - WINNOW 41.8 40.2

Table 5.8: Complementary rates between hybrids and their parent algorithizis. iiiacro-
averaged over the 33 data sets (29 for WINNOW-H and WINNOW).

Table 5.8 displays tlie iiiacro-averaged complenientarv rates in both directions between
each hybrid aiid its two parent algorithms. We first discuss the results in the first Collimil.
The coniplementary rate cout.p(A. B) expresses the average percentage of misclassified
instances by the hybrid, that are correctly classified by the parent algorithm. The first
observatioii is that all pairs have coiiiplementary rates of approximately 30% or higher,
indicating that one-third of the misclassified test instances of the hybrids are preclicted
correctly by the parents. The exception to this observation is the pair RULES-It-H - RULES
with a lower rate of 19.7%. The liybrids MAXENT-H and RULES-A-H are quite siniilar to
A:-iiii in their generalizatioti performance. but the high complementary rates show that
they are tiot similar iii tlie errors that ther 111ake.

The  conipleineiitary rate comp(B. A) in the second column of the table expresses the
percentage of errors macie bv the parent algorithm that is correctly predicted l,v the
hybrid. When the hybricl performs better than tlie parent algorithni. the hybrid predicts
correct labels for the misclassified instances by the parent to a higher extent than the
parent predicts correct labels for the inistakes of the hybrid. In other words. the rates of
the first Collinlil should be lower thall the rates iii the second column. This is the (·ase fc,r
the hybrids Al.AXENT-H aild Rt'LES-A-H coiiipared to both parents. but not necessarily for
the h\·brids RULES-R-H azid WINNOW-H.

One pair in the table has a distinct low complementary rate in both directioiis. natiiely
the RULES-R-H - RULES pair. These low rates indicate that these algorithms tend to niake
the same errors to a high degree. indicating that their functional classificatioii behavior is
quite similar.  The comparative experiments iIi Chapter 3 showed that these two algorithnis
also have a similar generalization performance. This can be explained by the observation
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that  Rt :LES-R-H  does  not  fully  explore  the  possibilities to involve different  rules  in  t. lie
classification process. We observed in Sectioii 3.2 that the average numl,er of active bits
iii tlie binary rule-feature vi,(·tors is low. aiid that tlie hybrid Ri'I.ES-R-H is traitiecl with
k =  l  iii the niajority of the experiments.  As a result,  RULES-R-H  rises often only one rul(,
to classify a t(:st instance. sitililar to RULES.

5.2.1.2 Complementary rates of the stacked classifiers

Table 5.9 shows the complententary rates niacro-averaged over the 33 datasets of STACK-
MAXENT. M.AXENT-H and both pareiits. First we Compare STACK-ArAXENT to the hybri(1
MAXENT-5 displayed in the first row of the table. The complementary rate comp(A. B) is
higher than romp(B. A).  indicating that  the  hybrid  generates less errors  than  the stacke(i
classifier. Both complementary rates are above 35%, inclicating that at least one-third
of tlie ilistaiic·es misclassifiecl by one algorithm is correctly classified by the other: tlie
functiorial classification behavior of AiAXENT-H alid stacked classifier STACK-Al.AXENT is
quite different.

Next we look at the conipleirientar> rates between STACK-AlAXENT and both parents. and
the rates between the hybrid MAXENT-H ancl its pal'elits. We observe a 1Ilarked difference
in tlle rates of the pair STACK-MAXENT -MAXENT conipared to the pair MAXENT-H -
AIAXENT. The two complementary rates of the first pair are lower than the rates of the
latter, indicating that the stacked classifier is more similar to its eager parent in functional
classication behavior than the hybrid.

algorithm pair comp(A,B) Comp(B,A)
STACK-MAXENT - NiAXENT-H 36.6 35.5
STACK-MAXENT k-iin 33.6 32.1
STACK-MAXENT MAXENT 20.5 34.4

AIAXENT-H k-IlIl 33.4 34.7

MAXENT-H MAXENT 35.0 47.0
k-nn - MAXENT 37.9 46.5

Table 5.9: Conipleritentary rates between stacked algorithnis and their parerit algorithnis.
and between the stacked algorithins and hybrid algorithlils. macro-averaged over the 33
data sets.

Table 5.10 lists the compleinentary rates of the stacked Classifier STACK-RULES. Rt'LES-A-
H and both parents. Comparing the stacked classifier to the hybrid we observe the Sami
points as cati be seeii iii Table 5.9: the hybrid misclassifies less instances tlian the stacked
classifier. and both algorithiiis have clitite a cliffererit functional beliavior.

Next we coinpare tile two STACK-RFLES-parent pairs to tile RULES-A-H-parent pairs. \Ir
observe that the Coiliplenieritary rates of STACK-RI'LES   k-lin are higlier than the rates
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of the pair RULES-.A-H - k-iin. This implies that the hybrid is more similar to k-1111 than
the stacked classifier.

Interestillgly. the pair STACK-Rt'LES - Rl'LES has lower coinplenientary rates than tlie pair
Rt'LES-4-H - RULES. similar to what we observed iii Table 5.9. The stacked classifiers are
more similar to their eager parents in classification behavior than the lib'brids aiid their
eager parents. This can be explained by the fact that the level-1 k-nn classifier of the
stacked classifier uses the predictioii of the eager level-0 classifier as extra input feature.
which influences tlie final class label that is assigned by the level-1 classifier.

algorithm pair conip(A.B) conip(B,A)
STACK-RULES - RULES-A-H 38.7 32.7
STACK-RULES - k-iin 38.9 35.0
STACK-RULES - RULES 17.6 36.6
RULES-A-H - k-nii 31.6 33.9
RULES-A-H - RITLES 28.4 49.6
k-lili - RULES 37.4 55.7

Table 5.1(): Complementary rates between stacked algorithms and their pareiit algorithms,
and between the stacked algoritlims and hybrid algorithms. macro-averaged over the 33
data sets.

5.2.2 Error overlap with parent algorithms

We conilizite the overlap iii correct and incorrect predicted class labels for each hybrid and
its two parent algorithmS. We clieck the cases where bot 11 parents assign a correct label.
bot h pareiits predict an incorrect label aiid the cases iii which 011(' of the parents assigns
an incorrect label. For each of these cases we verify whether the hybrid gives a correct or
incorrect label.  This leads to a total of six possible events. We count the numbers for these
(·ases 011 tlie resizlts of the coniparative 10-fold cv experirii('iits described iii Chapter 3.  The
te11 test folds are coiicatenated to orie large test set and the counts are based 011 this large
set. We report 011 inacro-averaged percentages over the 33 data sets and over the 29 data
sets for WINNOW-H. As a comparison we compute this error overlap analysis also for the
stacked classifiers and their parent algorithins on tlie basis of the coinparative experiinents
described iii Chapter 4.

5.2.2.1     Results of the hybrid algorithms

The results for the four hybrid algorithms are listed in Table 5.11. The table shows the
possible conibinations of correct and incorrect predicted labels by the parents (cohinin  1)
and  whether in these cases the hybrid assigned a correct or incorrect label (Column  2).
The other columns show the percentages of the six events for each of the hybrids. Each
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column totals to 100'X which represents the total litiniber of predictions made by each
hybrid.

The 1110St likely event is that both parents assigii a correct label and the hybrid also assigns
a correct label. This is expressed in the first row of the table. We see tliat this is the
case for 73-75% of the cases for tlie tliree hybrids MAXENT-H, RULES-R-H and RULES-A-H.
The hybrid WINNOW has a nitich lower percentage of 65.6%. The case that both parent
algorithins assign a correct label while the hybrid assigns an incorrect label. listed iii the
second  row of Table  5.11.  is  far less probable  and  also highly undesirable. The percentages
in the second row are low, except for the hybrid WINNOW-H, attaining a percentage of
6.5%. The hybrid RULES-A-H has the lowest percentage for this negative case.

The case that both parent algorithms assign ali incorrect label and the hybrid also assigns

an incorrect label is expressed in the third row of the table. This is the case in roughly
11% of the cases for all hybrids. Next, a desirable but low frequency event is the case iii
which both parents predict incorrect labels while the hybrid predicts the label correctly.
Suprisingly. we see that the hybrid WINNOW-H has the highest percentage for this positive
outconie.

The case in which one of the parents predicts a correct label is of particular interest,
because we hypothesize that the hybrids can combine the best of both worlds.  When
this hypothesis is true, the hybrids should predict the correct label more often than the
incorrect label for these cases. One could say that the hybrid ideally follows the prediction
of the one parent that is correct.  In the table we add an extra row that shows the difference
in the percentage of the cases where one parent is correct and the hybrid is correct or
incorrect. We see a positive difference for three of the hybrids. These hybrids predict the
correct class label more often than the incorrect label. This is not the case for the hybrid
RULES-R-H which has a negative net score - it predicts the incorrect label more often than
the correct label.

The bottom row of the tabel presents a summarization of the differences between both
parents and the hybrids. We suinnied the percentages of the case that both parents are
correct and the hybrid is incorrect. the case that both parents are incorrect and the hybrid
is correct, and the cases iii which only one parent is correct. These munmed scores confirm
that the two hybrids MAXENT-H and RULES-A-H have total positive net score, while the
other two hybrids have a negative net score. We also observe that the two rule-hybrids
have a larger deviation from their parents than the other two hybrids.

The two hybrids RULES-R-H and RULES-A-H have the same parent algorithnis. When we
compare the counts of overlap in predictions between the rule-hybrids and both parents.
we see that all 6 percentages are favorable to the liybrid RULES-A-H.
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parents hybrid AIAXENT-H RULES-R-H RULES-A-H WINNOW-H
both correct correct 74.8 72.3 73.0 65.6

both correct incorrect 1.8 1.6 0.8 6.5

both incorrect incorrect 10.6 11.8 11.1 11.3

both incorrect correct 1.5 0.4 1.2 2.1

one correct correct 7.4 4.8 9.4 7.8

one correct incorrect 3.8 9.1 4.5 6.7

one Correct difference +3.6 -4.3 +4.9 +1.l

hybrid-parent difference +3.3 -5.4 +5.2 -3.4

Table 5.11: Normalized overlap in correct/incorrect labels between the hybrids and their
parents. macro-averaged over the 33 data sets (and 29 for WINNOW-H). in percentages.

5.2.2.2    Results of the stacked algorithms

We discuss the counts for the possible events of incorrect and correct predictions by both
parents and whether the hybrid algorithms or stacked classifiers also predict the correct or
incorrect, label. We first look at the hybrid MAXENT-H and the stacked algorithm STACK-
MAXENT. Table 5.12 lists the percentages of overlap with the predictions of both parents
and MAXENT-H, next to the overlap of the predictions of the parents with STACK-MAXENT.
macro-averaged over the 33 tasks.

The stacked classifier performs better than hybrid MAXENT-H for the two cases where
botli parents predict a correct label. For these cases, STACK-MAXENT has a slightly higher
percentage of predicting the correct label and a lower percentage for assigning an incorrect
label.

For the cases where both parents predict. a11 incorrect label. the hybrid performs better
thaii the stacked classifier. MAXENT-H has a slightly lower percentage of assigriing an
incorrect label and a higher percentage of assigning the correct label in comparison to
STACK-MAXENT.

The last row in the table presents the summed differences of the four cases for which the
hybrid  and  stacked classifier deviate from both parents  (sum of rows  2.4.5  and  6).  Both
algorithms have a positive net score, but the hybrid Al:AXENT-H has a higher difference
than the stacked classifier.

We also conipare the hybrid RULES-A-H to the stacked classifier STACK-RULES. Table 5.13
displays the overlap in correct and incorrect predictions of these two algorithms with their
parents. The hybrid has a better score for the two cases iii which both parents predict the
correct label than the stacked classifier. However. STACK-RULES has a better performance
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parents algoritlini MAXENT-H STACK-MAX

both correct correct 74.8 75.4

both correct incorrect 1.8 1.2

both incorrect iticorrect 10.6 11.0
both incorrect correct 1.5 1.1

one correct correct 7.4 7.0

one correct incorrect 3.8 4.3

Olle CO?TeCi differ€'Tlee 4-3.6 +2.7
hybrid-parent diference +3.3 +2.6

Table 5.12: Overlap iii correct/incorrect labels between MAXEINT-H and both pareiits, and
between STACK-MAXENT and both parents, macro-averaged over the 33 data sets.

parents algorithm RULES-A-H STACK-RULES

both correct correct 73.0 72.6

both correct incorrect 0.8 1.2

both incorrect incorrect 11.1 10.8

both incorrect correct 1.2 1.5

one correct correct 9.4 8.9

one correct incorrect 4.5 5.0

one Correct di'ference +4.9 +3.9
hybrid-parent diference +5.2 +4.2

Table 5.13: Overlap  in correct/incorrect labels between RULES-A-H  and both parents.  and
between STACK-RULES and both parents, macro-averaged over the 33 data sets.

for the two cases in which both parents predict all incorrect label. (This is the opposite of
what we observed iii Table 5.12 for the two algorithms that combine MAxENT with k-nn.)

In the case when only one of the parents predicts the correct label. the hybrid RULES-A-H
performs better and predicts the correct label inore often than the stacked classifier. The
last row of the table summes the differences between the hybrid and stacked classifier and

both parents. We observe that both algorithms have a positive summed difference, but
RULES-A-H has a liigher net score.

Both stacked classifiers have a lower positive net score than the hybrids. The complemen-
tary rates showed that stacked classifiers are more similar to the eager parent algorithm
iii their classification behavior than the hybrids are. These lower positive net scores are
again aii indirect indication that the stacked classifiers follow the predictions of the parent
algorithm. The comparative experiments between the four parent algorithms, detailed in
Sectio11 3.4.1. showed that the eager learning algorithms have a lower performance than
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Figure 5.2: The test instance represents the depicted tic-tac-toe end game in whicli 'x'
does not Will.

k-nn.  Becaiise the stacked classifiers follow the predictions of the eager parent relatively
inore ofteii than the hybrids do. tliey also replicate incorrect predictions of the eager pareiit
more ofte11.

5.3 Illustrative analysis

hi this section we provide a.11 ilhistratioii of the classification processes of the differeiit
classifiers aticl some of t.11(' fac·tors that can play a role in classification.  We look at
the cletails of tlie classificatic,ii of a siiigle iiistatice.  It is not feasible to investigate for
eacli instance eadi of thi' c·lassificatiotis made by the classifiers and ideiitify the caii,se
of correct or iticorrect predictions. clize to the complexity of factors that caii play a t'ole
in the classification process. aiid 1)(,catise of the large range of experiments.  We study
the classific'atioii procciss of tlie two AllCCeSSful liybrids AIAXENT-H and RULES-A-H for oile
particillar instance. As a coinparisoti we also investigate tlie classification of their pal e]it
algorithms azicl the tKY, stackect classifiers.

As  otir  exemplary  instatice we clioose 011e iiistaiice from the tictactoe data  set.   This
data set is chosen becarise it is a simple problem with a small number of features (nine)
and a small miniber of classes (two). Another important reason for choosing this task is
the fact tliat tlie two liybrid algorithills (AIAXENT-H and RULES-A-H) score 100% accuracy
on this task while tlieir parents have a lower score. We illustrate what exactly happeiis
iii the classification process atid sliow wliv algorithms classify the instaiice correctly or
incorrect li'.

The tictactoe data set (·oncertis the task of determining whether x has won (positive) or
has not won (negative)  at  the enci of a tic-tac-toe game.  Each  of the features represeiits
one of the positions 011 tlie board and can have the values x. o. or b which represents
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MAXENT A parameters
feat ure 1 neg pos

X -1.910 1.910
0 2.199 -2.199

b -0.072 0.072
feature 2 neg pos

x -1.785 1.785

0 2.068 -2.068
b -0.065 0.065

fea.ture 5 Ileg pos

x -2.083 2.083
0 2.369 -2.369
b -0.068 0.068

Table 5.14: The weights of the A parameters produced by Mi\XENT for features 1, 2 and
5.

'blank'. The class distribution of the data set shows a majority for the positive class of
65 %.

The test instance that we choose from the data set is visualized in Figure 5.2, and has the
class label negative. We report on the classification process as it takes place in the 10-fold
cv experiments described iii the previous chapters. The test instance is correctly classified
by the two hybrid algorithms. the parent algorithm RULES and the stacked classifier STACK-
RULES. The other algorithms, k-nn, MAXENT and the stacked classifier STACK-MAXENT,
misclassify this instance.

In the next part of the section we detail the classification process of each of the classifiers.
We start with k-nn, which misclassifies the test instance. The k-nn classifier is trained
with the following setting chosen by the algorithmic parameter optimization step: k - 1,
no feature weighting. overlap distance metric. When classifying the test instance, the
k-nii classifier finds 19 nearest neighbors that al have the same distance of 2. i.e. all these
training instances mismatch on two of the nine features. Eight of the 19 nearest neighbors
predict the correct class negative, but the majority of 11 neighbors predict the incorrect
class positive. The chosen parameters yield a coarse and simple distance calculation
between instances. In this case the set of nearest neighbors could not provide the correct

prediction.

The maximum entropy modeling algorithm also misclassifies the test instance. MAxENT
produces a A-weight matrix between classes and feature values. When classifying the test
instance. AIAXENT sums the A parameters which present the weights between the feature
values present iii the test instance and the classes. These summed weights are translated
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MVDM weights MAXENT-H weights
feature 1 neg pos feature 1 neg pos

x 0.289 0.711            x 0.097 0.903
0 0.420 0.580            0 0.964 0.036
b 0.289 0.711            b 0.485 0.515

feature 2 neg pos feature 2 neg pos
x 0.391 0.609        x 0.123 0.877
0 0.301 0.699            0 0.937 0.063
b 0.296 0.704            b 0.486 0.514

feature 5 neg pos feature 5 neg pos
x 0.192 0.808            x 0.060 0.940
0 0.557 0.443            0 1.000 0.000
b 0.299 0.701            b 0.486 0.514

Table 5.15: The left part of the table shows the class distributions used in the MVDM
metric. The right part of the table shows the scaled weights produced by AI.AxENT that
are used by AIAXENT-H

to probabilities through aii exponential function  (Equation  2.19).  and the class  with  the
liighest probability is chosen. Table 5.14 shows the A weights as produced by MAXENT
for feature one, two and five. Feature one presents the top row left corner of the board,
feature two the top row middle position, and feature five the center of the board. The table
shows the effect of 'maximizing the entropy'; the weights are equally and syninietrically
distributed over the two classes.

As the task is to predict whether or not X wills, the presence of x is highly correlated
with the positive class. while o is correlated with the negative class (regardless of the
position  on the board). The value  b  is not correlated with  the  classes  and should receive
low weights. We see that the weights produced by MAXENT nicely mirror these correlations.
x has a value of approximately 2 for the positive class and -2 for the negative class.
while the value o has opposite values. b has a very slight tendency towards the (majority)
positive class, as it has a weight of approximately 0.1 for the positive class and -0.1
for the negative class.

The test instance contains five x values and foiir o values. The majority of the weights
points to the positive class aild MAXENT assigns this iiicorrect class label to the instance.

The hybrid AI.AxENT-H combines Inaximulli entropy modeling with k-1111 classification.  The
hybrid correctly predicts the class; label of the test instance. The classifier is traizied with
the followiiig chosen setting:  k - 1.no weighting and the MAKENT- AIVDAI distance nietric.
The classifier finds one nearest neighbor to the test instance which assigns the correct class
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Figure 5.3:  The one 11(,are.st neight),r fozind 1)y tlie liybricl AIAXENT-H (left ) and the tiearest
iieighbc,i· fc,iincl by RILES-A-H  (1'ight).

label. The tic-tac-toe end gaine presented by this nearest Iwighbor is sliown iii Figiire 5.3.
The fact that Al.AXENT-H is al,le to find 011(, tic·arest lieiglil,or that preclicts tlie correct
class while k-nn was not, is solely clue to the clifferent distance metric used (k-1111 lises the
(,verlap  nic,tric).   All  other  circuinstances  are ecilial.

The weiglits tised ill tlie AIAXEN'l' Al\'DAI distaiice nietric· are argual,ly better tliaii the
original AlvDAI weights. Table 5.15 shows tlie weights of the values related to tlie classes
of the features one. two and five. The left part of the table shows the class distril,zitions
iised  in  the  AIVDA[  nietric.  Thes , estiniates represent the  probability of the class giveii the
feature valite. and are I,ased 011 straight co-oce·lirreiice coimts.

The riglit part of tlie table shows the saine A weight paraineters a.+ Table 5.14, bitt iii
this table they are scaled betwee11 zero aiid one. Tlies(, scaled weights are used iii the
MAXENT NI\-DM distatice metric of the hybricl AIAXENT-H.

Tlie class distributioll probabilities used iii AIVDAl deviate from the weiglits produced by
MAXENT. Both expre*the correlation between x and the positive class. The correlation
1,etween o and the negative class is weak iii the M\'DM probabilities. Only ill (·ase of
feature five the vahie o has a higher prol,ability for the negative class. for all other
featizies the value o lias a higher 1)robability for the (iziaj<,rity) positive class. Tlle value
b also has a 11igher probability for the positive class. The fact that tlie positive class is
the lilajority has a large influence on the prol,abilities that are used iii the AIVI)Al metric.
while this influence is 01ily margiiially visible iii the weiglits produced by Al.AXENT. It is
clear that M.AXENT piishes the weights to rallies that reflect the probabilities 1111clprlying
this task l,c'tter thaii the AIYDAI probabilities that are biased by tlie prior probabilities of
the classes.

Next we look at the ritle induction algorithiti.  The algorithmic parameter optii,iization
step has selected  th('  following settilig.   Rt'LES  produces aii  unordered  rule set.  carli  rule
covers at least fivr instances. negative featiire tests are allowed. misclassificatioii cost is
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equal for all errors. rule siinplification is set to oiic (netitral). the number of optiniization
rounds is two. An unordered rule set means that RULES induces rules for both classes.
RULES produces a nile set of 19 rules. There are eight lines to check iii the tic-tac-toe
gaine (three horizontal. three, vertical  and  two  diagonal).    RULES  nlakes  18 rules which
eacli check one of these lines for each of tlie two classes.  The last rule is a  default  rule
without conditions that predicts the class negative. This default  rule  covers  a  group  of
draw' end games in which neither x nor o wins. This rule has the lowest coverage of all
rules and will only apply when none of the other rules matches. This is actually the case
for ozir test instance and the default rule correctly predicts the class label.

The liybrid RULES-A-H uses the rule set constructed by RULES. The rules are transformed
into binary rule-features. whicli are added to the origizial instances. The instatices on which
Rt 'LES-A-H  is trained contain  18 rule-features that preseiit  the 19 rules produced by RULES
except for the default rule without conditions. Tlie automatic parameter selection selects
the following setting for the hybrid: k - 1, overlap distance metric. gain ratio feature
weighting. When classifying the test instance. the classifier finds one nearest neighbor for
tlie test instance which correctly predicts the class label. Figure 5.3 shows the tic-tac-toe
end game that is represezited l,y this neighbor. The neighbor contains five x values and
four o values and represents a 'draw' end game. ,similar to the test instance.

The stacked classifier STAC'K-Ati\XENT misclassifies tlle test ilistalice. siiiiilar to l,otli parent
algorithiris Al.AXENT atid k-nii. The level-0 AIAXENT classifier misclassifies the test instance
as positive. This prediction is added as a feature to the test instance which forms the
input for the level-1 classifier. The level- 1 k-Iin <·lassifier is trained with the parameter
settings k = 15. Jeffrey (livergence distaiice nietric, chi-square feature weighting and
inverse distance neighbor weighting.  The second column of Table 5.16 shows the chi-
scluare weights for the features of the level-1 (·lassifier.  The tenth feature presents the
aclded prediction of AiAXENT and  has a very high weight. Feature five which presents the
center of the board also receives a much higher weight.  We also see a difference in the
weiglits of the featiires tliat present corners of tlie board (1.3.7.9) and the other positions
(2.4.6.8). This last groiip of positions has the lowest chance of being part of a 'three-in-a-
row . Therefore the featiires are relatively less iinportant for predicting the class.

When  classifying  the  test  instance, the level-1 k-iin classifier finds  15  nearest  neighbors.
The highly weighted featiire teii (which presents the misclassification of AIAXE>IT') has the
effect that all the fomid nearest neighbors matcli 011 this feature.  Only one of these 15
neighbors predicts the correct class negative. all otlier predict the class positive. The
mistake of the level-() classifier is replicated by the level-1 classifier.

Tlie stacked classifier STAC'K-RELES correctly classifies the test iiistaiic·e. First the level-
0 classifier RITLES correctly classifies the test instance and this predictioii is added as a
featiire. The level-1 k-1111 classifier is trained witli tlie settings k = 25. MVDM distance
111etric·. gain ratio feature weighting and inverse linear lieighbor weighting. The third
column of Table 5.16 shows  the gain ratio featrire  weights  used  in  the  level-1   classifier.
The gain ratio weights show a similar pictzire as the chi-square weights discussed above.
The tenth feature gets a much higher weight than the otlier features. The classifier finds
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feature   chi-square gain ratio
1 15.089 0.008
2 7.894 0.004
3 16.775 0.009
4 9.285 0.005
5 105.320 0.060
6 9.147 0.005
7 17.614 0.010
8 6.329 0.003
9 16.641 0.009
10 800.794 0.978

Table 5.16: Chi-square  and gain ratio feature weights  of the stacked level-1 classifiers
STACK-MAXENT and STACK-RULES respectively. Feature 10 is the added prediction of the
level-0 classifier.

25 nearest neighbors for the test instance. Each of these neighbors matches with the test
instance oil feature ten, and each of them predicts the correct class negative.

1 5.4 Related work

We discuss related work on bias and variance analysis of classifier ensembles.  The literature
tells that 1110St types of classifier ensembles can reduce the variance component of error
rate. and many of the ensembles reduce both variance and bias (for example (Bauer and
Kohavi. 1999: Breiman,  1996a,b)).  We discuss  a  few recent  studies  in  this  area.

Xie et al. (2004) introduce a new ensemble method that consists of single classifiers that
ai111 specifically at reducing the statistical bias. For these single classifiers a new learning
algorithm framework k-mode competitor is introduced that is a local learning. partition-
based clustering method.  This method aims at a low bias at the cost of possible high
variance However. combining these k-mode competitors in a simple majority voting
ensemble. works to reduce variance. Tlie IleW enSemble method is tested with two types
of machine learning algorithms. C4.5 (Quinlan. 1986) and Naive Bayes (Kononenko. 1990)
and  compared  to  bagging (Breinian. 1996a).    The  new  method outperforms bagging.   A
bias-variance analysis shows that the k-mode competitors indeed have a lower bias than
C4.5 and Naive Bayes.

The study of Webb and Zlieng (2004) concentrates on the demand for diversity ill classifier
ensembles. They hypothesize that combining ensemble methods will increase the diversity
iii the ensemble aiid improve the overall generalization accuracy of the ensemble at the
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cost of sonic increase of the error rate of the single coinponents. They investigate three
eilsemble methods: wagging (Bauer  and Kohavi. 1999). boosting (Bauer and Kohavi.
1999) and stochastic attribute selection committee learning approaches (Zheng and Webb.
1998). These three methods are  coinbined in pairs aiid all together forming new eiisenible
strategies. Experimental results demonstrate that these eiisembles have a higher accurag
than their component ensembles.  Measurements of the diversitr and error of the individual
components of the ensembles did not confirm the hypothesis. For sonic of the combined
ensemble techniques neither the diversity increased nor the error rate of the components
increased.

(Bay. 1999) describes a method for succesfully combining multiple k-nn classifiers.
Standard Illethods that use subsamples of training niaterial such as boosting and bagging
do not lead to improved accuracy when used with k-1111 classifiers.  Bay proposes k-nn
enseinbles that consist of k-1111 classifiers traiiied 011 a randomly selected subset of features.
The experiments in the paper show that these k-un enseinbles perform better than several
single k-iin variants. The k-lin ensembles are competitive with boosted decisioll trees
(Dietterich. 2000). A bias-variance analysis shows tliat these ensembles reduce both bias
and variance.

5.5 Summary

Iii this chapter the functional classification beliavior of the ten algorithms described in
the. Chapters 2,3 aiid 4 was investigated. The differences and commonalities between
the liybrid algorithms and their parelit algorithms were analyzed by performing a bias
variance analysis and an error analysis. These analyses were also performed 011 the stacked
algorithms.

We performed a bias-variance aiialysis of t.he error rates of tlie algorithizis. We coiiducted
additioiial experiments on a subset of the data sets. and ineasured the average error rate
and deconiposed it into bias and variance components. The results showed that the ln·brid
algorithiiis have a lower bias thaii both parent algorithms, except for the pair WINNOW
- WINNOW-H. A lower bias iiidicates that the hybricls make less systematic errors than
the parents. The stacked algorithms also have a lower bias thaii their parent algorithms.
Comparing the stacked classifiers to the hybrids. we observed that RLILES-4-11 has a lower
Was thail stack-rTiles. while STACK-NIAXENT has a lower bias than the hybrid MAXENT-H.

Next the outcomes of the comparative experiments described in Chapter 3 and 4 were
investigated. We performed two types of error analyses 011 tliese outcoiiies. We coiiiputed
complementary rates wliicli measure to which extent classifiers misclassify the same
instances.  We found for most pairs of algorithms complementary rates of approximately
30% or niore. which nieaiis tliat at least oiie-third of the errors made by one algorithm are
Ilot lilade by the other algoritlini. This means for the hybrids MAXENT- H atid RULES-A-H
that. although they have a similar generalization perforniance as k·-1111. tliey differ quite
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titarkeillv iii tlicir ftitictioiial classificatioii beli:irior.

Foitliel),Ii, Rt'LES-RAI   RULES we fc,1111(1 c<,11Iplelizellt; r ' 1·ati,s loweltli;111 2(}56. illclicatii,g
that tlic'sc· algoritltitis ilot 0111.   liar-(, a sitkiilar geiieralizatioii I,erfc,riiiaiic · as was sliowii iii
Cliapter 3.1)zit also a siiziilar fitiictic,Iial l,elmvior.  This catil,e expl:Iitied by the obs(,rvatioti
that RI'LES-R-H (loes liot flilly exI)1(,re the possibilities to involve (lifiereitt rules iii tlic
classificatic,11 1,rocc,ss of a test iii.stalice  Ill inany cas('s 1,otli <21-LES-R-Ii 2111(1 Rl'LES tise ozie'
11110 to classify a ti'st inst,ziic·e.

I\'e also coinpared tlie coiitpleiiwiitar\· rates of tli(' strickecl classifiei s to tlip r:ites of tlic'
liybrids. Th('so coitipleitieiitary rate:s showed tliat tlie stack('cl classifiers arc' inore siiiiilar to
their eager pareiits iii ftinctional behavior thaii the hybrids ancl tlieir eager paretits. This
c: 11 be explaiized 11> the fac·t tliat the level-1 k-1111 c·lassifier iii the stacked classifier 11Sc'S
the predictioils of tlie eager level-0 classifier as 2111 extra inpiit feature. which infliiences
the final class label that is assigned by the level-1 classifier.

We also investigated the overlap of correct and incorrect predictions of both parent
algorithins. and whether the hybricls also liiade correct or incorrect precliction.s. The two
most ('O111111OIl eveiits  are  tlic  case  that   both  pareiits  preclict the correct labels,  and  the
casc· that both parents predict the izicorrect label. For these two events. the hybrids folloir
the predictioits of the parents witli a deviatioii of approxiniately 29f .  For tlie iriteresting
event that oiily otie parent predicts the correct lal)el, we observed tliat three of tlie livbrids
chose the correct label more often than the incorrect label. The negative exception is the
hybricl RULES-R-H which predicts the incorrect label 111ore often.

We also conipared the results of the two stacked classifiers to the results of the lirbi·ids
AIAXENT-Hand RULES-A-H. We foiind for tlie case in which one parerit predicts the correct
label, that all foiir algoritliins have a positive 11et score and predict the correct label more
ofteii tlian the incorrect label. The positive net sc:ore of tlie hybricls is higher thaii the
scores of tlie stacked classifiers. This lower liet score of tlie stacked classifiers is again aii
indirect indication that the stacked classifiers follow the predictions of their eager pareiit.
Tlie eager parents make 111ore errors than A·-nii. anel the stacked ClaSHihers replicate these
incorrect predictioils relatively zilore often than the livi,rids cio.
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• Tlie hybrid algorithm Al.AXENT-H conibines lilaxilillinl eiitropy modeling with k-lili
classification. This algorithm classifies new iii,stances by zising thc, 11AXENT NITD I
distance metric to find the k 11earest neighbors iii the data.

• We designed two hybrids that combine rizle indtiction with k-nn classification. The
first hybrid RULES-R-H is trained on instances consisting of binary rule-features that
transform and replace the original features iii the instances.  Tlie second hybrid
RULES-A-H is trained on instances iii which binary rule-features are added to tlie
original instances.

• Tlie hvbrid WINNOW-H combines imiltiplicative update learning with k-nn. The
liybrid uses the weights produced by WINNOW as feature weights. Tliese weights are
used in combination with the distance metric of the k-1711 classification method to
deteriiiine the similarity between instances in the classifcatioii phase.

We tested the generalization performance of the livbrid algorithins and their pareiits
br ruiizihig experiizieiits on a raiige of data sets.  We estiniated the significance of the
differences found by performing paired t-tests.  The results of the comparative experiments
showed that the two hybrids AI.AXENT-H and RULES-.A-H performed equal to or slightly
better than their parent k-nn. and better tlian their eager parent. The hybrid RULES-
R-H perforined worse than k-lin and similar to its parent RULES. The hybrid WINNOW-H
performed worse than both of its pareiits. Iii SU]11. the answer to our main research question
is that we liave 01ily partly succeeded iii creatiiig hybrid algorithnis that perforni better
tliaii at least one of their parents. The k-nii classification inethod does not always work
successfully when it is combined with the model of an eager learner.

We iiivestigated tlic classificatioii behavior of these livbrids iii 111ore detail to find possible
explanations of tlie differences in perforniaiice of the hybrids and tlieir parents.  This
iiirestigation is sumiiiarized iii the next section.

6.1.2      Differences and commonalities between hybrids and their
parents

Besides pcrforniance we were also interested in the differences and conimonalities between
the hybrid algorithms aiid their parents. We analyzed the functional classification beliavior
of tlie hybrids and their parents by perforining  bias-variance  analyses and error aiialy.ses
on  the outcomes of the  comparative experiinents.

First we perforined a bias-variance analysis of the error rates of the algorithins.  We
conducted additional experiments on a subset of the data sets. We measured the average
error rate and decomposed it into bias and variance components. The results showed that
the hTbrid algorithnis har·e a lower bias than both parent algorithins. except for WINNON
H which has a higlier bias than WINNOW. A lower bias indicates that the algoritlini makes
relatively less systematic errors. Tlie hybrids RULES-R-H and WINNOW only have a relative
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lowe'r 11111111*'r of systeiiiatic errors cotiil,arecl to their pareiits. as tliese liyl)rids liave a higher
error  rate.   The otlic,r  two  livbricls  have aii  alisoliite  lower  iminber  of systematic·  errors.

Next we iiivestigate(1 tlie mit(.7,11ies of the c· ,inparative exi,eriinents betweeii the liybrid
algoritlims atid their pareiit algorithnis.  We perfornie l two types of error analyses on tliese
olitc'c)ilies.  H-(' COilll,utecl c·oiliplpillelitary rates wilic·11 nleastire to whic·11 extc,lit classifiers
111isclassify tlie saizie irist:inces. We ol,servrcl thari iii gc'iieral, at least 011(,-third of tlic
instaiices 111isclassified bk one algoritliiii are correctly classihed l,v the otlier. Tliisiii(licates
that tlie c·lassitication behavior of tlt(' algc,rithriis (lifTers lilarkedly.  The coinparative
expi'rimetits 1)etwf·(.11 lirl,rids aii(1 I):irc,zits showed that tlie two hybrids AtAxENT-H and
RUI.ES-A-H are eqtral to k-Iin ill terins (,f tlieir generalization perfornialice. This alialysis
shows that they differ froin k-nii iii terms of their ftinctional behavior.

Exeeptions are tlic, colliplemetitary rates of the pair RITI.ES-R-H alld RULES wilich are
Imx·11 lower than the rates of the other algorithm pairs. This implies that tiot only the
perforiiian(·e of the hyl rid RULES-R-H is siniilar to its pareilt RULES. biit also its functional
behavior. The explanation of this observation is tliat RULES-It-H does not fully explore
the possibilities to involve differeiit rules in the classification process of a test instaiice. Iii
iiiaily cases botli RULES-R-H and RULES use one rule to classify a test iiistance.

We also investigated the overlap of correct and incorrect predictioiis of both parent
algorithms and whether the hybrids also niacle correct or incorrect predictions. For the
iiiteresting case in which one parent predicts the correct label while the otlier parent
predicts aii incorrect label, all liybrids except RULES-R-H have a positive net score; they
predict tlic correct label inore often than the incorrect label.

6.1.3 Comparison between hybrids and classifier ensembles

Classifier enseml)les are sinkilar to the 11, brid algorithms in the sense that they also combine
classifiers in order to make use of the coinplementarity of the individual classifiers and reacli
a better perforniaiice. \\'e there,fore perforiized a conipari,ion between hybrid algorithnis
and classifier ensembles with the same pair of algorithms. We chose the ensemble method
stacking. in whicli the predictions of base classifiers form the input for another classifier
that predicts the final class laI,els.

We designed two stacked classifier ensembles that have a close analogy to the two successful
hybrids AIAXENT-H and RULES-.A-H witli the goal of creating a minimal pair for comparison.
In each stacked classifier, the eager algorithin produces a set of predicted labels for the
test instaIices. Tliese labels are used by the k-nii algorithm iii the final classification of
the test instances. The first stacked classifier STACK- M.4XENT uses maxinillm elitropy
mocleling as level-0 classifier. The second stacked classifier is called STACK-RULES alid has
a rule indliction algorithill as level-0 classifier. Tlie nlaili difference between these stacked
classifiers aiid hrbrid algorithillS is that tlic stacked classifiers consist of two classifiers
wliile the h\·brids consist of one.
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We ran experiments with tlie stacked classifiers and coinpared their perforniance to the
performance of the hvbrids. and to their parent algorithlllS. We observed that the stacked
classifiers perform very siniilarly to the hybrid algorithms. Compared to their parent
algorithins. the stacked classifiers perforined siniilarly to k-11,1 and niarkeclly better than
tlieir eager parent algorithm.

We performed further analyses and investigated the differences and commonalities iii the
classification behavior of hybrid algorithms and stacked classifiers.  As with the livbrid
classifiers. we conducted a bias-variance atialysis of error rates and we perforiiied additioiial
error aiialyses.

The decomposition of error iii bias and variance components showed that, similar to the
liybrids. both stacked classifiers have a lower bias component iii their error rate than botli
of their parents. Comparing the bias of the two stacked classifiers to the bias components
of the two hybrids does not give iliiequivocal reszilts. The hybrid AIAXENT-li has a higher
Was thaii ST.ACK-M.AXENT. The hybrid RULES-.A-H on tlie other hand has a lower bias thaii
tlie stacked classifier STACK-RULES.

Analyzitig coniplenientary rates between tlie stacked classifiers and tlieir paretits. we made
tlie ititerestiiig observation that the stacked classifiers are relatively zizore siniilar to their
eager parents in the errors that they inake than the hybrids are. In this aspect the stackecl
classifiers deviate from the hybrids. Wheii we aiialyzed the coiiiplenientary rates betweeii
the stacked classifiers and liybrid algorithms. we observed that they are quite different iii
their functional classification behavior. as more than one-third of the mistakes made by
one algorithm is correctly classified by th(' other algoritlim.

IT'e also compared the overlap in predictions with both parents of the two stacked classifiers
to the results of the hvbrids MAXENT-H aiid RITLES-A-H.  We found for the case tliat one
parent predicts the correct label that all four algoritliiris have a iiet positive score and
predict tlie correct label more ofteii than the incorrect label. However. thi' net positive
score of the hybrids is higher than the net scores of the stacked classifiers.  This is an
indirect itidication that the stacke<1 classifiers foll<,w tlie predictions of theii· eager pareiit
iziore often. The eager parelits make mon' errors thaii k-un. and tlie stackc,d classifiers
replicate part of these incorrect preclictions relatively niore often than the hybrids do.

Iii suni. althozigh the getieralization perforinatice of the stacked classifiers and liybrid
algorithiiis is equal. tliey are quite (lifferetit in tlieir functional classification behavior. A
marked difference is the observation that the stacked classifiers are itiore Kiniilar iii tlieii
behavior to their eager parent algorithm than the hybrids are.

6.1.4   Performance of hybrids on NLP tasks

Iii this thesis we have concentrated on combining the k-nn classification method with eager
learning. As explained iii Chapter  1.  k-nn has been shown to be a suitable machine learning
algorithin for natural language processing tasks (Daelemans and van den Bosch. 2005:
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Dai,leiiians et al.. 1999).  For this reason zic, were sprc'ificall.\' iziteiest('cliii thi' 1)('rforizimice
of tlie liybricl algorithrits 011 the NLP tasks.  We inzY,stigated the restilts of the tliree hi l,ricls
AIAXENT-H. Rl:LES-A-H alid RUI.ES-R-H alicl tlieir pai· ,11t algoritlinis. lie observed that the
results 017 the NLP tasks (10 ill,t cliff'er mil('11 froiii th(' obser\'ations 11151(le 011 :111 tasks. An
except ic,11 was t lie liybrict lIAXENT-H whiC·11 had a lower perfc,rillance t h: 11 k·-1111 011 t he NI,P
tasks. while conipared 011 all tasks they hacl quite siniilar performaitce.  An exl,lanatic,Ii fc)r
this 01)5(,rvatioit litay 1,e tlic fact tliat the weights iised iii tlie  rD I F.AXENT distan(·e
inetriC (10 not capture tlie inany low frecitic,iicy e\'elits iii a typical NLP task properly, as
AIAXENT optimizes these weiglits to maxililize tlie elitroln'. tlierel,y Kitiootlkirig over lc,w
frequcIicy events.

6.2 k-Iin classification

The starting point of the research presented in this thesis was the contrast betweeii lazy
atid eager icamitig Eager learriers put their effort in abstractilig a condeitsed irlodel of
the target futiction to 1)e leariicrl from tlic, training material. Lazy learners. 011 the other
hancl. clo not put effort in the leariting phase as tliey simply store all training itistances in
memory. They divert tlieir efi'ort to the classific·at.1011 phase and iliaki' a local estimation
of the target fuiiction by searching for sitiiilar iiistaiices iii tlieir meillory.

We have seen in our coinparative experiments that k-nn. wlien equipped with automatic
paraineter optiinization. is a powerful machine leariiing algorithm: it perforined better
than the three eager learning algoi-ithnis 011 average. Froni the perspective of the e.ager

learners. we used the A·-1111 classification Inetliod t(, enhance the performance of the eager
algorithms by creating hybrid algorithnis. Two of these constructect hybrids indeed had
a better perforniance than their eager paretits. Fic,111 k-1111's perspective we enhanced tlie
distaiice calculation mi'tliod between instaiices by adding the niodel of an eager learner.
We have seen that k-iin is a iziac·hine learning algorithm that offers many possibilities to
further refine and enhance tlie clistance calculatioii methocl. by Inodifying the distance
metrics, or the. feature weighting illethods. or the instatices on which the algoritlini is
traitied.  In this thesis we explored a part c,f these possibilities. Exploring other possibilities
to enhance tlic· k-tiearest lieighbor algorithm is aii appealiiig path of future research.
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Appendix A

UCI data sets

We enlinierate the UCI data sets and describe for each data set the chaziges we made to
the  original  format.   We  perform  siniple nianipulat ions  of  the  datasets  stich  as  replacing
spaces by coiiiinas or moving the class label as first eleiiieiit of the inst.aiice to the last
position  of  the  instance.    All  data  sets  lisecl  in  our  experiments  have  the  same  forniat.
Each line iii a data file. presents oiw instaiice. Each instaiice consists of a featiire vector
followed by a class label. separated by comnias.

Some of the UCI data sets have attributes that 11eed a special manipzilatioii such as
reinoving nanie labels that are unique for each instance. We mention for each task the
subject of the task. arid contitigeiit special inanipitlations.

We thank the donors, designers and niaiiitainers of tlie data iii the UCI beiichulark
repository. We refer to the UCI benchmark repository for inachine learniiig (Blake and
Alerz. 1998) for detailed information about the data sets.

We first detail the data sets that are manipulated. followed by a list of tlie data sets that
were used unchangcxl.

aucliology    This task is to make a diagnosis oii tlie basis of desc·ription of symptoms of
cliseases in tlie medical field of audiology. We use the standardized version
of the data clonatecl by .1. Quitilan. We coiicatenate the providecl training
and test set to form one large data set. We thank Professor Jergen at Baylor
College of Aleclicine for creating the original data set.
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1)ridges This task concerns the classification of Pittsbitrgh bridges iii
types of desigii.  We use version 2 of the data which contaitis
discretized minieric features. We remove the ideiitifier fratiire
that has a ziiiique value for each instance. The original data
does not have one class label. instead each instance contains five
design attributes to predict. We choose one of tliese attributes as
class label and consider the other four potential class attribut.es
as features. We choose the attribute type as class label. However.
this attribute has niissiiig rahies for three iiistaiices. We remove
these three iiistances from the data set. as we cannot evaluate
on instances without a class label. Tliese nianipulations result iii
a data set that has 104 instances and seven features and a class
label.

cl-h-disease The ftill nanie of tliis task is clet,eland-heart-di.sense.  The UCI
repository contains fotir heart-disease data sets that are coiicerned
with lieart-disease diagnosis.  We choose the cleveland-heart-
disease data set. We use the version of the data iii whicli
each instance consists of 13 features. We tliank Robert Detrano
of the V.A. Aledical Center. Long Beach and Cleveland Clinic
Foiindation for inaking the data collection available.

ecoli This task coiicerns the prediction of the cellular localizatioti sites
of proteins. We remove the first feature Sequence Name. because

it is a 1111ique identifier for each instazice.

Hag This   data   set   contaitis   attributes  clescril,ing   details   of  various

iiations and their flags. The data does not have a specified class
lal,el. atir of the features caii be cliosen as class label. We choose
tlie feature irligion as class lai)el. We reiiiove tlic featilre name
tliat prescnts a country naine and is liniqtle for each instaiice.

glass This task concerns the classification of types of glass. We remove

tlie first featzire as this is a zitiiqiie identifier for eacli instatice.

monks These tasks coticern tlie classification of artificial robots.  Tlie
tliird irionks data set has noise addecl to the data. We oiih' 11,(
the prc,vided training set.

inushrooin Tliis task coticerns the classification of edibilitr of mushrooms.
We reitiove the feature veil-type becaiise this feature has oiih· oiie
value for each instance and provides no information about the
task.
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peiicligits The task concerns the pen-based recognition of handwritten digits.
The original data consists of a training and test set, and the digits
in the test set are written by other a.uthors than the digits iii the
trainiiig 1Ilaterial. We concatenate the trainiiig alid test set, which
implies  that  the  independence  of the  test  material  is  lost.

optdigits This task concerns optical recognition of handwritten digits. The
original data consists of a training and test set. and tlie digits
in the test set are written by other authors than the digits in the
training material. We concatenate the training and test set, wliich
implies that the independence of the test material is lost.

promoters    This task is part of the collection of Molecular Biology Databases.
The task is to predict membership of the class of DNA sequences
with biological promoter activity. We remove the feature instance
name which is a unique identifier for each instance.

solar Hare    This task concerns the prediction of solar Hares iii regions on the
sun. The original data contains 3 potential class attributes, each
pointing to a certain type of solar flare.  We choose the M-class
flo.res as class label, and consider the other two potential class
attributes as normal features. The original datasets consist of
two parts which we concateriate.

soybean-1 The full name of this task is soybean large. This task concerns the
classification of soybean diseases. We concatenate the provided
training and test set.

splice This task is one of the Molecular Biology Databases.  The full
title of the task is Primate sptice-junctio'n gene sequences.  The
task concerns the recognition of boundaries in a sequence of DNA.
We removed the second feature instance name which is a unique
identifier for each instance.

yeast This task concerns the prediction of the cellular localization sites

of proteins. We remove the first feature which is a unique identifier
for each instance.
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abaloiw This data set coiisists of descriptive features of abalones.  The task
is to predict the nuniber of rings in the shell. which corresponds
with the age of the aii i iiial.

car This task conceriis the classification of whether or not to buy a

car on the basis of attril)utes of the car such as price. technical
characteristics azid coilifort.

co1111ect-1 This task concerns the classification of the game situations in the
gailie contiect-4.

kr-vs-kp This task is p:irt of the chess databases. The title is an

a.bbreviation of: King+Rook verSUS King+Pawn on aZ The task
concerns the classification of chess end games.

letter This task coiic:erns the recognition of scan images of letters.

liing-caticer    This task corie·(,rns tlie classification of pathological lung cancers.

111irsery This task coticertis the classification of applications for nursery
schools.

Segillelit The ftill naitie of this task ix Intage Segmentation data. The task
is part of t}w Stkitlog (·ollectioii. aiid concerns the classification of
regiotis iii outcloor pictzires.

tictactoe This task cotic·(,rns tlie prediction of won or lost for the final board
coiifigiir&itioris of a tic·-tac·-toe gaiiie.

veliicle This task is part of tlie Statlog collection. The task conc·erns tlie
classi Heat ion of a giveii silhoiiette  as one  of four  types of veliicles.

votes Tlic, ftill title of tliis task is Congressional Voli·ng Records
Data.base. This task corie(,rns the classification of votes for the
U.S. House of Repr(:setitatives Congressizien.

wille This taNk coiic·('rits tlie recognition of wine in terms of chemical
anah-sis.
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SUInmary

Supervised machine learning can be divided in two main categories: lazy and eager
learning. Eager learners put their effort in the learning phase. They abstract a condensed
model of the target function from a set of labeled training instances. The classification
phase reduces to a relatively effortless application of the abstracted model to new instances.
In contrast, lazy learners or memory-based learning algorithms do not abstract a model
from the training instances in the learning phase, but simply store them as such in memory.
Lazy learners divert their effort to the classification phase and abstract a local model for
each new instance by searching for the most similar instances in memory.

The contrast between lazy and eager machine learning algorithms forms the motivation
for constructing hybrid algorithms which combine both approaches. We aim to show
that memory-based classification can replace the classifier component of an eager machine

learning algorithm. The main research question investigated iii thesis is the following: Can
we, by replacing the simple classification method of an eager learner with memory-based
classification, improve generalization performance in comparison to one or both original
algorithms?

We perform our study using instantiations of three quite different types of eager machine
learning algorithms: A rule induction algorithm which produces a symbolic model in the
form of lists of classification rules: AIaximum entropy modeling, a probabilistic classifier
which produces a niatrix of weights associating feature values to classes: And winnow,
a hyperplane discriminant algorithm which produces a (sparse) associative network with
weighted connections between feature values and class units.

We construct the following hybrid algorithms:

• The hybrid algorithm AIAXENT-H combines maximum entropy modeling with k-nn
classification. This algorithm classifies new instances by using the weights in the
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matrix produced by maximum entropy modeling within the distance metric of k-nn
to find the k nearest neighbors among the instances stored iii memory.

• Two hybrids that combine rule induction with A·-nn classification. The first hybrid
RULES-R-H is trained on instances consisting of binary riile-features that transform
and replace the origiiial features in the instances. The second hybrid RULES-A-H is
traizied on instances in which binary rule-features are added to the original instances.

• The hybrid WINNOW-H combines multiplicative update learning with k-nn. The
hybrid uses the weights of the connections as produced by winnow as feature weights
in the k-nn classification method.

We perform experiments to test the generalization performance of the hybrid algorithms
and compare their performance to tlie original (parent) algorithms. We conduct
paired t-tests to estimate the significance of the differences found between algorithms.
Experinieiital results show that two of the hybrid algorithms. MAXENT-H and RULES-A-H.
outperform tlieir eager learning parent azid perform similarly to. or slightly better than
their meiziory-based learning parent. The other two hybrids perform worse thali or at
most similarly to their parent algorithms. In answer to our research question we conclude
that we only partly succeeded in creating hybrids that improve generalization performance
upon on or both original algorithills.

Further a.nalyses are conducted to izivestigate the differences and cominonalities in the
classification behavior of hybrid algorithms and their parent algorithms.  We conduct
a bias- variance decomposition of error rates and we perform additional error aiialyses.
We observe that in general the functional classificatiOIi behavior of the hybrid algorithms
differs substantially from the behavior of their parents. The statistical bias of an algorithi11
represents the systematic errors whicli tlie algorithm makes. The bias-variance alialysis
shows that the hybrid algorithins have on average a lower bias than their parent algorithms.
Given that the two hybrids. MAXENT-H and RULES-A-H, perform better than their eager
parent and similarly to k-nn. we conclude that these two hybrids represent a "best of both
worlds" situatioii. since they avoid the systematic errors their parent algorithms make.

The next part of the research concerns the construction and evaluation of two stacked
classifier ensembles that have a close reseniblance to the two successful hybrids. The niain
difference between these algorithms is that the liybrids consist of one classifier. while the
stacked classifiers consist of two classifiers. Experinients show tliat the stacked classifiers
perform rather similarly to the hybrid algorithms. Further error analyses show that
although the generalization performance of the two hybrids and the resembling stacked
classifiers is similar. they are quite different in their functional classification behavior. A
marked difference is that the stacked classifiers are more similar in their behavior to their
eager parent algorithni than the hybrids are.



Appendix C

Samenvatting

Lerencle systemen kunnen wordeti onderverdeeld iii twee groepen: geheugen-gebaseerde
leertechnieken en abstraherende leertechnieken. Abstraherende lerende systemen cori-
centreren  zich  op  het  boziwen  van  een  compact  niodel  op  basis  van  een  set  gelabelcle
voorbeelden.  Wanneer een dergelijk systeem eeii nieuw voorbeeld irioet classificereii.
wordt het model gebrtlikt om een label te voorspellen. Geheugen-gebaseercle systenien
daareiitegen leren geen 1110del uit de voorbeelden. maar slaan simpelweg alle voorbeeldeii
op in het geheilgen. Pas wanneer dit lerend systeem een nieuw voorbeeld moet classificeren.
bouwt het een lokaal niodel op basis van liet nieuwe voorbeeld door te zoeken naar de lileest
gelijketide voorbeelden iii het gelieugen.

Het contrast tussen geheugen-gebaseerde leertechiiieken en abstraherende leertechnieken
vormt de motivatie voor het boziweri van hybridische lerende systemen die beide
methoden Combineren. Deze hybriden gebruiken het model dat is geconstrueerd door
een abstraherend lerend Systeem iii de geheugen-gebaseerde classificatiemetliode. Iii dit
proefschrift prol,eren we de volgetide hooftlvraag te beantwoorden: kunnen we. door de
slizipele classificatiemettiode vaii eeii abStraherend lerend systeem te vervangen door een
geheugen-gebaseerde classificatiemethode. een hybridisch systeem ontwerpen dat betere
prestaties levert dan een of beide oorspronkelijke lerende systemen?

We gebruiken iii ons onderzoek drie verscliillende typen abstraherende systemezi: een regel-
inductie systeeni dat als model een lijst classificatieregels aHeidt ilit de set \·oorbeeldeii:
ma.Timum entropy m.odeting een statistische leertechniek die een matrix van gewicliten
tussen attributeil en labels produceert: en winnow. een lerend systeem dat is gebaseerd op
de wizziiow-leerregel en als model een associatief netwerk van gewogen verbindingen tusseii
attribtitit- en labelknopeii bouwt.
We hebben de volgeiide liybridisclie lerende systelliell geconstrueerd:

• De hybride NIAXENT-H rombineert inaximum entropy modeling met geheugen-
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gel)aseercle leertecliniekeii. Dit lereiid systeeni gel,ruikt cle gewiclitenmatrix ge-
prodiiceerd door maximlim entropy Inodeling in cle afstandsmetriek 0111 de ineest
gelijkeii(le voorbeelden te rinden in het geheugen.

• Twee liybriden die regel-itiductic conil,iiieren iliet gehezig<,11-gebaseerde leertech-
tiieketi. De eerste h\1bride RULES-R-H wc,rkt op basis Izili roorbeeld<,il waarraii de
attributen  zijn  vervangen  door speciale  regel-attributen. De tweede hybride  RULES-
.A-H gebruikt voorbeelden waarbij de regel-attributen zijn toegevoegd aan de originele
attrib uten.

• De hyl,ride WINNOW-H combineert de wi1111ow-leerregel illet geheiigeii-gebaseerd
leren. De hybride gebruikt de gewichten die de winnow-leerregel afteidt voor de
verbitidingen ali gewiclitezi voor attributeii in de voorbeeldeii.

We liebben experinienten gedaan om de prestaties van de hybride systemen te testen. We
vergelijkeii cle hybride systemen met de abstralierende en geheugen-gebaseercle teclinieken.
We r·oeren statistisclic tests Hit 0111 de significaiitie vaii de gevoncle11 verschilleii tils,rell de
leertechniekeii te scliatten. De resultaten van cle experi111ente11 laten zien (lat twee van
de hybridell. AIAXENT-H en RULES-A-H. beter presteren dan de abstraherende technieken
en vrijwel gelijk presteren aan de gehetigen-gebaseerde systemen. De twee aticlere hybride
systenien presteren iziiiider goed (lan. of gelijk aaii de twee leertechnicken.  Als antwooi d op
otize onderzocksvraag kunneii wc' conchicleren dat we er sleclits gedeeltelijk iii geslaagd zijn
0111 11>-bride brstenien te ontwikkelen die beter presteren dan een of beide oorspronkelijke
lecrtechnieken.

Verclere analyses zilii iiitgevocrd waarl,ij we de verschilleti en overeenkonisten vaii het
fi111(·tionele gc,drag van cle hybridische c.11 oorspri,iikelijke leertechiekeii hebbben onclerzo(·lit.
We hebbeii (Yvi bias i,ariana analyse en een fotitenaiialyse gedaaii. Deze analyses lateii
zieii dat in liet algenieen het ftinctionele gedrag vaii de hyl,ride systeinen duidelijk afwijkt
vaii cle anclere twee leertechnieken.

De l,ias-variance analyse laat zien dat cle hybriclen gemiddeld een lagere bias hebbeti clan
de iii)straher(,tide en gelieugeii-gebaseercle systetiic'11. De statistis(·lie bias reflecteert de
systeniatisclie fouteii die een systeem inaakt. Gegiven de 01)servatic dat de twee hybriclen.
AIAXENT-H 211 RULES-A-H. 1*,ter presteren dan abstralic,reiide systenieii en gelijk aaii
geheugen-gebaseerde systemen. concluderen we dat deze twee hybrid(,Il het beste vaii bride
vertegenwo(,rdigen oinclat ze minder systematisc·he foute,i maken clan dc' oorsprotikelijke
Syst ('llicil.

Eeii aiider ck,(,1 van het onderzock bes(·Iii·ijft de ('oiistructic vaii tree gestapelde 1(,rende
systemen die sterk lijken op cle twee succesvolle hybriden.  Experinienten met (1(,ze
gestapelde systemeii laten zien dat ze tainelijk gelijk presteren aaii de hybride syst('ineii.
Verclere analyses lateii zien dat hoewel (le gestapelde systeinen iii termen van prestatie
gelijk  zijn  aaii  de  hybrideii.   huii functioiiele ge.drag wel clegelijk afwijkt.    Eeii  opvallend
verschil is cle observatie dat cle gestapel(le s>:stenien incer overeciikonist Ilel)bell ill('t de
abstraherende leertechilieken dan de hi·1}rideii.
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